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Introduction 

'Culturet is a word that can have so many rneanings that it brings 

aL1 kirids of images and ideas to people's m i n e .  One might think of 

ancient cultures, the Greeks' works of art, possibly the Inca ruins in 

M a c h u  Pichu. Peru, and, in Canada, the 'Canadian culture', the French 

or Native cultures. A f e w  people may probably think of strange rel ig io~,  

traditions and colourful but uicomprehensib1e exotic behaviour. 

Some more adventurous mCn& rnay recreate the ambiances of spedal 

places, the music in the background. the way the houses blend w i t h  

nature, the trees, the warm breeze . . . And the people, the way they 

corne alive in their settùigs, the way they smile, they taik, touch each 

other and live their lives. These images may also intrigue us, as the 

reality of th& lives seems removed from our own, holding meanings that 

we wish to diçcover and expexience. .. 

But in the pragmatic world, many people probably think of different 

cuitures living in their cuuntries and the tensions among t hem . In 
Canada, we may assodate 'cuitUret with the cliché words  'multicultural' 

and 'disünct SOQety' , and ask ourçelves if people really care about 

different cultures, th& identities and 'distinctne&. In the world of 

global business we are required to have 'cultural sensitivity' and 

'intercultural s)allst and reconsider the 'monoculturd setting' where  we 

work. The concept of culture in teaching takes the form of multiCU1tural 



classrooms, the new context of situation, w i t h  teachers having to teach 

'culturaily' . The phenornenon of the 'global village', which has brought 

different cultures into a ciose contact they had never experienced More, 

is creating a new vision of the world çtill to be defined. Many of us  wish  

we had more knowledge and understanding of 'cultures' so that w e  could 

foresee what our world wiU be like. 

Ln the process of understanding 'culture', language inevitably cornes 

to the forefront as the main fom of expression. For centuries, language 

has helped us understand the rich cultural heritage of QviLizations, their 

art and literature. One wonders  if the knowledge of a ÇOCietyts cul tura l  

heritage in the above sense stïü holds true as a means of providing an 

understanding of the current culture of that Society . D o e s  that 

knowledge help speakers of other languages communicate and interact in 

the target culture today ? W U  foreign language programs in pst- 

secondary institutions need to reconsider their puposes for teaching 

languages ? Can these programs continue to focus on a target laquage's 

cultural heritage and especiaiïy iiterature, to prepare students to 

function in tomorrow's world ? 

How important is it for governments, newspeople, business, universi- 

students, high school students, to speak other languageç ? W i l l  learning 

other languages affect or improve the way people interact in the 'global 

villaget ? Or wiU the use of Engksh as a lingua franca in the world of 
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business satisfy the needs for different cultures to  cornmunicate w i t h  one 

another , relegating mother tmngue to local aciivities and family ? 

What purposes do languages serve ? A m o t h e r  tongue is learned and 

taught in the learner's cultural context for speafic reasons. The child 

learns his mother tongue so that he cari commwiicate in his 

cuiture/society and in the process hiç identity is also shaped by that 

culture. Why are second or foreign languages learned , and what impact 

do they have on shaping our identity ? 

The interchangeability of 'second' and 'foreign' in reference to 

Language learning in our thinking is already a point of confusion. Th- 

is a distinction to be made between the second and the foreign language 

contexts. A semnd language is learned by a speaker of a different and 

often minority m o t h e r  tongue because of its immediate use in the dominant 

societai context where the leamer iives. It is a language he needs to 

function in that Society. Language is the key for integrating into that 

society, T h e  çecond language context seems to be simpler and more 

contextually supportive but does not offer as many chaices as the foreign 

language context. There iç no doubt that the language and culture to be 

taught is the one of the SOQety where the learner is Living. In the 

second language context, the second culture is inevitably part of the 

learner's Life outside and inside the classroorn. Exposure and interaction 

w i t h  the target culture engage the learner in a process of culture 

learning and understanding, that, uniess the learner isolates himself, 

cannot be: stopped. The learner is whally , or in varyhg degrees, part of 

the target culture. 



Foreign language leaming is different in many ways. The purposes 

for learning may Vary and the societai context where  it is learned may 

provide no tangible support within the daily contexts of situation, The 

leamer does not live in the target culture/sxiety and does not have the 

need to integrate to that Society. He considers iiimself a visitor in the 

new culture. in addition, the foreign language contexte sin- it is 

removed frorn the actual places where the target culture is iived and the 

language spoken, there is the problem of which of the inter-related 

cultures açsociated with the target language is to be taught. WiU one 

learn American or  British English in Argentins ; w u c h  Spanish is to be 

taught in Canada, Spanish from Spain, Centrai America, Colombia, 

Argenma. . . Which l o d  culture shaU be learned ? Or shall as many 

inter-related cultures as -le be 'cuvered' ? Shall w e  talk about 

bullfights or gauchos ? O r  shali we look for common cultural tbreads 

among interrelated cultures, blending and reducing culture to an 

international variety of language ? These differences with the second 

language context are often reflected in the methodology of teaching and 

in the d e s  that language, communication and culture play in foreign 

language programsi. 

What choices have been made for foreign ianguage poçt-seoondary 

courses and are these sîiïi appropriate ? In view of our present 

historicaï context, is the foreign language classroom preparing students 

for the purposes the target language is used nowadays and will be used 

in the future ? How significant is the teaching of culture in the foreign 

language classrwm ? Isn't it better if students learn about other cultures 
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in 'cultural studies' courses in their first language ? What are the 

benefits of learning about a target culture through that target culture's 

language and/or through the leamer's L1 ? If taught in the language 

m what is it about d t u r e  that our students need to leam : the 

cultural sensitivity, the works of art, the ruins, or the way the people 

of the target culture talk, smile. blend with those special ambian- and 

hdd meanings to M e  that we wish to discover ? Or is the interaction 

w i t h  a different CU1ture supposed to bring awareness about one's own and 

in the procesç pave the way for 'empathy' for the target culture, which 

may evenhiaily result in better communication among peoples ? 

At  present, there is an intense debate a s  to the role of culture in 

ïanguage teaching. Culture has ken taught in advanced language CO- 

for a very long the ,  conceptualized as 'the great works' of the target 

society. But  now theoretical p e r s w v e s  that emphasize culture as  the 

contemporary way of life of a society are in£iuencing language teaching. 

Which conceptualization of d t u r e  wiU be chosen ? How can foreign 

language teachers traristate the new conception into a new pedagogy of 

language teaching and learning ? What new role wiU 'culture' play in 

foreign language programs ? W i l l  it stiU be dealt w i t h  as an additional 

wmplexity in advanced courses or will it have its place in introductory 

courses ? What w i l l  the benefits of such indusion be ? Language theorists 

have provided sound analysis of the dose relationship between language 

and culture. As a resuït, what conceptuaikation of 'language' w i l l  guide 

the selmon of the 'content1 of our language programs ? W i u  w e  continue 

to teach language as linguistic code separately from adtue, or will we 

addreçs them in an integrated fashion ? 



Since a new perspective on culture may be included in our educational 

context, will language learners perform %etter' if culture plays a more 

significarit role in the* le-g ? And ulîimately, how can culture be 

brought into the cIassroom and to serve what purposes ? 

Each year thousands of poçt-secondary students take one or two 

semesters of foreign lariguages, Only a smail fraction continue to do 

minors and majors and have a chance to learn more about the target 

language and culture, What choices of the foreign language and cul.ture 

should we make for our students in these introductory courses ? What 

choices do teachers and programs have to make that better serve the 

pulpoçes for which the leafners may use the language in the future ? 

What educational value w i l l  these choies have ? 

This amalgarn of questions often asked around the issue of culture and 

language teachirrg bears witness to the tension and instability of existing 

views. %me questions are sympathetic to the promotion of exploration 

into the evuiution of language teaching from a cultural perspective. Other  

questions hald a grain of reslçtanœ to any change by underlying the 

impoçsihility of such a task in the present educational environment. 

Nonetheles, taken in th& entirety, they demonstrate the need to begin 

the exploration of an instructional stance on the teaching of language and 

culture. 

in the discuçsion that ensues 1 will attempt to analyze the choices 

from which we need to decide and suggest those which may better serve 



the purposes of foreign Language teaching in our preçent time, 

consequently improving the educational value of f oreign language ( FL ) 

Ieaniing. But, above di, I wiU attempt ta make the for- language in 

the ciassrwrn a doser image of the target language in the mai world 

where it belongs, a personal bias which 1 believe to be weLi supported by 

research in a variety of reiated fields. 
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Chapter 1 : CULTURE IN THE CURRENT SECOND/FOREXGN LANGUAGE 

CONTEXT 

The goals we set out to achieve in education will largely be the 

pmduct of the times we live in and the taditions of our society. Boudy 

and Palmer (1965) point out that 'the success routes of an era dictate the 

dominant patterns of çdioaling and styles of teaching'. The study of 

languages has occu~z:ed throughout time for different purposes : 

schalastic, political and economic, as weil as for leisure a&vitieç and 

travel. The variety of purpoçes has been a significant factor in the 

chaice of different approaches to learning and teaching ianguages as well 

as in the choice of ianguage content. 

During  the Middle Ages  of W e s t e r n  cultures, it was the quest for lost 

knowledge available in Latin and Greek and so-called dead languages that 

initiated the academic pursuit of language learning. Language leaming 

focused on the abiiity to read the literature, science and philosophy 

produced by individuais in çocieties which spoke the language. By 

understanding the language and consequently the thoughts of the 

erudite, and expressing themselves in such language. ÇCfiolar~ tried to 

achieve the erudites9 capacity for thought that would take them to 

greater heights in their quest for knowledge. 

D u r h g  the time of d o n i a l  empires, languages w e d  the purpose of 

insalling political allegiance. By educamg the colonies in the language of 
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the empire, the conquerors imposed not only their political w i U  but aiso 

their culture, th& religion, th& values, and the& way of life. Native 

peoples af the coionies had to leam the language of the colonial power so 

as to be able to function and be successful in such Society. in countries 

of the Western worid, language alço semed the purpose of doing 

business, of infiltnting the enemy during limes of war, and later in 

times of economic growth. W i t h  the advances in transportation, language 

leamhg sezved the purposes of tuurisxn. Tourists have used the target 

language to get around every &y funmons such as having m e a b ,  taking 

Wainç, boaking rooms in hotels and other activities related to their 

visits. They generaily are interested in the artifacts and monuments of a 

culture and liffle attention is paid to gaining an understanding of the 

cultures they Visst. 

in the 1990's it çeemç that the purposes t o  which languages are put to 

use are changing . The phenornenon of the 'global village' , increased 

international mobility and migration means that people will not only need 

the ahility to speak w i t h  people f rom another culture on leisure visits, 

but wiï l  need the ability to understand their way of life and function w i t h  

some degree of su- in the target cultures. Thousandç of people 

raised in one culture are living in 0th- cultures due to the globalization 

of the economy. Nowadays, not only do govefnment leaders need aoss- 

cultural skiUs but also techn01ogists, agents, workers of every occupation 

have to work wi th  international COUeagues and clients worldwide. They 

must  interact wi th  international CQUeagues as equals, rather than from 

witfi in Merarchies of cultural dominance. Adler (1995) states that a 

monolithic headquarters culture, coinadent w i t h  the firm's counw of 
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origin no longer defines organizationaï structures, proceçses or patterns 

of interaction- Thus, not onïy do the varie- and frequency of cross- 

cultural interaction incsease with globaïization, but alço the very nature 

of cross-cultiual interaction changes. Consequently , an emphasiç on 

cross-culturai communication world-wide will certainly bring about a 

change in language teaching. The relationship between Language and its 

purposes will have to be redefined. More cu2tural knowledge of the 

societies one wishes to 'communicatel w i t h  is needed. For pragmatic 

-11s this is already occurring in some courses that prepare f o r  

international contact and communication in the fields of -de and 

commerce. 

As Stern (1992) points out the prime ahs of language learning in the 

late twentieth century are not literary or  scholarly, but social and 

instrumentai. People learn languages to  integrate to 0th- met ies  or  as 

a means to reach higher sacietal and econoniic positions. T h i s  shift in 

purpose will require a change in both the way language and 'background 

studiesl or  culture are viewed. Byram and Esarte-Sames (1992) state 

that there will be demands that language 1earning be related to the 

experience of migration, of Living in and not rnerely touring through 

another Society speaking another language. Teaching pupils for touriçm 

wiU be caUed irrelevant if not irreverent, when new needs are perceived. 

This new relationship doeç not mean that the two previous relationships 

are not valid, but that a new one has to be combined. The educational 

motive for the inclusion of culture in language teaching refers to the 

individual's enrichment through the acquisition of a wider world-view. 



M u s t  we conîinue to send learners out into the 'real world' so iïl- 

prepared to know what is happening? This new relationship between 

language learning and culture learning as a purpose has becorne 'relevant' 

to the present and anticipated experience of the pupils (Byram and 

Esarte-Sarries, 1992), therefore w3.ï have to be addressed by language 

teaching. In our modern world, we  have littïe choice but to communicate 

interculturaily. In fact, the relevance of teaching culture has indeed 

begn stressed for more than two decades. In the foreword to Seelye 

(1972)'s Teachuiq Cultural Concepts in Spanish Classeç, Michael Bakaliç, 

Superintendent of Public Inçtruction said '. .the year 2000 is j u s t  three 

short decades away.. . The inclusion of culture in the language c l a s s r m m  

WU help students develop a better understanding of the world comrnunity 

in which they live' . GaUoway (1985a) and Lafayette & Strasheim (1981) 

point out that in an interdependent world, with conflicting value systems, 

global awareness and understanding ought to be a mandatory component 

of basic education. The importarice of culture in language teaching 

becornes @vident. What culture is and what it m e a n s  to teach culture or 

culturaily in the current context need to be addressed. The balance 

between learning a language and learning a culture becomes a problemtic 

issue. 

E ducational I deology 

The dernands for relevance in education ba9cally arise frorn changes in 

international relations between sucieties, and in çoQal and educational 
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philosophies within ÇOQeties. Cmricuiar idealogies derive from 

'worldviews' and define what schoois should teach, for what en& and for 

what reasons. As Eisner (1992) .-tes: 'Ideologies are belief systems that 

pmvide the value premises for which decisios about practical educational 

rnatters are made1. Curriculumç address the issue of 'what knowledge' is 

worthwhile teachùig and contain broad desaiptions of general educational 

goals, which reflect an overall educational-cultural philosophy . 

In the last centusy, these have been mainly three orientations to 

curridum theory, msearch and practioe which have affected 

second/foreign language teaching : the intellectual traditionaüst , the çocial 

behaviourist and the experientialist. In addition, each educational 

orientation has been compatible with a distinct theory of the nature of 

language and language leaming. Inteliectual traditionalists consider that 

philosophical and literary classics are the sources of knowledge and that 

acquaintance w i t h  the great books develops the powers  of reason, logic 

and imagination. T h e i .  goals are to develop the learners' minàs. ln 

language teaching, traditional curriculums focused on teaching languages 

as vehicks for analysis or as providing access to literary works .  O n  the 

other hand, social behaviourists emphasize the rale of science and 

techndogy and the acquisition of operatiody designed skillç. The* 

goals focus on teaching 'parkuiar' skills. This behaviouristic view is an 

educational-psychological philosophy which , in language teaching , is 

compatible with a structuralist view of language and a stimulus-response 

view about human language learning. in the experientialist's view , 

learning grows from each person's experience. Since the mid 1970's a 

humanistic-experientiaïist's orientation has been most prominent and has 
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focused on the students' aavist  involvement in the learning procesç. It 

is based on the view that language is social behaviour, the spBaker a 

socioculturaï entity, interacting in the real world. The humanistic 

educational orientation is closeïy associated w i t h  the communicative 

approach to language teaching. Communicative language programs have 

incorporated educational phiïosophies based on humamsh . . c psychoiogy, or 

a view which in the context of goals for other subject areas has b e n  

called 'the humanistic CUITiCUlum' ( M c  Neil 1977) . Such curriculum 

fosters sharing of contml, negotiation and joint responsibfity by co- 

participants, it stresses thinking, feelings and action; it attempts to 

relate subject matter to leamers' hasic needs and iives. The deepest goal 

or purpose is to develop the whole person within a human ÇOCiety 

( M c N e i ï  ,1977). in operational t e rms ,  according to Dubin & Olçhtain (1986), 

a language program which draws on h- . * c curriculum goals places 

great emphasis on meaningful communication from the learner's point of 

view and the fa& that tasks should be communicative, outcornes should be 

negotiated and not predetermined. Learning is viewed as a self-realization 

experience in which the learner has considerable say in the decision- 

making procesç. He is no longer seen as a recipient of trançmitted 

knowledge but as an interpreter of meaning. H e r e  the assumption is that 

the need to mean motivates the development of expression. 

FurViermore, in the 1990's fast paced changes in communications and 

the interdependence of SOQeties in our 'global village1 have resulted in a 

global perspective of education that is k i n g  promoted in schoalç to 

prepare students for contemporary reality. Pike and Selby in their book 

'Global teacher, Global learner' (1988) state the a h s  of global education, 
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among which there are same that closely apply to communicative and 

culture teaching . Students should: 

1 )  Acquire the ability to think in a systerns mode, whieh means &dents 

are encouraged to see phenornena and events as bound up in cornplex, 

interactive and multi-iayered webs  in which relationship iç everything. In 

second language learning students can no longer view language as onLy 

words and sentences in a grammar-book or didimary. Language is 

related to the 'context of situation', where choîces have to be made f r o m  

a multitude of interconnected variables, most  of them SOCiOCUZtural. 

2) Acquire an hotistic conception of their capacities and potentiaL. 

Students should be given the smpe to exercise and develop their 

potential and hence, achieve higher leveis of personal autonomy and 

empowerment. The &dents are no longer recipients of knowledge but are 

encouraged to a&vely interact in the target language. 

3)  Learners should recognize that they have a world view that is not 

wiiversally shared. Students should be helped to realize that they 

interpret reaiity f m m  within a particular framework of thought and 

perception and that these are difficulties and dangers attached to using 

that framework as a yardstick for interpreting and judging the lifestyles, 

patterns of behaviour, values and world view of others. This is exactly 

what the teaching for communication, including cuiture, in a 

second/foreign language classrmm aimç at, to lower the ethnocentricity of 

Cl bearers by analyzing and interpreting the culture of the L2. 

4)  Develop receptivity to other perspectives which can help students 

challenge previousiy unexarnined assumptions and promote laterai and 

divergent thinking. B y  learning an L2, students can s e  that a language 

is a manifestation of another perspective and an awareness of it can 
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promate other ways of thinkuig. 

5) L,earn that learning and personai devdopment are continuouç journeys 

w i t h  no fixed or final desünation. Ddsions and judgements we mach 

are, by their nature, impermanent. Language is not a fixed content to be 

learned and the meanings that it realizes are constantly changing and 

evolving . 
6 )  Learn that new ways of seeing the world are revitalking but risky . 
New paradigm vision is doubie-edged, it enables us to see many things in 

new ways but it may mean that other things are not seen as ciearly. The 

carnpariçon of a C2 to their Cl may upset and challenge students' beliefs 

even about themselves and consequentiy w d l  w l i s h e d  concepts will not 

be as dear. 

The humaniçtic-experientiaiist apprOach focuses on developing the 

whole person in a human Society (McNeil) and the global education 

orientation is more specific about, or adds a larger dimension to 'hunian 

Society' when including di societies- or cultures- and their world views 

in the education of the whole  person. 

Another educational -and that demonstrates a more inclusive view of 

cultures and works towards a 'hurnaniçtic' goal is that of mul t icu l tura lhm.  

M u l t i c u l t u r a i  policies' intention in eduation programs is to reduœ 

intergroup prejudices and wnflicts and improve relations arnong different 

groups. The goal is to produce positive attitudinal and behavioural 

changes. The learner iç also suppcsed to be actively engaged in 

inquiring and in constructing hiç awn meaning and cultural learning is to 

be acquired within a context that enables students to integrate knowledge 
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w i t h  understanding. M u l t i c t s l t u r a l  cumiculums have focused on students 

becoming aware of th& own CULtural backgrounds, their beliefs and 

attitudes and in the discovry of diversity as a fascinamg and not 

threatening concept. Some mult icu l tura l  educdtion initiatives that have 

becorne common are celebrations of cuiture, experiential learning 

activities, acquaintance programs within mmmunities and alço immersion 

programs in foreign countries - 

Yet, empirical studies on the success of these techniques in lowering 

levels of ethocentriCity and in crealing empathy for the 'other' culture 

have had mixed resuits. De Pass (1993) ates several research projects 

that examine attitudinal change among &dents invalved in for- 

exchange programs. Sellts (1983 ) çtudies demonstrate that amtudina1 

change 'is seldom verified empiricaUyt, and 'there is a la& of consensus 

concemhg what to measuret .  Salter and Teger (1975) argue that students 

mer individually in the& reactions. Some studies reveal no change 

because students who change positively are offset by those who change 

negatively. A more  recent study, on the other harid, got s u e  

results, Gai1 Robinson Stuart and Honorine Nocon (1996) intzoduced 

ethnographie interview techniques as a pedagogicat tool to promote 

positive amtudes toward speakers of the language studied. Although only 

26 students partiapated, 24% of them stated they agreed and 57% strongly 

agreed that the ethnogaphy project had incceased th& understanding of 

the Mexican people in San Diego. 

Besides the huwnistic-global orientation to education there is another 

strong but quite different orientation. W e  must not disregard the 
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technological/ instrumental approach to haming. For proponents of such 

view, education is a m e a n s  to a faster and more specific technical 

connedion to jobs. Th& concern has also becorne very relevant in a tirne 

when the meaning, structure and nature of work are changing. The 

technnlogical revolution having dispiaced many workers from their jobs, it 

seems imperative that educamn should provide people w i t h  the S k l k  to 

operate, use, program that technoiogy . This is negatively affecting 

education geared tuwards the development of the human being, which is 

losing its appeal. 

Education in our times is reconsideruig its goals- Nevertheless, it is 

believed that the technid/rational approach, if not wrong, is quite 

limited, An education that is focused on technology as an end, may not 

consider the development of the human being as a whole nor find it 

necessary to foster understanding among peoples. Technoiogicai solutions 

and approaches to education tend towards a mechanical analogy where 

speed, ease and effiaency are viewed as the benefits of primary 

importance. These ïast three aspects are valued W u s e  the underlying 

belief is that by doing one's work faster and more effiaently one will be 

ahead of others, and consequently be more successful. Achievernent is 

measured by these three aspects- Techriological advance is equated w i t h  

human progress. An in depth knowledge or interpretation of the matter 

at hand and its implications for human beings are not always viewed as 

essentjill for the appropriate use of such technalogy. While technology is 

clearly an essentiai ingredient of the present and the future, technical 

rationaiiçm is not. 



W e  have discusçed the historical context and the educational idealogy 

that are inf luemg the general rationale for formulating poiicy dedsions 

in foreign language cuxricuia. W e  have adopted a view of the purpose of 

education in our time that wiU approach a second language curricula w i t h  

a definite humaniçtic orientation. A çecond/foreign language curriculum 

that is founded on humanistic, mult icul tura l ,  global orientations to 

education can ciaim to have social significance, and to contribute to 

pupilç' general edmtion by intxoducing them to cultures other than their 

own. We now need to address the çubject matter to be taught: a foreign 

language. Curricula will combine educational goals w i t h  language goais. 

Language goals in the curziculum wiU necessarily take into account the 

nzrrent conœptuaiization of the nature of language. Views on the nature 

of language have influenced its teaching as much as educational 

orientations or idealogies have. W e  will diçcliçç a conception of language 

that can affect language teaching. Language learning can no longer be 

considered oniy as an accumulation of iinguistic &CUIS, Language is more 

m e l y  linked to the societal context ui which it is used. 

S ocio-semantic view of language 

It has been customary among linguists to represent ianguage in t e r m s  

of rules. For much of the past forty years Linguistics has been dominated 

by an individualkt id- and conception of language in which the 

object of study was the idealized sentence of an equally idealized 

speaker. The ideai individual ' s  mind stores ai i  sociai knowledge. 
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According to Halliday (1978) the 'grammar' of this kind of linguistics is a 

set of rules, and the conceptual framework is àrawn from logic, whence 

is derived a mode1 of language in which the organizing concept is that of 

structure. Since the structural funcîïons are defined by 10- relations 

( e . g subject and predicate) , the linguistic relations are seen as formal 

relations between classes. As long as the id-tion of speaker and 

sentence is main-ed intact, language can be represented not only as 

rules but even as ordered ruies. But when human social interaction cornes 

into the picture. the ordering àisappears and even the concept of 

syntactic rules is diminished by the more fuzzy  tendenaes of socio- 

Sociolinguistics, on the other hand, has provided a theoretical 

perspective on language that is inseparable f r o m  its sociocultural context. 

It has recognlzed and has given prominence to the idea that language and 

Society are a unified conception that needs to be understood and 

investigated as a whole. Language does not mnçist of sentences. it 

CO- of text, or discourse- the exchange of meanirigs in in-nal 

context of one kind or another. Halliday (1978) looks into language f rom 

the outside and interprets linguistic pmcesses f rom the standpat of the 

social order. For him, this involves the difficult task of focusing 

attention simuitaneously on the actual and the p o t e n u ,  interpreting bot .  

discourse (language as behaviour) and the linguistic system (language as 

code) that lies behind it in t e r m s  of the infinitdy cornplex network of 

meaning potential that is what we call the cuiture. The individual 's 

ianguage potena is interpreted as the means whereby the various -al 

reiationships into which he enters are established, developed and 



Ethnographie studies have also supported th& dose language-mety 

conception. Reçearchers  in language development of children stress the 

fact that language acquisition is embedded in SOcialization and that 

language plays a fundamental mle in the acquisition and transmission of 

sociocuftural knowledge. ' E v e r y  Society orchestrates the ways in which 

diildren participate in sooal situations, and this, in turn. affects. . 
childrenrs utterances ' (Schieffelin br Ochs, 1986) As Buttjes & Byram 

(1992) point out, due to this early mutual experience of language use 

mediating culture and of cultural initiation affecting language, adolescents 

are tsauied Inot simply to utter grammaticai sentences, but to convey 

the fulI range of meanings . . . available in the speech economy of any 

ÇOCiety and culture' (Ibid, in Bu- & Byram, 1992) . 

Furthermore. language teaching theorists have çtreçsed that, as 

Byrnes (1991) puts it . the language unit of investigation is no longer the 

decontextuaiid sentence but a situated text, A situated text is a 

configuration of meaning,  which is inherently, dturally dexived. B y  

carefully attending to textual coherence in the wibest sense, to the 

stated, presupposed and implied meanings. leamers are at the same time 

accessing the cultural foundations of a text and therefore of the speech 

community as a whoie. Consequently , the culturai embeddedness of 

language m e a n s  that L2 instruction is not possible without placing 

language items into a socioculturd context. O t h e r s ,  like Crawford-Lange 

h Lange (1984). have pointed out that to -ch language without culture 

is to teach without meaning : 'Without language. culture learning is 
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incornphte because its expression is removed. Without cultural orientation 

ïanguage returns to a contentles exercise'. HaEday (1975) pointed out 

that : 'The leaming of language and the learning of culture are 

obviously two different things. At  the same tirne, they are closely 

interdependent. The linguiçtic system is part of the social system- 

N e i t h e r  cari be learnt without the other. To dissodate language from 

culture which it expresses goes against reality'. 

It seems dear that researchers in the fields of ethnography, 

socialinguistics and language teaching have aven prominence to the 

language-hty conception as a unity . Consequently, there has been a 

great sbift as to wha t  the fundamental concepts are in language teaching. 

An example is Stern's (1990) study , which diçcusses language in 

comection wi th  Society or culture - rather than liwture. The language- 

Merature c o n n e o n  looks at language from the written record or graphic 

coding of speech. In the language-culture view, Society is where 

language is drawn from. It is through language interaction that 

sociolinguistic understanding is gained and shaxed; in the same way as 

cultural mediation via language happens in childhood. 

In light of this view, the conceptuabation of the fundamental terms 

of language, culture, communication and language profiaency that are of 

essence in the language teaching profession need to be re-examined. 

Fir s t l y ,  w e  shaii àiscuss how these tennç have been conceptualized in the 

20th century, and how in turn, these w n œ p ~ t i o  shaped different 

views in the language teachîng profession. The purpose is then to 

provide an  interpretation of these key terms and their rela~nships in 
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second/foreign ianguage teaching, as embedded in the socio-cuïturaï 
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CHAPTER ïI : RECONCEPTUALIZATION OF THE MAZN COMPONENTS OF 

LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION 

Language, Culture, Communication and Language Proficiency 

It was pointed out that the vaxious conœptualizationç of language in 

the language teaching profession have been c i d y  related to the views 

advocated by linguistç throughout the past half century. The views of 

language as code, governed by rules, and of language as Linked to its 

SOQOCUltural context conçequently shape different language teaching 

approaches. 

The conceptuîiüzationç of culture in the language c i a s s m m  have also 

been quite distinct. A s  Brooks (1975) has painted out, of the several 

meanings of culture, two are of major importance for language teaching : 

culture as e v w g  in human iife and cuiture as the best in human 

Me. Prior to the 1960ts, the latter definition took precedence in most 

classroorns. The primary reason for second language study was to permit 

accieçs to the great iiterary masterpieceç of the target culture and 

thereby to its 'avilization' . Brooks (1971 ) referred to this relatively 

eiitist conceptualization as 'Olympian culturel(Big-C) , understwd to mean 

the great music, literature, and art of the country. H e  added that being 

concerned oniy w i t h  art, ïiterature, music, history and geography was 

divorcing the cultural content from those aspects of life that concern 

most people moçt of the t h e .  



The other approach to culture (also called 'smaiL-cl) defines it as a 

broad concept that embraces aU aspects of human life, people's beliefs, 

behaviour and values. This anthropological appmach includes the 

patterns of everyday Me, and aU the points of interaction between the 

individuaï and the Society. Omaggio (1986) states that when 

'communica~n' goais began to be emphaçized, it was only naturai that 

cultural goals should shift from a focus on formai aspects of a civilization 

to an ernphasis on anthropalogkai or socidogical concerns. 

The 'Big C' approach to culture was reflected in the dassroorn w i t h  a 

complete separation of the language or linguistic content f rom the 

culture. Language was taught first and culture came 'later'. The probfem 

was &y semantic, caused by a n a m w  view of what is meant by 

culture. Teachers hoiding th& approach think culture is a Litsrature or 

geography leççon in which the entire focus is on the content, w i t h  not 

attention to linguistic features- This separation between the linguistic 

system and the culture in teaching ma& certainly derives from the views 

of language expressed by linguists prior to the 70's. As mentioned 

earlier, ianguage was seen as a system of ruies that could be manipulated 

and the role of the SOQety who spoke the language was not taken uito 

account. Given  the views of language and of culture susbined in those 

times it is natural that there was no attempt to teach language through 

culture in an integrative fashion. 

On the relation between language and culture in the cLassroom, Heidi  

Byrnes (1991) c o m m t s  : ' W e  m u s t  acknowledge that whether our 

emphasis in language teaching is the linguistic cornpetence or 
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communication, the inciusive frame of reference is culture, not langwge' . 
Goodenough (1964) states: 'The r a t i o n  of Language to cuiture is that of 

part  to whole. Theory and method applicable to one must have 

implications for the other. .' Greenwood and Stini (L977) comment : 'To 

begin wi th ,  the of ianguage in formal termç as a code 

repreçents a very restricted view of ianguage. The close and çymbiotic 

relationship between language and cuiture is fundamental and universal'. 

The nature of the relationship between language and cuiture has always 

been a question of profound impïication in linguistics, anthropoiogy and 

intercultural communication and has c0nsequent.y infiuenced language 

teaching . 

In order to àiscuss 'communication' in conneclion to 'communicative 

language teaching' we must refer to the t e r rn  'comrnuniative competence' 

that was cained by DeU Hymes (1967,1972 ) . Hymes pointed out that 

Chomsky's (1965) 'rule governed creativity' of language did not account 

suffiaently for the social and functional rules of language. Communicative 

competence then, is that aspect of our cornpetence that enables us to 

convey and interpret messages and to negotiate meanings interpersonally 

within specific contexts. Canale (1983)'s definition of communicative 

competence indudes four different components : grammatical competence, 

discourse cornpetence, sociolinguistic cornpetence and strategic 

cornpetence. The first iwo categories reflet3 the use of the Linguistic 

system itself, and the last two define the more funaonal and social 

aspects of communication. 
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It is clear that 'communi~tion' has a çoQal aspect that connects it to 

the cultural mntext where it occurç. The relation between communication 

and culture can be best expressed by Edward HaU (1959) : 'Culture is 

communication and communication is culture'. In his book, 'The Silent 

Way' (1959) he focuses on the 'hidden cultural meanings' which are out- 

of- awareneçç aspects of communication and which greatly affect 

communication acts. Gudykunst and Kim (1984), experts in communication, 

also stress the link that communicative cornpetence includes conœrn w i t h  

styles and puposes  of communication which show great cross-cultural 

variation. F u r t h m o r e ,  the emphasis on communication in foreign 

language teaching bas brought language and culture more dosely 

together. It follows that to be communicatively wmpetent in another 

language, shidents must  not only be cross-linguiçticaliy but also aoss- 

cuituraily c o m p t e n t .  

Yet, it is paradoxical that the dominant approach, said to be 

'communicative', has not treated the cultural content in p r o g r m  or it 

has treated the 'surface' of culture avoiding complexities and deeper 

meaning. There seems to be a dissociation between language and culture, 

and communication has frequently been addreçsed in commUNcative 

structures out of the target SociOCULtural context. It appears that a 

communicative orientation to learning and teaching has only managed to 

achieve overall interaction and some m e s s a g e  transmisson. It has 

focused on the forms to express universal funcüonç such as apologizing, 

asking for information, etc; mainiy how functions are expresçed in 

linguiçtic te rms .  It has not dealt w i t h  the sociai and cultural knowledge 

that speakers of the target language are presumed to have, it has not 



touched cultural meanings. ~Cornmunicativel teaching has not dealt with 

the speaker of the L2 as a C2 bearer and how the cu l tu ra l  meanings 

expressed by a native speaker u9ng the target Language may be 

different from the learners' mi tu ra i  meanings when using the =get 

lawwwe-  

Theref ore, articulation of the goak of developing the communicative 

cornpetence of our students m e a n s  that we, as -chers, m u s i  define 

language including the target culture. On the other hand, since 

communication is a highly cornplex phenornenon, we must acknowledge that 

its inclusion in second language teaching consbtutes a formidable 

challenge ( LeBlanc & Courtel, 1990). 

Another fundamental concept that has been viewed in different ways is 

teachersl conceptions of the 'language proficiency' that students are 

supposed to attain. When language was considered a set of rules and 

later, when profiaency was defined as a maçtery of skiils such as 

iistening, speaking, reading and &mg, the uses and situations in 

which the çkillç came into action were unspecified (Stern, 1992). When 

language, communication and cuïture are viewed as an interconnected 

whale,  the conception of ' profiaencyn indudes the three aspects. Palmer 

and Redman (1969) say the whole language 1earning business centres on 

the mulMaceted pmfiaency concept. A native speaker possesses 

'communicative competencel, which includes 'Linguistic competence'.  It 

foliows that profiaency interpreted as an expression of commIUiicative 

c o m p e t e n c e  includes much more than just the linguistic cornpetence. 
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Canale and Swain's definition of communicative competence m o t  be 

eaçily equated to a nown of language pmfidency. They acknowledge that 

the ldi&in&on between communicative cornpetence and actual 

communication remains poorly underçtood. . in the second language field' - 
Canale (1983) stresses that the term communicative cornpetence as he is 

using it refers to both underlying knowledge about language and 

communicative language use and skjli, or how w e i l  and individual can 

perform w i t h  t .  knowledge base in an actual communication situation. In 

Halliday's (1978) view , there is no place for a distinction between 

mmpetence and Performance, opposing what the speaker knows to what 

he does, or what is grammatical to what is acceptable. He focuses more 

on the actual manifestation of language in a sociocultural context and 

Wes to analyze language from outside, from the wntext towards language 

and not the 0th- way round as has been the case, in modelç that work 

f rom an idealization of language to its real expression. 

The conceptualization of the term proficiency as communicative 

mmpetence or as the actual performance of the leamers is not weU 

understoad. The term 'profidency' in the literature of language learning 

includes specifications about the ievek of competence attained in terms of 

Eunctions performed, the -ntexts in which language use can function, 

and the accuracy w i t h  which the language is used, but the roles of 

culture and the society of the target ïanguage are not discussed. 

Proficiency, as an individualls general cornpetence or 'performance' in a 

second language needs to be more explicitly explained. Language teaching 

needs to enwmpass the SOQety that speakç the language. A formidable 

job seems to lie ahead. It is to teach towards a 'proficiency' that includes 
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not only 'Languaget but also the societal context in which that proficiency 

w i U  stand its test. 

The Culture-Language-Communication Unity 

The discussion of the main concepts in language teaching: culture, 

language, communication and pmfiaency has shown the dose links, 

interdependab- and unity of the firçt three, and how proficiency, the 

manifestation of a learner's achievement of the wiity has to be 

reconceptualized accordingly. From the disassion we can see that the 

aspects we have diçcussed separately, have mainly been studied 

separately from one another by theorists, and dealt w i t h  separately in 

the foreign language claççroom. Communication, nrlture and language are 

so in-tely connected, and affect one another and yet, in the language 

teaching profession, these connections have not been made explicit. Each 

proponent of one 'aspect' has disregarded the others. Traditional 

teaching at its extreme isoiated language completeiy from communication 

and culture. When the new wave for communicative teaching arrived, 

some researchers and teachers adopted a 'totally communicative' approach , 

paying no attention to how the linguistic content should be graded; as a 

result, leamers' linguistic a m a c y  was -US. Forhuiately, most of 

the teachers did not faU into these extremes and communication and 

culture have been dealt wi th  in the language dassmorn, though oEten in a 

very random and restricted way. 

Nowadays, it seems that in trying to address culture, many 

researchers have most iy  shifted their emphags to culture, and the 
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linguistic system seems to have been put aside. Many proponents of 

teaching culture go as f a r  as p r o m g  it be taught in the leamer's LI. 

Theoriçts are womed about how to address 'culture' in the classroom 

but have not tried to define it in co rnmon  w i t h  linguiçtic content or 

communication. The iatest studies do not diçcuss culture-language 

communication as an integrated whole, nor do they explore the meanings 

expreççed by the unity , which is, in many cases different from adding 

the meanings of the parts. 

This non-integrative approach may be attributed to the fact that, for 

a long time, education has foiiowed the scientific approach of breaking up 

reality into parts. The belief is that by studying the parts thoroughly as 

independent segments, scienîists can reach an understanding and are 

able to explain the workings of the 'rBality' being studied. This apprwch 

brought great gains in language teaching such as grammars and long 

vocabulary iists. But it also brought the 'abstraction' of language which 

disconnected it from real Life use. Vocabulary and structures were 

isoiated from the contexts they were used and analyzed syçtematically, 

manipulated in sentences to create different abstracted posçibilities to 

explain rules that governed them. Abçtra&g language seemed to be the 

key to learning a language. ' M e a n i n g s l  were also abstracted and taken for 

granted, the learner of the L2 transferring the meanings of his Cl on ta 

the L2 words. There seems to have been a lack of study of how clusters 

of words  (beyond idioms) fit into certain contexts, and what meanings 

are derived from them. It seems clear that, no matter how much could be 

explained about the 'system' of the hnguage by means of rules, an 

abstracted language was not suffident for understanding nor functioning 
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in the target culture. Language had to be recomected to the context of 

situation where it occurred, in other wordç, culture. 

The prevafent segmentation of know1edge has prevented approaching 

the teaching of language as a unity : culture-language-communication - In 
addition. teaching has had to fit the educational administrative structure 

established more than a century ago, in which knowledge has to be 

partitioned. W h e n  developing educational pmgrams teaders inevitably 

have to segment content. be it language, culture. arts, etc. . It is no 

wonder that teachers may ask themselves why language, communication 

and culture should be dealt w i t h  together. Can't the language classroorn 

only deal w i t h  the linguistic code and cuitural courses deal w i t h  

'culture' ? Can a language murse cope wi th  both code and culture ? What 

for ? 

Work in the aoss-cultural area has also dealt with cmly one aspect of 

the mity ,  'culture' without conneCang it with language. It has 

emphadzed such issues as relationships among cultures, religion and 

other traditions. Training to promote 'aoss-cultural '  issues seem to have 

gone a long way toward promoting better relations, or at least fewer 

cultural clashes, espeaally in the business çector . So, is the target 

language needed to understand the target culture ? Cantt 'intercultural' 

courses deal w i t h  a culture in the student's mother tonque ? Doesn' t  the 

learner's m o t h e r  tongue offer more mili t ies  of analysis and refiection 

than the target language ? Do language and culture have to be 

oomected *?  Iç 'communication', the interaction among peuple through the 

L 2  in the C2 mntext, of any significance in the foreign language 



A very solid argument to  respond to the first set of questions is that 

without the target language linguistic skiïïs, there is a very real limit to 

what cari be achieved in a foreign cuïture. The language based component 

of the unity is ciosed to the nonspeaker. The insider outsider 

relationship is maintained. And, as Crawford Lange( op .at) puts it : 

'without language cuïture learning is incornplete because its expression is 

removedl. Zn addition, as wïU be later àiscussed in more detail, the 

leamer's Cl view of the world greatly affects his view of the target C2 

CULture. The L1 itself, by the choice of words and thinking patterns that 

are used. imposes a way of lwking at the target d t u r e .  The target 

cuiture is not analyzed nor understod in its own terrns, 

To respond to the hst two queçtions, it is our belief that Hall 

(op.&) presents the dearest explanation of the links between culture- 

ïanguage-cornunication, which reaffirms our conceptualization of language 

as a CLC unity. Lf CLC is not addressed as a unity, as it appears in 

real life, meanings derived from the unîty are lost, since the meanings of 

the parts are not sufficierit to understand the whole. Hall speaks about 

sets, kolates and patterns in a cuiture. He defines sets as a group of 

two or more corntuent components that are perceived as being set apart 

from other things, such as tables, special rneasurements Wse the mile or 

governing bodies. lsolates are the parts a set can be broken into. for 

example a 'word' is broken down into mmponent sounds. Patterns are 

those implicit cultural mies by means of which sets are arranged so that 

they take on meaning. Sets are seldom perceived in isolation. normally 



they appear in context and as one of many in a series of similar o r  

related events. HaU says : 

' . . . In the cross-cultural situation the firçt thing that a person wiiï learn 

about another SOQety is the existence of certain formal sets. Yet, in 

many cases the newcomer never gets beyond this first step. He may learn 

a great many words (or sets) of a foreign language.. . To callect sets in 

your mind is easy, but to dmpher a pattern is àifficult. Talldng about 

sets without bringing in patterns is ïike talking about bricks without 

saying anything about houses. The binding e f f e t 3  of language is NOT in 

the sets but in the kolates and patterns. Though semantic studies have 

made remarkable progress they çtill have far to go. Th& principal 

defect, as they are now conducted, is that the patterns are taken for 

granted' ( my emphasis) . 

W e  understand that patterns in Hal l ' s  sense refer to wider 

configurations of meaning beyond word 'patterns' as proposed by 

structuraüsts, who only focused on the grammatical fom of the patterns. 

It seems ciear from Hail's  words that to understand and function in 

another society w e  need to pay attention to the cultural patterns that 

bind language. Abstracting and analyzing only the C2 sets and 

connecting them by means of a logic or schemata that is derived fmrn a 

Cl WU not give us an image as Hal l  says of 'a house in the C2'. The 

m e  point is made by H U à a y  (op.&) : 'After a period of intensive 

study of language as an idealized philosophical construct, linguists have 

corne round to taking account of the fact that people taïk to each other. 

Zn order to solve purely interna1 problemç of its own history and 
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structure, language has had to be taken out of the glass cases, dusted, 

and put back in a living environment, into a 'context of situation' '. 

The challenge is then to keep the language-communication- 

cuiture/ÇOCiety conceptualbation together. This is not an easy task since 

we face challenges and problems also faced by çocioiinguists. Halliday 

(1978) points out that it iç one thing to have a ' sx io '  (that iç, real Me) 

component in the explanation of the factç of language but it is quite 

another thing to seek explanations ttiat relate the linguistic system to the 

social system, and ço work towards some general theory of Language and 

social structure. 

In the integration of culture to foreign language tedching in 

introductory courses we will attempt to move away from dealing with 

Hall's '.sets' or linguistic content separately from the cultural wntext of 

situation, W e  wiU present an approach in which students will ad- the 

three components of the CLC unity together, where the cuiturai patterns 

as they appear in real ïife are present. Language items will be chosen for 

thei. meaningful c o n n ~ o n s  aniong themselves and culturai content, not 

following an abstracted grammar list. N e d l e s s  to say, pedagogical 

requisites to facilitate the learner's access to the subject mat t e r  will be 

maintained. Teaching will follow the order of simple to cornplex, wncrete 

to abçtract content and the building of linguistic s)aUs as expressed by 

the four skiiis : speaking, listening, reading and writing, wiil be 

addresed. Aithough we rnay abstract and analyze sets at first, we WU 

reintroàuce them in a cultural context that will give them thei. real 

rneaning. Another important aspect in the teachuig of the 'unity' is the 



exploration of the connections between language, communication and 

culture that hold the unity 

We may have a çtrong theoretical grounding on the CLC unity but 

adàressing such 'unity' in the foreign language ciassroorn nevertheles 

appears daunting. Segmentation is inevitable when teaching a language 

formaUy in the ciassrmm, and the more su, in the foreign language 

dassroom.  Before diçcussing the integration of cuiture, communication 

and language, w e  will look at reaçons that make the inclusion of culture 

in a foreign language dassroorn 'problematicl, D W g  w i t h  'culture1 as a 

way of life has been done in a random fashion and the pedagogy of how 

to a m  it is stiU being explored, so it is a 'new' dimension in the 

classroorn. By analyzing the ilifficulties of teaching culture, we will have 

a better idea of the hurdleç we will run up againçt: and we may be able 

to define an approach that takes these 'problems' into account. We w i l l  

discuss constxaints intimateiy reiated t o  culture itseif and also those 

aspects of the foreign language teaching context that will make it hard to 

include ' d t u r e '  in the Chssmorn, The latter are stated here under the 

'status quo'. This  analysis wi l l  alço help us see if the changes to be 

introduced to keep the 'language-cul.ture/society' c o r m e n  are 

dPfP_Ilc;ile , 
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CHAPTER III : CONSTRAINTS OF TEACHING CULTURE ZN THE FOREIGN 

LANGUAGE CLASSROOM. 

. . .How do you react to the student who says in class ' This is weird,  

w e  wouldnlt say that in Engliçh (or the LI)' . 
.. .' Why can't 1 say th&, it is perfectly logis. .' 

Culture itself 

.'Culture1 and Communication 

As w a s  said earlier, our present context of situation focuses on 

'culture' as small c d t u r e ,  or a Society's way of Me. The problern we 

w i U  look at here is not what cu l tu ra l  'content1 to inchde in foreign 

hnguage classes. This  will be discuçsed in Chapter V under 'Contentt for 

o u r  integramn approach, In th& section we wrll look at the difficuitis 

invalved in accesçing SIMU -c culture : culture as a frame of reference 

for communication and in its rehtionship language. 

Much of the transmission and reception of information in 

communicative acts is effected in other than the verbal codes. Thus the 

impact of nonverbal cornniunication, so semantically loaded and so varied 

cmss-culturaliy, is very important. Non-verbal communication ( W C  ) Bas 

to do with  what Edward Hall termed 'the silent languagel and the 'hidden 

dimension1 (1959, 1969). in addition to being very cornplex and exhibiiing 

wide ciifferences, W C  is also largely used unconsciously. 
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As a result, its power to foster misconmunicaticm is very great indeed. 

W e  are often not even aware of transmitting such messages and cannot be 

sure that they are even king noticed, much leçs correctly 'read' 

(Damen, 1986). Communication experts Like Gudykunst and Kim (1984 ) 

have pointed out that tremendous distortions in meaning occur because 

the job of achieving understanding into mental proceses of others is a 

difficult task . Besides , Kluckhon ( 1949 ) diff erentiated explicit culture, 

which includes things such as law that people can be speîfîc about, from 

impiicit cuiture, such as feelings about suocess, an example of what 

culture bearers take for granted or what exists on the fringes of 

awareness. Hall (1959) points out that the level of abçtraction in the 

implicit-expiicit culture concept is so high that it is impoçsib1e to buiid 

on it m y .  

It foiïows that language is only a partial indicator of culture. 

Successful communication doeç not happen only f r o m  ushg 'language' but 

àraws on the hidden aspects of cuiture. Conçequently, it is harder to 

teach culture since its manifestation is not cornplete in language. The 

difficuity lies in accessing th& impiicit culture. We may not be able to 

make our students access levels of abstraction or implicit meanings that 

require extensive contact, knowledge and intera&on w i t h  the target 

culture. However, we believe we can deal with the unity :culture- 

language-communication in concrete and explicit cases. According to the 

cultural objectives we set out to achieve in the cfaçsnxim, we can decide 

on the 'what' (impliQt/explicit cases) about culture we will address. 



The target cuïture is phys-y and psychologicaUy distant from the 

c o r n m e  of learners. The target culture is not part af the 'contexts of 

situation1 of the learner so it is not a reality he has to adàress, There is 

no immeüiate need to function with the foreign culture and any conte* 

of situation that are common between the two cuitures are likely to be 

overgeneraiized as identical. Ln addition, learners many never have corne 

into contact w i t h  native speakers of the target language, or they may 

have but only as tourists. What they remember are individual caseç that 

are not totaliy representative of the target culture. Their exposure and 

interaction is therefore minimai and externaiized. If we take as an 

example the Spanish language taught in the Canadian context, it remains 

a 'foreign language'. Although it is spoken by a very large number of 

people, theçe are aU members of various Spanish speaking communities 

and the language has not becorne part of Canadian M e  in the way it has 

in some areas of the United States. Consequently, the lack of contact 

makes the learning about the Spanish mïture much more limited and the 

motivation derived frorn a real life need is not present at the moment the 

language is being learnt . 

To the distance factor is added the fact that the SOCiocultural context 

of the clossroom where the L2 is being learnt has ai i  the features of a Cl 

context, except for the teacher when she/he is a native speaker. Most 

textbooks have been 'sanitized' so as not to introduce 'riifficuit' 

( d t u r a l )  linguistic content to beginner students. Students interact 

among themselves in a Cl framework uçing the U. In the mai 
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interactions happening in the dassroorn only the native teacher has that 

underlying unconsdous sense of the culture about cuituraï 

appropriateness of how the interaction M e s  place. She of- puts this 

knowledge asîde in order to make learning d e r .  The  non native teacher 

who has not been made aware of these aspects or focuses on the 

linguistic content abne may leave these undercurrents of cultural meaning 

untouched, reinforcing the Cl schemata when ushg the L2. Although 

'distance' has aiways been a problem in foreign language teaching, we 

have strived, especially w i t h  the emphasis on authentic ma-, to 

bdng the real life use of the target language into the clasçroom. We can 

strive to bring in the target cuitun as weU. 

'Meaning is relational. Understanding a foreign cuiture requires 

putting that culture in relaliun with one's own. It indudes a & d o n  

both on the target and on the native CULture' ( Kramsch ,1993). That is 

w h y  leamers who have some expure or knowledge about the target 

culture wiU approach it wi th  certain presuppoçltions and expectations 

shaped by th& Cl. Some prejudiceç and stereotypes may have already 

set in which the teacher w i l l  have to help overcome. This  occurs because 

Cl bearers interpret C2 by m e a n s  of Cl schemata. C2 reality may be 

totally ignored, missed or miçread by learners. An exploration of Cl and 

C2 will make learners think about th& own Cl, which may be 

resisted. As Kramsch (1993) states, this wiU challenge not only their way 

of life but also question their traditional intellectml style. Another reçult 

may be a perpetuation of stereoSrpes because of an immediacy of 
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judgement on the learners' part, reinforcing the 'weirdnesst and even 

'inferiority' or 'superiorityt of the CZ culture; w h i d i  -chers may have 

set to debunk. The pmblem becornes even more  difficult if we consider 

that there are çome m e  aspects in stereoSrpical interpretationç, but 

they have their own meaning withîn the target culture as a whole. It is 

very hard for a C2 to be viewed by a Cl bearer in the same way that 

the native speaker of the C2 wi l l  view it, although some ' b i d t u r a l  

peoplet may be very dose to achieving it. We must  adcnowledge that the 

LZ speaker will incorporate the C2 in his own way and as Kramsdi (1993) 

puts it the only way to start builmg a more complete and less 

understanding of both Cl and C2 is to develop a third perspective, that 

would enable leamers to take both an insider's and an outsider's view on 

Cl and C2. 

However, this does not seem easy or corne easily as a result of C2 

cultural experiences. Seil (1983) says about -dentst expexîences in 

other cultures that 'a student's attitude is determined more by what his 

attitude is Like before he leaves home than by what happens to him while 

he is away'. His  research çeems to show that no attitudinal change may 

happen in some students and that it is Aifficult to predict if the change 

will be in a desirable or an undesirable dimd3on. 

Another risk is that challenging the deepest and hidden popular 

beliefs about a Cl leads people to see things they might not want to see. 

The leamers' defences about the inhetent rationalnesç, and hence 

superiority, of the& cuiture, may be too wel i  entrenched and we as 

teachers may not be able to show them compelling reasons to change. 
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Besides, then is another related problem which Hall (1959) raises when 

taïking about American culture. It is the fact that an audience tends to 

take remarks personaüy and as -me- happens to Americanç abroad, 

foreign language studentç might become exasperated and try to withdraw. 

This may negatively affect theu attitude towards foreign language 

learning . 

To address the problem of looking at or 'judging' the target culture 

wi th  a Cl viewpoint we can addresç culture learning as a process made 

up of cognitive and affective stages. These stages can match the 

progress from ethnocentricity to knowledge and empathy for the target 

culture. We should not expect Cl learnerç to achieve C2 understanding 

from the start, any more  than we should expect them to achieve an 

immediate mastery of the language of communication. 

. S a p e  and vaiidity 

When focusing on parti- topics, foreign language textbook wr i te rs  

strive to incorporate iinguiçtically diverse tex- that arise from varying 

cultural reaLities so that a 'wide scope' of content is 'covered'. This 

selection is not only problematic because of Linguistic and cultural 

processing difficulties for beginning learners but it has the concomitant 

problem of restricted generaiizability or validity for cuiturai teaching. 

Recent dismssion points to the weaknesses  of the 'smorgasbord 

approach' (Byrnes, 1991) a bit from the educational system, another 

from the poiitical organization, another about a 'typical family', al1 

occurring side by side without any connection and ako static, not subject 
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to change, either synchronically or cïiachmnicaily. The 'facts' approach 

tu culture fails because as K e l ï y  (1963) states, 'knowledge of such facts 

might wel l  represent everything from irrelevance to culturai wonderland .' 

It is possible that an exemplary in depth treatment of a few tapir-.;, 

broadly related to each other is likely to yield a greater harvest for the 

development of aoss-cuitural cornpetence than a wide casting of the nets 

( B ymes , 1991 ) . The validity of this enterprise will dexive from the 

abiîity to deal with the C2 culture, not about specific facts or 

OccUITenCes. 

A major ri& to validity in intercultural teaching lies in the 

falklorisation of the CU1tural mind. Omaggio (1986) diçcusseç çome 

approaches like the Frankeistein Approach : a taco from here, a flamenco 

dancer from there, a gaucho from hem, in which c u l t u r a l  aspects of 

different intemelated cultures are a l i  put together w i t h  no regard to 

their origin or applicability. W e  could al i  draw up a long list of the 

misrepresentations we ai l  have of other cultures, preconceptions which 

are reinforced by the media, journalism in its superficial treatment of 

social a-, and çornemes language teaching, the desire to please 

students, happy to see their prejudices confirmed, As M a r i e t  (1982) 

points out, this can iead to another danger to validity ; prophesying and 

the absence of doubt. 

The s a p e  of cultural content needs to be determined for a succesful 

and meaningful integration in concert w i t h  other aspects of language 

teaching. Our conception of Language-cornmunication-CU1ture as an 

inseparable unity, our objectives, our approach to culture learning, and 
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the use of LI and L2 will be among the factors that may help define the 

scope and validity of the cuitural content for the introductory foreign 

language dassroorn. 

The Status Quo 

At a more pragmatic LeveZ, it seems dear that the status quo, which 

may range from foreign language classrmm where the language is taught 

mainly as linguisîic code and fallowing the -ditional approach to Big C- 

culture, to the m o r e  up to date and more communicative style, have 

ackiieved suffiaentiy positive results and that they do not see the 

reason, or feel the importance of giving culture a çtronger mle- We will 

analyze çome of the arguments that are often put iorward for this view of 

the suffiaency of the status quo- 

if culture learning is so bard gohg why not let well enough alone? 

Why not addreçs the linguistic content alone in the early stages and leave 

culture for 'laterf?( which in most caçeç never arrives. -. ) It is commonly 

argued that such areas must  be amsidered as 'the icing on the cake', 

that attention to details such as these rnust corne at Later levek of 

language learning (Prabhu , 1987 ) . 

We echo the opposite viewpoint expressed by Thomas (1983) that their 

effects can be cumulatively quite çtrong . They can have considerable 

impiications at both the individual and cultural level. At the former level, 

miscommunication may lead to irritation (Hohançson, 1973) and the 
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withdrawal of further interpersonal cooperation, at the latter level, it iç 

quite possible that such cultural misunderstanding generate and 

perpetuate some negative ethnic stereotyping . Besides, culture learning 

may occur anyway, even unaided, w i t h  the riçk of emphasizing 

stereotypes or ethnocentric attitudes and of providing leamers w i t h  a 

distorted idea of a foreign language- Besides,  to separate language and 

cuiture teaching iç to imply that a foreign language can be treated in the 

early learning stages as if it were  self-contained and independent of 

other SOCiOCUltural phenornena. The consequene iç, as Byram (1992) 

clearly puts it, that learners assume that the foreign language is an 

epiphenomenon of the& own language and that it refers to and embodies 

their existing understandings and interpretatbns of their own and the 

foreign cultures. Students, if things are left as they are, cannot be said 

to be learning a foreign language in the proper sense; they are learning 

a codified version of their own culture w i t h  some exotic eappings. 

It is forturiate that the 'culture later' approach iç being 

reconsidered, mainiy for pragmatic reasons, due to the fact that in the 

real world, outside schooi, culture has been included in some language 

courses as preparation for international contact and communication, in 

specific fields ïike trade and commerce. In these cases, the need to 

communicate effectively with members of the foreign culture is of utmost 

importance. This pragmatic motive has also çearched for practical ways of 

dealing with  the groblem, generaliy on a country by country basis. 

There is also a more profit-oriented argument in favour of teaching 

languages uicluding the culturai content: the mobiîity of workers and 

the internationalisation of m o s t  professions. 
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Many in the language profession will say that students wiU be 

overburdened if cultural content is added to the Linguistic content, which 

takes up moçt of students' time and energy. Common arguments and very 

pragmatic ones odten demonstrate resiçtance by underlining the 

imposçibility of maintainhg the way things are done and addressing a 

new elment. 

Kordes (1989) points to the fa& that the cultural interconnectednes 

w i t h  language cannot be broken by teaching only the luiguistic content. 

H e  stateç that the assumption that difficu2ties w i t h  linguistic expressions 

and comprehension are merely  a linguistic problem which can be çolved in 

a linguistic way prevents foreign language education from perceivinq and 

deaüng w i t h  language inhibitions and fears, loss of self esteem and 

frustration when learning a foreign language. It is our beiief that aU 

these psychologicaï changes are likely to be a reflection of cultural 

ciashes between the studene&' Cl and the L2 as an expression of C2. 

Besides,  this not pleasant but understandable resuït is further intensified 

due to an overemphasis and overburdening of linguistic content without 

addressing the cultural content. The learner is asked to abçorb a great 

amount of Linguistic content at a diffefent pace from his psychalogical 

process of absorption of the new culture and a new way of thinking. The 

pmblem was even more acute when communication was not part of the 

pictue. Now that it is, it gives leamers at least a closer contact w i t h  

reality by letting them see language in action. These  fears have to be 

explkitly discussed as tied to culture so that they are not taken by 

lemers' as f ailme or not having any talent for laquages. Addressing 

linguistic content as an expression of a cuituraiiy different worldview may 
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help students see the reason for their dîfficulties and a greater cultural 

awareness may Lower students' anxiety levels, a marked problem in the 

ïiterature on barriers to  suocessN ianguage learning (Young, 1990). 

The beLief that integrating 'culture' to language learning will 

overburden the Iearner is only apparent. The overburdening in fact 

stems from the present situation in which the main emphasis of textbooks 

is placed on an extensive ïist of grammar and linguistic content. As Stern 

(1992) points out, it gives the kamer the mistaken impression that 

learning a language m e a n s  leamhg only its grammar and vocabulary. Few 

courses attempt to give leaniers a sense of proportion so that they can 

relate one aspect of language such as tense system. -gular verbs, 

etc., to the language as a whole. A closer rehtionship and one that 

advances more in step, of language. communication and CUItmre, WU 

actually not be a burden but a more logical and meanin- journey to 

language learning. 

Teachers will say that there is no m m  for it on the tirnetable and 

t h a t  there is inadequate resourcing. Culture is not to be added to the 

already cluttered tirnetable, on the coneary, it can readily be 

accommodated into a thematic context. Why not heighten awareness of 

cuïture while one is actually expressing a culture through language? What 

better context? Indeed, we would even go as far as to argue that the 

less d t u r e  is integrated Lnto the curriculum. the greater the danger 

that culture becornes marginalised. Furthermore, the poten+ial for 

marginalisation is heightened by the tendency of publiçfiers to pmduce 

'packagedl materials as if culture is a separate m t y  or an appendage. 



Others  might say that culture should be taught in the advanced levels 

as itts been done for  years, Two aspects have to be mnsidered : 1 ) the 

great majority of students who take intmductory language courses do 

not do minors nor majors in the foreign language- although a good 

number may take up language courses later in life and use the L2 in 

the& future occupations- and they only get a very restricted view of 

language- the code-. 2) The focus of cuiture teaching in advanced 

leveis has ken generally on academic aspects of Big C-culture : 

literature, music, etc, most of the uncomected w i t h  modern M e  in 

the target Society. Besides, if such modern  M e  is discusçed, there is 

no wmpariçon w i t h  Cl or analysis of the iiifferences. In the foreign 

language c2aççmom, away frorn the m a l  M e  context where the language is 

spoken, the C2 becornes a topic of intellectual knowledge but does not 

prepare the L2 speaker to interat w i t h  the other culture. It isolates him 

f rom modem real life, 

Ln addition, teachers may have many rnisgivings about including 

culture if it does not manifestly produce usable 'ski31st tiiat can be 

evaluated. This  view sterns f r o m  looking at learnuig as a product to be 

m e a s u r e d .  The inclusion of culture w i l l  enrich the leamer in knowledge 

and awareness that caruiot be easily evaluated and which fallows other 

phases of 'leaming' than the acquisition of Linguistic skilis. Naturally, 

the affective and cognitive aspects of culture leaxning wiU not be 

evaluated w i t h  the çame parameters that grammatical structures are, A 

view of language that encornpasses culture WLU cectdinly entail an 

evaiuation of language proficiency that goes beyond the m e r e  measurement 
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of the four ski&( Listening, reading, writing and speaking) as we know 

them. Evaluation of outcomes will be based on new goals. 

Few teachers have the necesary cultural experience and knowledge 

to deal w i t h  such a complex topic. Many are non-native h g u a g e  teachers 

who have only visited the countries where the L2 is spoken as tourists 

and who have not 'lived' in the culture to really experience it. The same 

could be said about many teachers who are not comrnunicatively fluent in 

the language they are teaching and yet the communicative approach ha. 

been recognized as offering a dimension of language that previous 

behaviouriçtic or traditionai approaches did not offer. Teacher training 

and a poaling of resources from native teachers or those who have had 

direct experience w i t h  the culture wilZ greatly fill the gap that may be 

present. Teachers wiU say they do not have the methodalogy either. M o s t  

of thern teach the way th& teachers have taught them. It took a long 

time for the profession to develop an effective methoddogy for 

communicative teaching and it is an area stïil being developed. 

W e  have discussed cornmon arguments gmerally made by the 

profession to demonçtrate typical areas of logical resistance to the 

integration of 'culture' in foreign language progranis. However , the 

inclusion of 'culture' in language courses has ben atternpted by many 

and there exists a variety of approaches and techniques that, aithough 

not used very often, have been quite extensively discuççed by foreign 

language teaching reçearchm. 



CHAPTER IV : CULTURE TEACHING 

Current Approaches, Techniques, Models and Cross-cultural projects 

The 'facts' approach has been the moçt  commoniy used approach in 

the study of culture through the insertion inta 1-n plans of 

inventories of cultural tidbits, guides for various types of professionab 

going overseas, etc ; most of which proved to be as counterproductive as 

they were informative. As Seelye (1984) points out 'Facts  are cheap. 

They are also meaningleçç until interpreted within a problem çalving 

context'. The 'information only' approach may actualiy establish 

stereotypes rather than diminish them, since such an approach provides 

no means of accounting for cultural variations. Heusikveld (1985) 

maintains that a ' facts apprwchl often emphasizeç rote rnemorization 

rather than the developrnent of greater sensitivity to cuïturai phenornena 

and understandùig of deeper cultural values. Damen (1986) suggests that 

there should be an ernphasis on discovery and explanation rather than on 

justification of cultural patterns and beliefs. The analysis of 

generaïizations needs to be encouraged in concert w i t h  the recognition 

that the behaviour of one individual does not necessariïy re£ïect the 

behaviour of the Society as a whole. This  tension between cultural 

generalizations and instances is one that is inherent to any 

analytic/interpretive procesç, but it is made even more apparent in the 

foreign language c i a s s r m m  where the teacher may be the only 'Living 

window' inb the foreign culture. 
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Ornaggio (1986) provides quite an extensive list of how dîfferent 

-ers have appmached the ïaclusion of culture learning in the 

~icuium.  Çome have focused on cultural goals, others on cultural 

topics and yet others on the proœss of cultural understanding and 

awareness . 

Noçtrand, H . & F . (1971) listed nine objectives or types of 

understandings that should be deveioped in language students a s  the 

result of instruction in culture. Seeiye (1984) modified this iist into seven 

goals of cuitural instruction : 1 ) the sense, or  funcüonality , of culturally 

conditioned behaviour , 2)  interaction of language and social variables, 

3) conventional behaviour in common situations 4)  cultural connotations of 

words and phrases 5) evaluating statements about a Society 6) 

researching another culture 7) attitudes toward other cultures. These 

goals seem to cover many aspects involved in understanding and 

functioning in a C2. Yet it rernains to be seen how we  cari operationalize 

these goais in the cksroom. Noçtrand (1967) also proposed a mode1 

CO nsisting of 'themes' which he defines as 'emotionaily charged concerns, 

which motivate or strongly infiuence the culture bearer's condud in a 

wide variety of situationst. Besides, other inventories of cultural topics 

have been proposed, and most include the same topics iisted by Stern 

(1992) in his cultural content. %me of topics are : places where the 

target ianguage is spoken, people's way of life, Society, institutions, 

history, sports, art, mus ic  and other major achievements. 

Galloway (1984) proposed the development of a framework for building 

cultural understanding based on process skillç. She suggests instruction 



should be organized amund four priaary categories of understanding: 1) 

convention: students are provided w i t h  information about how people 

behave, both l i n w c a l l y  and extralinguistically , in comxrton everyday 

situations 2) Connotation: students see that the meaning  of words iç 

determin& by the individuals' cultural frame of reference 3) 

Conditioning: students understand that people act in a m e r  consistent 

w i t h  the structure of th& own CULtudly conditioned syçtem 4 )  

Comprehension : includes analysis , hypothesi~ formation and tolerance of 

ambiguity. Gaiioway points out that thk four part treatment of culture is 

not h i e r a r c h i d y  arranged as al l  four s k i U s  are to be nurtured f rom M e  

beginning to the more  advanced levels of inçtruction. 

in hiç matrix, Kleinjans (1972) also addresses culture 1earning as a 

proceçç and he proposes a hierarchy of culture learning which Damen 

(1986) later incorporates in her scheme cailed 'Paths of Culture Learningt . 
Damen adds the concept of perœived social distance and degrees of 

acculturation (Schumann, 1978) to present a schema of the general 

processes involved in culture learning. For the purposes of foreign 

language/dture 1e-g and to achieve acculturation, the inclusion of 

cuïturl social distance seemç to be a valuable one. Social distance refers 

to the affective and cognitive dimensions of aoss-cuLtural differences as 

measured in terms of social categories such as sociai group c h a r a c t m c s  

and variables affectulg social interaction (Damen, 1986 ) . The immigrant or 

refuge to a new country faces the immediate need to adjust and function 

in the new ÇOCiety ço w i l l  want to reduce this social &stance as much as 

possible so as to feel fully integrated to the n e w  Society. Çocial distance 

in the case of foreign language /culture leamers is a different matter- 
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Their goaïs are not to asjmiiate and becorne part of the new Society. 

D e g r e e s  of acculturation are therefore not appropriate for our foreign 

culture leaming context. Our foreign ianguage learners' objective is not 

to becorne a d t u r a t e d  and therefore our focus as teachers should not be 

promotùig a native speaker nom as the outcorne of language learning. 

According to K r a m s c h  (1993) learners learning a variety of second 

languages appropriate the foreign langwge for their own purposeç to 

fulfill their own personal needs and develop their own identities. 

From my perspecbve, it is IQeinjansts hierarchy for a cutture learning 

ma- which çeemç to provide the best overail map of the stages and 

aspects invoived in culture l e m g ,  though not necesçarily for the 

description of acculturation. It can provide a gmd basis for formulating a 

process approach to culture leaniing in the foreign language context. 

Cultural objecWzes are formuLated taking into account the cognitive, 

affedive and action components of each stage af the process. 

-- 

information Perception Awareness 

AnaiySs Appreciation Attending 

Synthesis Revaluation Responding 

Comprehençion Orientation Acting 

Insight Identification interacting 



It is possible to bring a variety of existing techniques to support 

Kleinjans's hierarchy such as culture capsules (Taylor and Sorensen, 

1961 ) , culture clusters (Meade and M o r a ,  1973) and culturai assimila 
. . tors. 

However, the problern lies in the fact that there is no grading or 

selection of these techniques. There are no theoretid nor pragmatic 

specrfications as to when they shouïd be introduced, in terms of 

linguistic content, learner readiness, or  at which point in the curriculum, 

let aime in the hierarchy. Textbook treatments of culture are seldom 

better, providing d o n s  of cultural content which are often at the end 

of chapterç on linguiçtic content but uncomected to the rest. There is 

no establiçhed insmctional Link between culture and language learning. 

The incluçion of culture and cultural understanding in a language 

program is only sometimes a stated goal in CUfZicula. Culture does not 

appear in the syllabuses or units, leaving one to assume that 

responsibility for its instruction iies in the hands of the teacher. In the 

Three Year Spaniçh program c ~ c u l u m  guide for Grades 10-12 issued by 

A i b e r t a  Education, Language Services(l982), under goal 2 ) ,  it says that 

the aim of the course is to develop cultural sensitivity . . . . by 2.1 

deveïoping greater awareness . . . .2,2 developing a positive attitude 

toward people who speak another language. . . . Under Minimum 

expectations of Cultural Understanding, it says that w i t h  the success€ul 

completion of this program the student wili demonstrate knowledge of, 

among other things : 1) Hispanic cultures, 2) s o m e  Clifferences and 
. . simrlarities between these cultures and his own. Major cultural themes are 

mentioned such as çocial relations at the individual level, the family and 
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the mrnmunity, education and cultural features of Hispëinic life. But the 

unit guide provided for Grades 10 to 12 is made up of only two Sections: 

performance statements (basicdiy lingWstic functions such as to express 

approvai or disapproval) and the linguistic content (vocabulary and 

grammar). It is true that the guide was issued fifteen years ago and it 

has not been updated, but it stiil shows the degree to which cultuse has 

not been integrated w i t h  communication and language in exiçting 

curricuïa. It onïy appears as an overaii goal and it iç entireiy up to the 

teacher how to handle the culture of the target language. 

It is possible then for teachers to address culture in their dassmomn 

in different ways- in terms of goalç, topics, culture learning proceçs and 

techniques. However, we have aiready stressed the point that language, 

culture and conununication should be taught in an uitegrated manner. 

Unfortunately, few writers engage in a description of how this integration 

can be realized. 

We will look at two m o d e  that discuss language, communication and 

culture as components involved in language learning in order to ground 

the contribution made by thiç thesis to research on the integration of 

cuïture and language teaching. They are distinct in their approaches to 

integrating the oomponents. One is the mode1 devdoped by The National 

Core French Study, which is inspired by Stern's muttidimensional 

curriculum. The other was devdoped by Byram & Esarte-Sarries(l992), 

called 'The language and culture teachuig process' . A cultural pro- 

(Robinson Stuart and Nocon H . ,1996 ) that aims at cultural understanding 

through ethnographie techniques w i t h  leamers using the target language 



The National Core French Study( NCFS) 

This detaiïed study draws on Stern's (1983) multidimensional 

curriculum and develops four syllabuses to be used as a basïs for the 

Core French Program in Canada. This mode1 is of particular interest to  

foreign language teachers because in the Core French program French is 

not a medium of instruction for other subjects as is the case wi th  

immersion programs. It is taught as a 'second' language which is often 

not the dominant medium in the surroundhg community. This context 

shares some similarities w i t h  the foreign language context. 

The NCFS points out that after an intense focus on the HOW (the 

teaching me-) in the language teaching profession in the 70's and 

80tsf there has been a growing awareness that the main problem is not 

the how but rather the WHY and the W H A T  (the objectives and 

contents). The  NCFS adàreses these queorm.  The concept of a 

multiple approach is one that seems to wrrespond best w i t h  what is now 

known about language and its cornp1exity. Language is not only made up 

of the linguistic system, it is ciosely linked to the social context w h e r e  it 

is used and it meshes w i t h  the culture of the users. H e n c e ,  the NCFS 

task force developed Stern's four syIlabuses: the language syllabus, the 

communicative s y ~ u s ,  the culture syllabus and the generd language 

awareness syllabus, the latter addressng language leamhg and its 

facilitation. However , the m a i n  question for program or curriculum 

designers is: How are these four mmponents to be integrated into a 
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coherent and operationai unit? Which syllabus is the starting paint? To 

mee t  which objectives? 

F i r s t ,  we will describe the four syllabuses brieny and then their 

integration. The lang-uage syllabus addresses language as a system in its 

various contexts, when it is us& to communicate. It allows for 

observation of and raection on language items, leading to a graduai 

understanding of how the linguistic code works. This syllabus adheres to 

the precept that the teaching of language as a means  of communication 

implies the primacy of message over form and therefore, is closely linked 

to the communicative/ experiential (c/e) syllabus and takes its contents 

mainly from it. The language syllabus is an inventory of the main 

linguistic elements the 1ea.rne.r should be exposed to so that he can 

develop his ability for comUNcation.The general language education 

syllabus% existence is supported by the hypotheçis that the learner who 

becomes conscious of his lemming and the techniques he uses will be a 

more efficient learner ( H é b e r t ,  in NCFS , 1992) . The learner is expected 

to be autonomous, active and responsible for hïs learning and this 

syllabus will help hirn create the optimal conditions for learning. It is 

based on three principles: 1 ) it is important to establish links between 

first and second language teaching, 2)  it is of value for the student to 

learn how to learn a language effiaently since such knowledge can be 

transferred, 3) the &dent should be sensilized to questions of language 

and Society so that he can approach ethnic and linguistic diversity wi th  

as Little prejudice as possible. The contents of this syllabus corne from 

the reflection on language, culture and learning strategis. It S mainly 

analyiical and attempts to facilitate the learning invoived in the other 
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The culture syllabus addresses the S O C i d t u r a l  context of the L2. 

Itç objective is the acquisition by the i m e r  of an acceptable level of 

cultural awareness , understanding and knowledge . It introduces the 

learner to physical locations where the target language is used as well as 

to ethnic groups that speak it- Besides, it is based on the prinaple that 

the correct interpretation of the environment iç an essential component 

for the comprehension of messages between individuals. 

The fourth syllabus, the mmmunicative/experienW one, is based on 

the principle that the student wiLi acquire communicative skillç by daing 

things w i t h  the language rather than simply rdleCang on it. The learner 

wïll be given opportunities to use the semnd language both as a speaker 

a n d  as a Mener in real communication situations. 

'Communication' is the main soai 

In the section devoted to Integrative Pedagogy in the Synthesis of the 

Study it is stated that it is entirely possible to use any of the syllabuses 

as a starfïng point for integration. Stern gives an example of a 

curriculum that has been in use in England, in which the language 

syllabus estabiishes Listç of structures and functions (among other 

things) deemed necesçary to reach each of the target mastery leveis. 

Then, for each of the 'language' items on the iist, it becornes the 

responsibility of the other syUabuses to make up a iist of sociocultural, 

and /or communicative, and/or general language education topics related 
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to them. Stem repeatedly stated his belief in the equality of each of the 

four syllabuçes, each one contribumg in its own unique way  to the 

enrichment of Core French. He also emphasized his c o n v i ~ o n  that each 

one coud, at àïfferent mes, be given a dominant role to which the 

0th- would contribute. 

in the case of the NCFS, the task force's integration approach 

explicitly acknowledges it is biased towards the communicative 

/experienW syllabus, or takes the c/e syllabus as its m g  point. 

The centzality of the mmunicative syllabus is further stressed when 

choo4ng the content for an experientïal unit. In the c/e syllabus, one 

content (or field of experience) is 'la protection des animaux' and the 

authors =y that attempting to introduce a dtural element in this unit 

might strain the leamer's credibility. They go on to say that 'Unless one 

can establish a natural l h k  between the c/e and cuiture syllahuses, it 

wouid be preferable not to introduce culture into an experiential unit'. It 

appexs that the ÇOCiOCUltural context of the field of experience chosen 

for the comrnunicative/experiential unit is not of essence, and 

consequently not closely Linked to the c/e syllabus. The members  of the 

c/e syllabus state that in cases where it is not possible to introduœ 

cultural awareness into communicative experiences, it might be preferable 

to praduœ distinct teackiing units on cultural awareness . The terrns 

'Communication' and 'communicative' activities seem to be used in a 

restricted sense here, only as meaningful exchange of information in a 

given contes&, and not paying attention to the speafic CS context. 
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The emphasis on 'wmmunication' is further stressed in the Synthesis 

of the NCFS, where Leblanc States that the general objectiveç of the 

Core French program m u s t  be the learning of French as a means of 

comunication and the contribution it makeç to the general education of 

the student, What is meant by 'communication' in the NCFS? In the 

introduction to the c/e syilabus, they mention Canalets (1983) definition: 

1) Zt is a form of social interaction 

2) It is highly unpredictable and aeative at bot .  the form and the 

m e s s a g e  leveis; 

3 )  It takes place in discourse and SOCiocultural contexts w h i d i  lùnit its 

use while at the same time supplying mes on how to interpret 

statements; 

4 )  It is iixnited by conditions such as memory capatity and the speak-' 

state of üredness; 

5) It is always aimed toward an outcorne, for instance persuasion, promise 

6) It implies the use of authentic language 

7) It succeeds when the m e s a g e  is understood by the Mener. 

The above mentioned example of a communicative context 'la protection 

des animaux' does not address point 3) of Canale's definition of 

communication. It is alço the case that 1) 'form of çociai intera&ont is 

not speafied, whether it is social interaction that takes place in a C2 

E x m e n u  Approach to achieving communicative qoals 
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Due to the many different meanings given the term communicative, 

the NCFS task force changed the name of the syllabus to communicative 

/experiential to stress the need to have the student acquire 

communicative skius by doing things w i t h  the language rat- than sirnply 

on it. Although Stem and the NCFS do not disregard the 

importance of anal- learning , experieniiaï learning ïs cloçe2y related to 

their uitimate goal: wmmunication. The concept of language experience is 

about affording the student numemus occasions to use the language in a 

communicative, authentic and habituai manner and focusing his attention 

on the meaning of what is said rather than on how it is said. It is also 

essential for each participant to be truly and personaily involved in the 

experience. 

Stern noted that there is little usefui empiricaï research at the time 

but it seems quite possible, aven what is  now known about second 

language teaching/learning, that the abiïity to communicate can be 

developed by the student through the Living of linguistic experiences. 

T h i s  belief haç led to certain pedagogical initiatives undertaken during 

the Study. The c/e syllabus is developed f r o m  an empiririiUy observed 

fact that an individual in interaction w i t h  his environment devdops a 

store of experiences, a number of which are communicative in nature. 

The mernbers of the task force point out that in the context of c/e 

learning, the individual is seen as an open system in constant interadion 

with the environment. A description of this interadion in the environment 

and the resulting experience dearly supports the adoption of experiential 

language leaming. This interaction between the individual and the 

environment is neither predictable nor pre-determined . The environment, 
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referred to here, iç the context in which an individual finds bimself. It 

invalves severaï drfferent dimensions ( physical , psychological , social) . 
The environment makes its own demands on the individual who, as co- 

interactant, either resists or accepts to be affected or modified by it. 

Experience is what the individual acquires as a result of repeated 

interactions with the environment. It foilows that communicative 

experience iç the product of interactions involving language use- The 

individual's inability to act on his environment in desired ways creates 

the conditions for new knowledge, behavious or attitudes to develop. 

Thus, w i t h  each new interaction there is the potential for enrichment of 

an individual's experience. This is where language learning occurs. The 

taçk force alço draws from 'experiential learning' as expressed by Rogers 

(1969) who describes it as learning that 'has the quality of personal 

involvement, is self-initiated, pervasive, evaluated by the learner and is 

Some empiximi studies have pointed to the fact that as Steinkalk and 

Taft (1979) say ' for maximum dture learning to occur , the çojourner 

should participate in the Zife of the host çociety'. They say that for the 

touring group they studied, the experience ' led to more knowledge, the 

adoption of =me new eaüng and speaking habits, a greater talerance of 

people who are different and some de- of identity wi th  another 

country and be- appreciation of their own country and way of Me'. It 

goes without saying that the experiences of the learners in the classroom 

cannot be the same as those of the sojourner in a host Society, but it 

still shows that through experiences w i t h  the language in the Society, the 

above mentioned changes happened. Yet, these changes may not happen 
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to a l i  sojourners or learners. A s  D e  Pass (1993) says, the question of 

levelç of involvement w i t h  the host nationals is problematic. Many studies 

reveal that many students change positively and others, negatively . 
Students do not change to the same degree and in the same direction. So 

high levels of contact do not guarantee a change in attitude. 

It is very likely that if the contact or cultural experience cornes too 

swn it cari be overwhelming. The leanier is not prepared for that 

experience. Or  possibiy the leamers did not stay long enough for a 

change to happen or be noticeable. A s  is the case wi th  linguistic content, 

the student cannot be expected to be cornfortable in a C2 context from 

the start in the same way as he is not ex-d to use the mguage 

comfortably. The foreign language c ï a s r o o m  may actuaiiy be able to 

facilitate experienw learning. It can grade cultural experiences and set 

objectives for different stages of cultural learning. This rnay help us in 

tracing the learners' development in culture le-g and provide them 

with the appropriate expexiences at each stage. 

How does the c/e syllabus choose the contexts of such experiences ? 

The student is treated as a saciai being and the environment is the 

context in which the student fin& himself. W i t h ù i  the c/e syllabus, to 

reduce the concept of environment to a dimension that is closely linked to 

the student, the solution is the use of fields of experienœ. A field of 

experience, as çtated by the c/e syllabus task force, is that aspect of 

reality in which the student has already developed certain knowledge, 

patterns of behavior and attitudes. The experiences of the student often 

consditute the basis of his behaviour because these are what he builds an 
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fundamental principle of the c/e syllabus is 
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type. It is ciear that the 

lamtmunicative expexience' 

and the experiential obj-ve of the syllabus is to h d p  the learner 

enhance his M e  experiences, and the thernes(content) should reflect the 

dtfferent dimensions of that experience (fields of experience) . 

Stexnts and the National Core French Studyts contxibutions and limitations 

It m u s t  be stressed that one of Stern's contributions w i t h  his  

multidimensional curricuium has been to trançlate a theoretid wider 

conception of language to the field of language teaching/learning. The 

fa& that 'communication' is established as the objective for language 

teaching also changes the focus f rom viewing language only as a 

linguistic code to be analysed. Stern does not disregard the important 

role that an analytical approach t o  language plays, e s m y  in the 

foreign/second language chssroorn where reaiity needs to be analysed, 

but he makes it serve his ulîimate goal, communication. As is menmned 

in the 'En Bref' French introduction to the Communicative/ experiential 

syliabuç, 'La proposition de Stern d'un syllabus communia t i f /  

exp&ientieï. . est originale. . . eUe offre la possibilité de systématiser 

l'apprentissage non analytique. . ' . 

A valuable contribution to the field of language and culture 

integration is Stern's adoption of experiential 1-g as the basis for 

achieving hiç 'communication' obj-ves. This points to the importance of 

the leamer interacting w i t h  the environment. It is the view of a 

participatory student who is invdved in his learnuig through the 
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experiences he engages in. ALthough rnuch has been said about learner- 

centred teaching, changes in pedagogy did not occur with cumicuia that 

w e r e  mtred mainZy in linguistic content to be 'covered' o r  'memorized' 

and where the communication aspect was dealt wi th  as an addition. The 

NCFS operationaiized experiential learning in the language ciassroom. 

When Stern developed his 'communication' oriented multidimensional 

currkulum, the Communicative Approach w a s  revolutionizing second 

language hming, Now, over a decade L a t e r ,  his mode1 can be reviewed 

in light of the socdosemantic view of language. This theoretical 

perspective sees language as inseparable from its sociocultural context. 

Language and Society are a unified conception that needs to be 

understood and investigated as a whole. In Stern and the NCFS's work, 

the Linguiçtic content is expressly linked and submitted to the 

experiential/ communicative content and objectives, but the Links w i t h  the 

sociocultural context are not cïearly defined. Culture is îxeated as a 

separate category w i t h  the same value as the general language syllabus. 

Stern supports Canale's definition of communication, which expressly 

mentions that it takes place in SOCiocultural contexts. Y e t  this aspect is 

not translated into the activities w i t h  communicative goah. Besides, from 

the descriptions of the interaction and environment, it is not specifïed 

whether the fields of expecience are taken from the environment of the 

students' Cl or from a C2 environment. It does not specify how the CS 

environment is taken into account. Is the learner's Cl environment taken 

as a frame of reference or the C2 context ? Are the fields of experience 

in C l  and CS considered identicai ? 



The NCFS does not specify the con- of situation. Nor does it 

suggest how the sociocultural contact affects the experience or 

interaction. Two sample activities çeem to show that the socioculturai 

wntexts of the C2 are not necessarily taken into accouni when choosing 

the fields of experience. For example, there is no apparent C2 

SOQOCuitural context in the 'pet judging cornpetition' project for 9 to 11 

year dds. 

The project described for 15-17 year d d s  'The job search' extensively 

explains the phases of the project, the steps and activities within each 

step but makes no reference to the sodocultural context where this job 

search is supposed to happen. Leamers desaibe their knowledge about 

how to find part-time work and their personal experiences in this area. 

Then they are enauraged to use eiicited information to solve real Life 

problems and learn a lot about job searching, The students inieract w i t h  

authentic m a t u  such as Help wanted ads and Men to three job 

interviews. The best quaLifications for candidates are discussed. One 

wonders if the environments where the job -ch occurs are Cl or C2 

environments. There is no ment ion  of W. It seems that the theme or 

field of experience in this case is perfêctly suited for cultural discuççion, 

if the Help Wanted Ads are in the L2 I am sure there must be some 

cultural information that is explicit or implicit that c m  be diçcusçed, as 

is cerbhiy  also the case with  the job interviews. If learners carry out 

this project in the U w i t h  no reference to the Sociocultural context of 

the C2 they may get the idea that job searchirig in a C2 is the same as 

in th& Cl context. These wmments are not meant as a m t i c i s m  of 
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s~cond/official 

context . 

but rather are made to underscore 

language teaching and the foreign 
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the difference between 

language and culture 

Stern insisted on the equaiity of the four wmponentç( language, 

communication, culture and general language education) and that each 

program would develop the appropriate balance for its own purpoçes. We 

agree there should be a balance as Stern proposes. But more 

specificationç are needed to addreçç the linkç among the components. The  

only relationship that is really explored in Stern's work and the NCFS is 

the one between language and 'commUNcationf(not including the C2 

context ) . 

The conceptualkation of language adopted in this paper views 

language, çociety/dture( the environment) , and communication (the 

interaction that happens in the environment), a s  one syrnbiotic unit. It 

should be skessed that communication in the L2 occurç in the C2 

environment, not in an L1 environment where  people speak the U. Are 

students going to interact first in U in a Cl environment and then 

interact in L2 in a C2 environment?. What kind of communication will 

result £rom interactirig in each of the distinct enviroments mentioned? 

The fields of experience in Cl environrnents have many similarities since 

they a l l  are related to human activities such as 'eating m e a h ' .  But it is 

risky not to s that the CS environment has its dïfferences because 

the learner can be led to believe that 'communication' as it happens in his 

L1 envirdnment happens the same in the CS. W e  m u s t  acknowledge that 

only in intermediate to advanced levelç have deeper meanings of the 
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environment naturally corne up for discussion. The teaching of language 

generaUy remains at the stage of 'formç' that are the sarne in both 

cultures on surface (e. g observable behaviourç iike eating breakfast ) . 
We m u s t  take into account what Lado (1986) says 'We will expect trouble 

when the same form has different das&ication or meaning in two 

cultures1- Always focusjng on the 'forms' which occur in the same fields 

of experience as the lemers' L1 but not contrasting their different 

meanings is risky in that it may lead the learner to think that aiï 'forms' 

that are the same in his cuïture and others have the same meaning he 

attributes them in his LI. 

Finally, it is important to point out that Stern, as w d  as the NCFS 

task force, stressed the fact that the objective is communication and 

consequently the other components of the mode1 such as culture shauld 

complete the communicdtive goals and should be carried out in the target 

language. They go on to say: 'Les objectifs cuiturels non directement Liés 

à la communication, 9 importants soient-&, sont en principe réalisables 

ailleurs dans le programme scolaire. La culture doit: compléter la mission 

communicative. C'est pourquoi nous nous opposons a l'enseignement de la 

culture fian- en anglaiç et parlons d'intégration dans tous nos 

documents'. This statement seems to point to two categories of 'culture'. 

O n e  that completes the communicative objective and another that is not 

directly linked to communication. The firçt category of target 'culture' ïs 

to be addressed in the target language and is part of communication. W e  

totally agree that the links among them must not be bmken and fully 

support this view of language and communication. As to the second 

category of 'culture' , it is doubt3u.i it can be divorced frorn hnguage 
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and communication. It is not dear what the NCFS task force had in mind 

when referring to cultural objectives not linked to communication. Did 

they have geography , monuments, history, artifacts in mind ? 

Nonetheles, although the unity of language, communication and culture 

is dearly stated, culture is given a subordinate role. In our view , the 

three açpecb have a rale in aü instances of communication in a 

ÇOQOCUltural context. 

Bvram and E s a r k  Sarriea' madei 

Byram and E s a r t e  Sarrieç (1992) point out the advances in language 

teaching made under the banner of Communicative Language Teaching are 

welwme because they have switched emphasis to the active use of the 

language as a technique for 1e-g and acquisition, and have taken 

çome note of the social character of language embodied in the notion of a 

speech act. It has aiso led to a re-emphasis of language use as  a form of 

language learning, with its inclusion of 'authentic' language as the 

material f r o m  which pupils learn. They then state that despite 'authentic 

materials' irnported into the foreign language c l a s s r w m ,  the experience is 

a restricted and United version of using the language in the foreign 

culture and sodety and the principal focus remains on the language. 

Communicative cornpetence is too frequently interpreted- especially in 

begirlners and intermediate stages- as a capaaty to fit appropriate 

ianguage to specific trdfl~a&ons. To this they add that students then 

see the foreign language as an epiphenomenon of their own language and 

that the LS embodieç their existing understandings and interpreations. 

Byram & Esarte Sanies want to move away £rom providing pupils w i t h  
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monoculturai awareness, integrating the teaching of culture wi th 

Language. 

To combine ianguage and culture kaching the authors propose a model 

made up of four components, which are basicaïïy the same as Stern's four 

components but wi th  the difference that the experiential cornponent is 

'culturai' in Byram & E. Sarries' model, instead of 'communicative' as in 

Sterri's. Byram & E .Sanies are not very explicit but it seems that to 

them, the experiential cornponent is communicative and cultural. Their 

rnodel is a circle made up of a language learning quarter, a language 

awareness quarter, a cuiturai awareness quarts and a cultural 

experience one. The process would involve, first , language learning in 

the current sense of skiIl acquisition, enriched by the study of the 

nature of language as a social and cultural phenomenon, in the students' 

L1 (ianguage awareness quarter). The study of language would in tum 

be combined w i t h  a study of culture, both of these carried out w i t h  

comparative techniques using the learners' mother tongue (cultural 

awareness) . Finally , the direct expexience of seiected aspects of the 

foreign culture from the view point and w i t h i n  the ethnic identity of the 

foreign peer group would be introduced in the foreign language, which in 

turn would contribute to the language learning proceçs. There is mutual 

support of each quarter of the circle w i t h  the other quarters. 

Byram & Esarte M e s  have represented the four sectors of the 

cirde as being of equal 4ze but they acknowledge that the time devoted 

to each wi i l  be determined by the stage of learners' development. They 
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then give as an example a five year course of secondary schoal foreign 

language learnuig. They state that in the first year, approxhately 60 % 

of the tirne should be spent on language learning, 20% on language 

awareness and 10 % each on cultural awareness and cultural expezience. 

They stress that in this first year pupils are keen to make swift 

pmgress in the foreigri language. The amount of time for each of the 

four components changes as -dents go f r o m  one year to the next. 

A strength in Byram & E. Sarries' model is that it includes from the 

start the cultural mmponent as part of the 'experiences' that the 

students will engage in, and so the C2 becornes an essential part of 

experiential learning. The NCFS does not give culture such a distinctive 

rde iri its communicative activities or studentç' interaction with the 

environment. Byram & E. Sarries emphasize the cultural content and the 

culturd awareness more than Stern, or to put it differently the former 

w i i i  make use of L1 to mach th& objectives, whiie Stern will not include 

any aspect that cannot be dealt w i t h  in the U. The communication 

objective Limits and provides the boundary for the çcope of the cultural 

wntent/awareness since the latter shouid be approached in the L2. 

Ilf we take for example the first year mentioned above, it seems 

teasonable that the language awareness component should be canied out 

in the L1. The leamers' linguistic skïllç are Limited for thern to 

understand an analysis of the nature and system of the L2. To resort t o  

the 1.1 to address the language awareness component is economical in 

ciassrooms where ail students share the same LI. Generally, the language 

awareness component M o w s  in step with the Linguistic content that is 
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presented w i t h  the purpose of communication. The sape of the language 

awareness component is determined by those aspects of the language that 

are being dealt w i t h  in a progression of comprehençible input and for 

communicative purposes. The use of the LI is then W t e d  to those 

instances where U is king analysed. 

In the case of the cultural awareness component, Byram & Esar te  

Sarries also suggest the use of the L1 for the students to have the 

language to compare cultural contents from Cl and CS. Although this 

çeemç reasonable as it is for the language awareness  component, w e  need 

to know what the 'scope' of that culturai anaiysis or diçcuççion in the LI 

wiU  be. What will determine how deeply the analysis will go? It does not 

seem it will be determined by the L2 contentent since this wiii be limited and 

the discussions W .  be carried out in the L1. How do we know how rnuch 

cultural content the students are ready for at th& level of Linguistic 

cornpetence and exposure to the language/miture? 

It seems that the L l  is giving u s  a necesçary toal that opens up the 

diçcussion and can help reach deep levels of cultural meanings. Byram 

& E. Sarries say 'the dominant teaching medium would remain the 

learner's mot- tongue for the language and cultural awareness course, 

as the demands of abstract âisassion and the kind of learning which wiU 

change attitudes and schemata of concepts require use of leamers' firçt 

language' . It seemç rather simplistic, or at least optimistic , to expect 

that because the cultural content of the CS w i l i  be discussed in depth in 

the L l  students are to get an undelstanding of the C2, especially in the 

case of foreign language ciassroomç where the student is not even 
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exposed to the CS in hiç community. if we consider what was said earlier 

about a constraint of teaching culture, that is viewing a C2 through a Cl 

viewpoint ( K r a m s c h  , 1993 ) , we may run the risk of explainïng a C2 from 

the point of view of the Cl when ushg the LI- w i t h  a Cl schema. 

Besides, on the learners' part, the insights on the C2 will be limited to 

their interaction in the LS. W e  may falï into the trap of analyzing content 

from an ethnocentric point of view and be stmssing stereotypes. Can we 

get leamers to get into the shoes or view reaiity from the point of view 

of 'the other' through the leamers' Ll? The other risk is that the 

teacher will provide explanations or 'facts' as in the ttaditional language 

classloom, which the students w i l l  'lem' as information. H e  will not 

interad w i t h  the cultural content, and very likely will not gain greater 

awareness beyond what the use of the new Luiguistic content lets him 

experience. Which çeems to confirm that language, culture and 

communication have to be dealt as a unity, and although the L1 may be 

economical for çome explanations, it does not provide much more for 

accessing a quicker understanding of a CultuLe 2. 

On the other hand, Byram & Esarte  Sarries make a plausible 

integration of language and culture in the expexiential component. The U 

is used in the C2 context. They point out that direct experience of the 

foreign culture needs to be çtructured in such a way that it gives 

learners insight into the d t u r e  from the native speaker's viewpoint. It 

is not the intention or hope that, by some undefined process of 

immersion, learners wiU becorne native speakers cuituralzy any m o r e  than 

linguistically . In this component he fuiïy integrateç languaqe, 

communication and culture. FinnUy , Byram & E .Sarries do not explah 
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which  of the mmponents wiU be taken as the stasting point nor do they 

give examples of how an integration of components may be operationalized 

in a teaching unit. 

A Cross-Cultural Proie& 

Cross-cuitural projects that have been carried out may also offer 

insight. as ta how ianguage learners addressed or accessed the target 

culture. One interesthg project wbïch indudes ethnographie interviewing 

techniques as a pedagogia toal to promote positive attitudes toward 

speakers of the target language was performed by Gai1 Robinson Stuart 

and Honorine Nocon  (1996). This study drew our attention because it 

wrnbineç the knowledge that ethnography can bring about cultures and 

the 'language' aspect of the target culture. 

in the introduction of their paper, Robinson Stuart and Honorine 

Nocon stress the idea that language study and performance per se w i l l  

not automaticaily open the door to another culture and to shared 

understanding without any specific treatments designed to promote 

interculturai understanding. They a t e  Robinson (1978), who talks about 

the classic St Lamber t  experiment that was conducted in Canada in 1973. 

The experiment showed that children can becorne functionally biïingual 

without their linguistic experience influencing their attitudes toward 

speakers of the language. in this study and 0th- that Robinson Stuart 

and Honorine Nocon cite, students demonstrated the tendency to 

separate,' or cornpartmentalise, their attitudes about language as subject 

matter from their attitudes about the speakers of that languaqe. 



In Robinson Stuart and H O ~ O M ~  Nocon's study, quantitative and 

qualitative results of a study on twenty Sx students in a third semester 

University Spanish class seem to indicate that the project enhanced 

student attitudes toward the study of Spanish as well as their 

understanding of th& own culture and the d t u r e  of local Spanish 

speakers- 

Students were asçigned readings on culture and ethography as 

homework, so as to understand the rationale behind ethnographic 

interviews. Students partiàpated in perceptual experiments to identify 

the effects of cultural conditioning on th& own perceptual lens mong 

other m g .  Students interviewed fellow students, induding 

international students at the University. 0th- students interviewed 

people in their residential cornrnunities and work place. They were  

encouraged to explore similar taçks and share in a&vitieç such as sports 

or shopping. Students were  required to begin th& interviews in 

Çpanish but were told to switdi to English when they became m t e d  by 

th& language proficiency. Their overriding goal was to understand what 

w a s  important to the inteniewee.  The students were instructed to 

comment on : (a) what  they learned about the person they interviewed, 

(b) what they learned about the intervieweeïs culture (c) what they 

learned about their own culture. The findings indicate that ethnographic 

interviewing of target language speakers has a positive effect on student 

attitudes. Their data shows that 24 % of students agreed and 57% 

strongly agreed that the ethnography project had increased th& 

understanding of the M e x i c a n  people in San Diego. 



At first reading, it seemç that the projet has managed to bring 

language and dture understanding together and that it did produce a 

better understanding of the target culture. However . if w e  look at the 

'language' content of the project w e  notiœ that there are no explanatïons 

as to how it was handled. Students were to ask questions on activities 

such as sports or shopping. Were specific kinds of questions asked, did 

they have to do with previous knowledge students had of sports and 

shopping in the target culture ? What linguistic content aSSOQated wi th  

the topic at hand was used ? How soon did students 'switch' to their L1 

(English) in order to get their meaning aaoss ? How much communication 

was really carried out in the L2 ? How was meaning exchanged and 

constmcted in the L2 ? The only objective of the project seems to have 

been learning about the target culture from a native speaker of the 

language. using L1 or L2, which for the researchers did not make a 

difference . 

The same issue as w a s  stated for Byram and E. Sarries's mode1 is 

present hem. How much is the understanding of the target culture 

tainted by the use of the learner's L1, the mothe r  tongue's cultural 

thinking patterns and view of reality ? Besides. the learner is heavily 

relying on a bilingual informant who has his own interpretation of Cl and 

C 2  and is mainly telling the leamer 'facts' that he has experienced. The 

learning derived from such exchange is highly valued as an educational 

experience. What is not reaily part of the project is the 'language' aspect 

and how its use can bring 'communication' . although limited, with the CZ 

speaker. The pmject may have been carrïed out ai l  in the L1 and not as 
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a project of a language cïass, since the learner had to rely completely on 

the bilingual C2 speaker. 

The language learner, to better understand and 'learn' Language 

should attempt to make use of the language he knows to experience how 

the language creates meaning and is realized in communication. H e  has to 

experience the moments when his rendering of L2 does not carry meaning 

for the L2 listener and he has to rephrase his thoughts. Only by making 

use of the reçources he has learned (although limited) will he start 

improving hiç 'language' and hiç communication skiïis. 

The above mentioned project does not in fact deal with an access to 

the target culture through its language. The students do not 'experience' 

the cultural ciifferences, make their own interpretations and beoome more 

aware of their own. They Uten to somebody eise's experience. In %me 

people this c m  result in cuitural awareness but it may also be the case 

that people keep the cultural experience at arm's length since it was not 

th& own. Cultural content has been 'transmitted' but not 'acquired' . 
The purpose of teaching a foreign language is not only to promote a 

generic 'cross cultural understanding' as contained in 'cul turai  studies' 

courses but to engage the learner in a more complete experience w i t h  

language, where he does not have an interpreter to do the job of 

understanding for hun. 

Finally, the target language is taught so that the leamer can 

cornmunicate w i t h  speakers of a C2 culture who do not speak h i s  LI,  

speakers who are outside the learner's local setting and w i t h  whom he 
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will have to comrnunicate in the 'global village'. These speakers will not 

know in advance ïike the bilingual informants did, what the Cl of the 

Learner is m e ,  Learning the CLC as a unie may take Longer but the 

1earners do the learning for themselves, they are involved in the 

process. No rnatter how Limited their experience can be in beginner 

levels it is dill each leamerts individual experience, the insights of 

which will be the bas& for future experiences, m t i n g  a unique view of 

the C2. This is in keeping w i t h  our approach to culture learning which 

sees the learner not as a receiver of impressions or fa- but as an 

individual engaged in a process of learning. Cultural 1earning is not an 

end product to be measured but learning that is constantiy growing and 

evolving from new experiences. Consistent w i t h  our belief that language, 

communication and culture are a unity in life, w e  propose an access to a 

target cuiture through the language and communication within that 

culture in the target language. 

From the previous two models and the CULtural project some significant 

aspects shall be retained since they w i l l  contribute to our approach to 

addressing the CLC unity in the chssmorn. 

1) Both models stress the importance of the culture cornponent in 

language learning . The NCFS considers it subject to the communication 

goal but nonetheless important. Byram & Esarte  Sarries' goal iç cui tura l  

understanding. It is so important that it even ovemdes the Linguistic 

content of the CS to facilitate its achievement. 



2) Both the NCFS and Byram & E.Sarriest models indude an experien- 

component in whkh  the students actually interacts with the environment 

and his leamhg is enhariced by linguistic experiences. Byrarn & E. 

Sarriests model specS£ies that the environment is the CS one while the 

NCFS does not explicitly refer to it when deaiing w i t h  pedagogical 

environmentS. The experiential a-vity about job searching in the NCFS 

mmrnunicative syiiabus doeç not explore the C2 job -ch environment 

and its differences w i t h  the Cl job search environment. Both m o d e  are 

based on an humanistic/experiential approach to learning which phces 

the leamer at the centre and consider that through educational 

experiences, learning w i l l  develop. 

3 )  NCFS chooses its content in terms of fields of experience of the 

leamer, by which w e  understand that aspect of realïty on which the 

individual has already developed certain knowledge, patterns of behaviour 

and attitudes. The five dimensions identified as fields of experience seem 

to be , if not complete, at least appropriate: the physical dimension, the 

social dimension, the civic dimension, the àirnension of leisure and the 

intellectual dimension. This is consistent w i t h  the experienM/learner 

centred approach to education. 

4)  In the NCFS model the communicative objective is of essence and di 

other objectives of other syllabuses are directly adapted ta the 

comrnuni~tion objective. What it does not say is that CU1ture 'always' 

completes the communicative objective. On the other hand, communi=tion 

is the prinaple and it restricts the teaching of the French culture to 



what  can be taught in French, which is gmd because it keeps the 

language-communication unity unbroken . Y e t  , this 'communicative' 

objective only matches in part our objecrtives of language 

teaching/learning. 

5) Both rnodels inchde language awareness and cultural awareness to 

faditate access to the nature, system of the L2 and its culture. As 

stated by Hébert (op cit) the G e n e r a l  Education syllabus, whose 

o b m v e s  are language, cuituni and strategic awafenesç, oonstitutes a 

support to the 0th- three syllabuses. 

6) Linguiçtic content is chosen as a fun&on of communication. It is no 

longer graded only in t e r m s  of grammatical difficulty but the use of the 

luiguistic selection has to serve the purposes of communication. The 

analysis of language is no longer an objective in itseLf but is viewed as 

the tooi to make the more important objective of communication happen. 

7)  Robinson & Nocon's (1996) cross-cultural project provides an 

interesting example of how to accesç a target culture. It includes training 

in ethnographie interviewhg techniques for students to identify the 

effects of cultural conditionhg . Students are made aware of differences 

in percephal lenses among cultures. Two of the objectives of the project 

are that çtudents report what they learned about the interviewee's 

culture and what they learned about their own culture, and to later 

compare both. This comparative approach can contribute to our 

orientation of how to accesç culture learning . 
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CHAPTER V : INTEGRATING CULTURE IN THE CURRICULUM OF POST- 

SECONDARY INTRODUCTORY FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

COURSES 

Main goal, Objectives, Approach and Content. 

The intent of this chapte. is to discuss and illustrate the integration 

of culture into language teaching in introductory foreign language 

curxicula. Culture is to be included together w i t h  the linguiçtic code and 

communication. From this integration it is believed that culturai 

understanding can be accessed. Our first pedagogical purpose is based 

on three main conceptions : a)  the social semiotic conceptuaikation of 

language which considers language, cirlture and communication as 

intimately comected , b) a humanistic educational orientation, which 

emphasizeç that the learners are interpreters of language. They rely on 

an understanding of the contexts of situation in which language is used 

for the creation of meaning, and c) analytic and experiential approaches 

to language learning and teaching. The çecond pedagogicai purpoe,  

cultural understanding, is based on these orientations and a procesç 

approach to cultural understanding. 

Our belief is that language is an expression of culture and a& as a 

means for communication for and with that culture. The target language 

and communicative acts express target culture meanings .  Therefore 

language leamers need to explore the connections among the three 

componeh and use the target language in a way that stimulates th& 
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interpretive sensibility and is mer to the target culture's reallty. 

Zn this chapter, language teaching/learning that integrates CU1ture 

w i l l  be dismssed in the same terms as most language teaching 

approaches : its main goais, o b m v e s ,  approaches and content. W i t h  

previous approaches cuiture was an ingrdient that was 'added' in 

intermediate or advanced levels, when the students aïready had the 

W c s  of the ianguage. Since our purpoçe is ta address the CLC unity, 

we wilf diçcuss it from the very start of Language learning. The m o s t  

impoçing problem to a CLC approach and cultural understanding is to 

find an efficient and effective m e a n s  of introducing the development of a 

cuitural sensibfity to leamers in the foreign language classroom. The  

Ieafners are presumed to have liffle or no previous knowledge of the 

language and a minimal to nonexistent, knOwledge of the culture contex- 

where  the target language conveys m e a n i n g .  It is believed that if 

language is presented and taught as encornpassing a closely linked 

cuïtural dimension and not only taught as a mde, we can pave the way 

for cultural awareness . 

Main goal 

The main goal is two-fold. Firçtiy , the learners wiU addresç language 

not only as a code for commwùcation but alço within the target culture's 

£rame of referenœ. This is consistent wi th  the view that the three 

components equally contribute to the creation of m e a n h g  . Secondly, from 

the unity of language-culeUre-communication, the leamers will engage in 

the interpretation of the target d t u r e ' s  contexts of situation in order to 



gain 'culturd understanding' 

We have obsemed that the foreign language cïassroom is not doing 

enough to facilitate lemers' funeoning in a C2 by only focu4ng on the 

liriguisac code and 'communication' in a Cl context. Leamers have 

generally no exposure outside the c i a s s r o o m  to either the target language 

or the culture. It is often the case that foreign language students leam 

a language as 'a coder to be memorized and make no connections w i t h  the 

real world or people. At best L2 learnirig often seeks commUIllcative 

purpose by transplanting the Cl context, making L2 and L1 

interchangeable linguistic realizations of the same meanlrig. This 

conception can remain the çame for a long time until the student cornes 

inb direct contact wi th  native speakers of the target language. It is at 

that moment that the l m e r  fin- it very d i f f i d t  to be sensitive to the 

contextual use of what he has learned out of context. T t  foUows that 

'communication' that is closely linked to C2 and not one that focuses only 

on expressing Cl d e m a t a  in an L2 has to corne into play. As foreign 

language students begin to see the Links between language, communication 

and 'a different way of me', they wiU be better prepared for the 

individual development of 'cultural undersbnding' , which is the second 

aspect of the main goal. 

In the discussion of the present historicai context it was stated that 

langwge education in our times has to serve a new purpose, that of 

facilitating understanding of other people's ways of Me. This purpose is 

one supported by o u  humanistic orientation and our ideology of global 

education. Consequenly, the second purpose we have in mind when 
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addressing the CLC unity is to try to achieve the proponents that global 

and humaniçtic education have set as their gual: that the learner should 

get an understanding of other cultures so as to improve intercultural 

relations. This goal çeemç to match quite closely what has forever been 

staied in curricuia and been present in teachers' minds: 'the broadening 

of the studentç' horizons', 'to gain insights into a foreign culture o r  way 

of life' . But, as Byram (1990) points out : '1s there any justification for 

m y  assumption that teaching pupils French (or any other language) 

'broadens th& horizons?'. He believes that the assumption is not 

inevitably juçtified since teaching foreign languages as it is done now and 

as was done in the 1970's does not automatically give pupils more insight 

and tolerance. Whiïe ç o m e  learners may gain insight and tolerance 

indirectly through the conventional approach to language teaching, this 

approach may alço do quite the oppoçite by not addresçing culture. It 

may reinforce -types or ethnocentriaty. The broadening of 

'çtudents' horizons' iç exactly what proponents of global teaching state as 

a goal, but the abstract goals of cross-cultural communication and 

understanding seem to be too general to unify the array of learning 

What is needed then is a more specific definition of what is meant by 

'cultural understanding'. It seems that the concept will have as many 

different interpretationç in the language teaching context as the word 

'communicative' has had, which is still king reinterpreted. Many 

reçearchers have included sociocuitural aspects in their interpretationç of 

'communication' but this connedion has not trickled down to the claçsroom 

in the form of d i r d y  identifiable pracîice. From our eariier discus9ons, 
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it follows that mastery of the linguisac patterns of a foreign culture does 

not lead in itself to understanding of the C2. The cultural referents 

necessary to understanding native speaker interactions must be 

additiondiy leaxned. W e  have alço pointed out that culture expressed 

ah& exclusively in terms of the fine arts does not provide a guide to 

understanding todayls culture/Saciety as defined by d c- cuiture. 

There is no interaction with big 'Cf culture, no 'needt to cornmunicate 

between the Cl and C2. Knowledge of a lot of 'factç' or 'content', even 

of srnall c -culture about the C2, does not by itself bring 'understanding' 

if the learner keeps the CS at armas length. Surprisingly enough, many 

people may not know a lot of 'content1 about another culture and still 

show cultural understanding in instances of the C2 which are very 

different from Cl. M o s t  of us remember books or movies that deal w i t h  

Europeans living in different cultures in the world and how some 

reached an understanding of the C2 and 0th- did not. They either 

r-ed absolutely detached even though they Lived in the C2 for years 

or recreated an aberrant image of that CS for their own purpases. 

According to Seelye (1972) 'understanding' implies 'a restructuring of 

our sacred cognitive patterns and such intangibles as the psychological 

capacity to be magnanimous toward strange ways'. Whiïe it rnay çeem 

simpIistic to turn to a dictionary in order to explore the intricacies of 

m g ,  the Heritage Dictionary of the English Language provides eight 

different meanings of the verb to 'understand', which provide a useful 

array of meanings for pedagogical purposes. Three of the meanings can 

be related to our context: 1. to perceive and comprehend the nature and 

signin-ce of; to know. 2. to know thoroughly by close contact w i t h  or 
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long experience of ; 4. to know and be tolerant or sympathetic toward 

the n e & ,  feelings or views of another. The first meaning is cognitive 

in nature. The second one indudes the aspect of dose contact and long 

experience of ; an understanding which cannot be achieved in the foreign 

language classroorn and is therefore not our goal, The third sense seems 

doser to our purpose of 'understanding' other people's views, feelings 

and needs. 'Sympathy' is seen as 'the act of or capacity for sharing or 

understanding the feeiings of another person'. 'Cultural understanding' 

would include ' other values and other ways of life'. From Seelye's and 

the Heritage Dictionary definitions we gather that the t erm 

'understanding' has a cognitive aspect but is ako dosely related to 

feelings, tolerance and sympathy. The learning pmxss  of cultural 

understanding has deep psychologicai aspects which canriot be dealt w i t h  

When addressing specific objectives of culture learning, the affective 

side must alço be addressed. Humans 'feel' their understanding in ways 

that affect their future understanding. Ln the following m o n ,  we wil l  

see how language theorists on culture have defined 'understanding' as an 

objective. 'Understanding' wiU be addressed as a $tep in the process of 

culture learning, as wilZ be 'awareness' and 'ernpathy' . Iç it possible to 

approgimate or at least pave the way for the attainment of Mme cross- 

cultural understandhg in introductoxy courses ? A specific definition of 

objectives wiU be heipful in appmximating th.& goal. 



A defrnition of objectives needs to take into consideration the three 

components of o u  conceptualization of language : linguistic content, 

communication and culture, as weU as cultural  understanding. Objectives 

are set out on different levelç. From the main goal two general objectives 

are derived (one for each dimension : the CLC unity and cultural. 

understanding) . Fmm these two, intermediate objectives are derived. 

F i g u r e  1 austrates the relationship between the different levels of 

objectives, leading to the act and process of interpretation of an 

individual, 

Linguistic, communicative and cultural objectives derive from the 

CLC unity objective. These three objectives wïü  be addresçed separately 



when specific items need to be analyzed or practised. Linguistic 

o b j e v e s  include pronunciation, grammar and lexis. Communicative 

objectives include the expression of notions, functions and attitudes. 

These, in conjunction w i t h  linguistic items make up prirposeful and 

meaningful communicat ion.  Culturaï objectives are connected wîth the 

sociocultural context where commURication takes place. 

It rnust be stresçed that, in order to achieve the CLC unity's 

general objective, it is not enough to separately address the thne 

objecî5ves stated above. There should be an in tegraag  CLC objective, 

which takes us back to the CLC unity. The unity is taken from real life 

and authentic use of the language, so after analyzing parts of that 

reality to understand them, learn them and develop an active sense of 

interpretation, they must be recomected. The parts must first be 

reconnected to themseïves, and then to the procesç of making personal 

interpretive deckions. In doing so, the elements are relinked and the 

meaning that comes f r o m  ai l  the connected parts is explored and 

understood , It is very hard , especialiy for foreign language students , 

who m o t  get the connections from their environment, to r e m  what 

the links are between an L2, a C2 and an L2 communication style. 

The Communicative Approach haç provided us with ways of linking two 

aspects of the unity . For example, Linguistic and communicative objectives 

are integrated in such functionaily motivated activities as 'Renting an 

apartment' . Linguistic content predictably includes such syntaclic basicç 

as yes/rio interrogatives using the verbs to be and to have and lexical 

interrogatives ( Is the kitchen big ? How much is the rent ?) and such 
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semantic basicç as expressing interest, reservation, appfeciation. The 

functionai objective is that the students should rent the kinds of 

apartment they want and should get the information they need frorn the 

agent. The socio affective aspect of the communicative objective (for 

which function is a part) is to use the language meaningfully and w i t h  a 

purpose. Most of the tirne teachers are happy to have reached this point 

of funclional cornpetence and move on to the next topic. The comection 

w i t h  the di inclusive frame of refermas 'culture' is cut short. There is a 

lot to be explored about 'housing' in the C2 and specific Linguistic 

content that iç closeiy W e d  to the topic. Most cultures have an image of 

a standard home in terms of its size, divisions into rooms, functions and 

arnenities. Furthermom, most individuals have some idea of what would 

conçtitute the ideai home. These mental images are culturaliy determiried 

and their exploration can help to destabilize Cl n o m  and increase 

receptivity to CS n o m .  Such simple fa& as exploring the etymology of 

vocabulary to establish C2 Like connections can help to build a C2 view of 

interrelatedness. When taiking about roofs, students of Spanish can 

make the wnnection between the word 'tejas' ( Spanish red tiles) and the 

State of Texas in the U .S. 'Texas' derives from the Spanish word 'tejas'. 

Students can talk about why that State was named in this way. 

Communication shouid centre around those aspects that are cuituraily 

specific or whem there may be misinterpretations. For iristance, the word 

'barrio' is used in the English language to refer to poor Hispanie 

neighborhoods in the US. When taLking about the neighborhoodç where 

the bouses are situated it is important for the student to realize that the 

word 'barrio' in Spanish referç to any kind of neighborhood, even the 

most  fashionable and expensive. Cultural objectives, even if the content 
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is similar needs to be addressed, for students to see the smilarities 

and to search for exphnations about how the term derived its more 

Limited meaning in English- Above al l  tha. it is important that taçkç 

whose objecSves are the integration of CLC should be perceived as 

primary and nat diçregarded or relegated to additional status. 

Teaching towards a i t u r a i  'understanding' çeems harder to achieve but 

it may be approximated if specific objectives are defined. This second 

gMeral objective derives from the first and oonçequently preçumeç the 

attainment of the £irst (linguiçtic-co 
. . mmunicative-culture connection). The 

foreign/second ianguage profession has assumed for a long time that 

dealing w i t h  linguistic, or linguistic communicative or cultural objectives 

separately would lead to a 'broadenhg of the students' horizons', an 

'awarenes of d e r  cultures'. This  does not neceççarily happen and 

cl- objectives have to be stated to achieve the main goal of 'cultural 

understanding'. 

R e s e a r c h e r s  have discussed different types of objectives for 'culture' 

teaching . Nostrand's (1978) goals of culture teaching are crosscultural 

understanding and cross cultural communication. He interprets the first 

one as demanding a detailed anaiysis of a culture and an attempt at 

subsequent synthesiç through discovery of the main themes of the 

culture. He expresses cu l tu ra l  goals in mainly cognitive terms, although 

he later recognizes the importance of the a f f e v e  level. Noçtrand's 

theory of understanding by ibdf would not be enough if the student 

kept the foreign cuiture at arm's length. Stern (1990) points out that 

despite differences in terminology and emph- in the listç of object iv~  
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put forward by Selye  (1972,1984). Valette (1977) and Hammerly (1982). 

aU liçts recognize cognitive, affective and behaviourai objectives. Stem 

mentions the foUowing cognitive goals : knowledge about the target 

culture, awareness of its characteristics and of nifferences between the 

target cuïture and the IP;irrierrs own culture. He aho indudes a research 

minded outlook, i.e willingneçç to find out, to analyze, synttiesize and 

generalize, and an emphasis on understanding the sociocultural implication 

of language and language use. 

Stern goes on to state that the behavioural component refers to the 

ability of the students to receptively interpret culturally relevant 

behaviour and to expressively conduct themselves in culturally 

appropriate ways. Typical examples are: 1) forms of greeting a friend, 

stranger and respected elder, 2 )  introductions. 3 )  salutations in letters- 

We can say that the interpretation of rudeness/politeness is often a CS 

problern. The intona~on and facial expressions that go wi th  such simple 

phrases as 'Good rnoming' , or T m  çorry' can greatly affect the way the 

W e r  interprets the message of the speaker. 'I'm sorry' without the 

accompanying intonation and geçtures indicating apology rnay sound as if 

the speaker was not really sorry, and consequently was k ing  rude. 

Much of the code and communication learning is primarily directed at 

making the leamer acceptable to target culture members. It may not 

address the need for the leamer to accept the target culture or its 

memberç. 

Stern describes the affecüve objective as reïated to interest, 

inteilectual curiosity and empathy. The affective aspect: of CU1ture 
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learning is the hardest to define. W e  should acknowledge that culturai 

awareness  is difficult to assess and that we do not know exactly which 

factors contribute to positive attitudinal change towardç a C2. When 

discuçsing experiential learning (NCFS, Chapter IV),  we mentioned that 

the degree of involvement w i t h  the C2 seems to be an important variable 

in determining attitudes. But, while some empirical studies have painted 

to the fact that for cuiture leamhg to occur, the sojourner should 

participate in the life of the host Society, there are other studies that 

show no change in the learners despite participating in the CS. 

Experiential learning seems to favour an attitudinai change but not in 

a i l  caçes. The affective change is difficult to evaluate, Besideç, for the 

cl;lçsrwm context, there are no studies that found that specific teachable 

instances can bring about a change in attitude. Furthmore, the proceçs 

and stages of cultural awarenesç and understanding seem to Vary a great 

deal among learners and this process does not necessarily foiiow a graded 

progression like the linguistic, communicative and cognitive cultural 

objectives. Some leamers seem to have a positive attitude to another way 

of thinking and to understanding another culture front the first day of 

ciass. 0th- have a lot of trouble dealing w i t h  language pr-y 

because of their atti-tude towards another way of thinking or cuiture. It 

may very weil be that sorne learnerç' trouble w i t h  the 'linguistic d e '  is 

not restricted to their difficuity w i t h  the 'code' but has to do w i t h  the 

different cuitural systern that underlies it. 

The foreign language teaching profession has not taken into account 

so far students' attitudes to another culture as affecthg language 
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learning. W e  know from educational psychology and instructionaï design 

that attitude and motivation towards a second language play a big role in 

leaniirig but w e  do not know if or how they are related to positive 

attitude towards another cultural framework. Since the process of 

'affective learning' is poorly understaod by the profession, it is 

questionable then whether our students should be 'tested' for achieving 

cultural affective objectives as part of cultural understanding. Above 

all, while w e  may concern ourselves with outward behaviour as it iç 

relevant to second culture learnùig, it is not dear j u ç t  how much we  can 

ethicaily manipulate a person's affect. Should w e  give marks to students 

for having shown a 'broadening of horizons'? The affective objective 

seemç to be a laudable o b j e v e  in language education and one that 

teachers and programs should strive for, but the grounds for ' tesmg' it 

in the leamers remain unclear, 

Nevertheless, in our effort to approximate the general objective of 

'cultural understanding' in the language classxoorn, we  can analyze rnodels 

of 'culture learning'. Kleinjans' matrix of culture learnirig/understanding 

was mentioned in Chapter IV among the rnodels and frameworks for 

teaching culture. Kleinjans addresses the cognitive and affective aspects 

and includes an 'action' component that can match the behavioural aspect 

of culture learning ( see page 53 for the diagram of the matt ix ) - The 
progressive l e v a  of cognitive, affective and bekiavioural development can 

very well be used as stages or obj-ves to be set in culture learning in 

the classroom, which may function as stages in a procesç of diçcovery 

and not d e g r e s  of 'cultural content' knowiedge. 
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Cognitive objectives tend to be obsenable and a learnerts mgnitive 

progress can be evaludted. At the first stage, we can test -dents for 

the information they have learned about the culture, such as the 

countries in the world where the language is spoken and how many 

people s w  it. We can a i s  make students find out how many people 

speak the L2 in their community. These cognitive objectives are dosely 

related to the cuiture component of the CLC unity objective. The 

af£ective objedive is that the students perceive the presence of the 

target culture in the world and in th& community. The action on the 

part of the student or the result of interacting w i t h  the C2  -though in a 

United way- i s  expected to be an 'awareneçç' of the existence of the 

'other' culture and a shift from hiç Cl d-centredness to considering 

the 'othert in the world.  

It is yet unclear how we cm make cultural content and adivities 

result in 'perception' and 'awarenesst . Students may only memorize the 

information to rewrite it on a test and only achieve the mgnitive 

objective of cultural understanding. The operationalization of Kleinjanç' 

affective and action stages in the language classrmm are a real 

challenge. The  emphasiç in most programs of learning 'facts' or 

'measurable contentt has not helped as it has relegated to a relative 

position of non status, the affective tide of leaming, which in 'cultual 

understanding' plays such an important mle. Aspects of affection and 

behaviour or action are not dealt w i t h  explicitly. Teachers and students 

think about th& courses onïy in terms of 'content' and 'quantifiable 

knowledge' and not much about how this 1-g affects t h e m  as human 

beings . 



The action stage of Kleinjans' ma& may help us get a glimpse of the 

affective and cognitive sides of the equation. This is based on the idea 

that a behavioural objective can be manifested in such a stage. If the 

learner has to receptiveïy interpret cultural behaviour and s a m e t h e s  also 

expressively conduct himseï£ in culturally appropriate ways he wil! 

demonstrate more than only cognitive knowledge of the CULtural content. 

T h e  fact that he has to 'interpret', which involves critical thhking, and 

not take exterior manifestations of culture only at face value, may give 

US =me direction to achieve 'action'. 

But how is the learner going to 'interpret' the C2 content if he knows 

very little about it ? Oce way is for the learner to compare his Cl 

context and the C2 context. Firstiy, he will have to focus on his Cl. 

There wiU be aspects of his Cl he w i l l  not be aware of and other aspects 

may be visible for him. In order to be able to d e c t  on it, th& Cl 

context needç to be brought to iight and focused on, Having done so, 

the Learner c m  focus on the C2 and reflect on the expliât or implicit (if 

he can do so depending on the case) manife t ions  of the C2. Once the 

two mntexts have been explored and diçcuçsed, he can compare them and 

notice the differences and çimilarities through personal association to his 

present and shiftlng beliefs. In this process, in which he wiU have tu 

'interpret' his Cl and the C S ,  it is less possible tO keep the CS at arm's 

length. The difference between this appmach to the 'cultural 

understanding' objective and previous approaches is that it makes the 

learner M e c t  on both his Cl and the C2. The cornparison is a m e a n s  to 

engage the learner in reflection. 



At a beginner levd the cul tural  information related to cognition w i l i  

be very basic and ço wiil be the aff-ve effect ( 'perception' of C2). 

The students may only be able to demonstrate an 'awareness' of the 

differences. But these basic objectives (cognitive, affective and 

behavioural) wiU lay the foundalion for M e r  cultural content which 

wiU be related and integrated. As the Learner acceçses and rmects on 

more cultural instances/content he will be able to analyse(cognitive) it 

more in depth, appreciate it (affective), and attend to the d t u r a l  

content ( behavioural ) . 

Kleinjans' matrix is meant ta show a process or journey, not invariant 

stages of development. This journey starts at a beginner stage where 

students do not know the language and may know aLmost nothing of the 

'culture'. The last stage, which may take years to achieve or may never 

be achieved, represents biculturalisrn. In this stage, the individuai 

demonstrates 'insight' of the C2, shows 'identification' at least with  some 

aspects of C2 and 'interacts' comfortably in the C2. 

It is important to recognize that biculturaLisrn is not a univalent 

concept, that is to say, where there is a single interpretation for any 

a&, event or episode. There are multiple interpretations possible, but 

nonetheles there is a sense in which some interpretations would be 

perceived as unduly infiuenced by a unicultural C I  perspetive, in much 

the same way as there are language enors that are common to LI  

speakers and others that are uniquely in the domain of L2 learners. WhiZe 

it is reiatively easy to iden- language errors by cornparison w i t h  the 
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language code, there is not such a ciear set of descriptors for a cultural 

code, Despite  the intuitive hoiism of cultural interpretation, Cl members 

can and do attxibute certain interpretationç by C2 leamers as lying 

outside the expected range of interpretations of a Cl community. In the 

proceçç of cultural understanding the L2 learner does not only 

approximate his linguistic proficiency level to the native speaker's level, 

but also interprets the C2 context where the L2 is the expression of CS 

meanings . 

Kleinjans' stages of cultural understanding, with itç mgnitive, 

affective and action or behavioural aspects seem to provide a good 

overaiï framework, w i t h  its progression from one stage to another of 

culturai learning , to be used in a foreign language context. These stages 

can serve as a guide for our objectives for cu2tura.i understanding. It is 

unfortunate that we do not know how long it takes for students to rnove 

from one stage to the next or for that matter, whether the stages are 

even invariant. This iç mo& iikely so because culture learning or 

understanding have never been dealt w i t h  in a systematic way : one 

which might provide insights as  to how this kind of learning accompanies 

the purely linguistic one. Nevertheles, the matrix is meant to be used 

as a guide for teachers in order to pmmote a diversity of intellectual 

engagement. w i t h  the culture in te rms  of cognition, affect and behaviour 

and to assist in the process of çelecting a compatible sequence. 

While Kleinjansas matrix can heip deiimit a s a p e  and sequence for  

culture teaching in the classroom, Glaser & Strauss's p u n d e d  theory 

approach can provide the 'how'. The student is expected to engage in 
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the discovery of culture. The -test value is not placed on the student 

a ttainuig 'stages' but on the personal explanaiions and constant 

cornparisons that support each student's emergent categorizations . 

In summary , our approach has determuied two general o b j d v e s  for 

integrating culture to the foreign language context. The Erst one airnç at 

helping students learn, use and interpret language within the cultural 

frame of reference. This daes not exclude the analyçis of bits of 

lariguage separately frorn the contexts of situation in which they occur, 

as long as the use and interpretation of language in such contexts remain 

the objective to be acbieved. The second general objective is to facilitate 

students' 'understanding' of the target culture. Cognitive, affective and 

hehavioufal objectives are addreççed for thiç purpose. It is wnsidered 

that the behaviouzal o b m v e ,  w h i c h  indudes criticai thinking and 

interpretation, WLU be the manifestation of the cognitive and affective 

aspects of the journey in culture learning. Kleinjans's matrix stages of 

culture learning can serve as a guide for teachers. It provides and 

overaii path of the p roces  of discovery and understanding of the target 

culture. The definition of objectives for cultural understanding can be 

based on such ma-. 

Approach 

Experiential and analytid approaches 

AZ1en et al. (1990) point out that the analysis-experience issue is one 

of the key issues in second ianguage pedagogy- Language teaching 
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methods in the past have always been mainly analytic. in the sense that 

they have based themseives on çome kind of analysis of the language. 

w i t h  an emphasis on grammar. Stern (1990) points out that the most  

obvious chara-tion of an analytic approach to language teaching and 

learning is that it is an approach to the language as an object of study 

and practice. In detail, this involves focushg on spcrlfic language 

features and isolaî5ng thern to make them salient for the learner. 

Language items are put into some order within a system and rules are a 

consequence of the 'lawfulness' of languages. An analytic stsategy 

decontextualizes Unguistic fedtures and is supposed to L a t e r  

recontextuaiize them. A ciear advantage of the analytic approach is that 

it provides an opportunity for the lemer to corne to grips w i t h  a 

spedfic language feature through practice, and the opportunity to  KY 

out a language feature &ely outside the pressure of real communicative 

situation. 

On the other hand, an analytic strategy presents problemç, which have 

brought about the move to experiential teaching as an alternative. Stern 

points out that dealing w i t h  language i t e m s  one by one in isolation and 

out of context b ~ g s  with it the danger of fragmentat ion.  The language 

may not m m e  together as a coherent whole in the mind of the learner. 

Besides, languages are too cornplex for the rule system ever to be 

learned by conscious teckinigues of study and practice. A consequence of 

language complexity is that certain aspects tend to be overstre~~ed or 

underrepresented . Studies like COLT (communicative orientation to  

language teachîng ) ( Aîien et al. 1990) indicate that l e x i d  and functional 

(including çodolinguistic) features are underrepresented in the c l a s s m o m  
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today. Lightbown (1985) points out that practice does not n-y 

make perfect. FinaUy, the mos t  severe criticisrn leveled against the 

anaïytic çtrategy is the comon observation that what has been learned in 

the language class thmugh conventionaï praclïce techniques does not 

automatidy transfer to actual ianguage use in mal life settings. 

In an experientkl approach, Stern &tes, the activities of the 

language class focus on a substantive topic or theme which has been 

identifieci as meeting educationai or personaï needs. Experiential activities 

engage the learner in some purposeful enterprise such as projects, 

problem solving tasks and ScMarios, creating conditions for reai language 

use, and above all, true conversation. Experiential le-g encourages 

learners to rnake sense of w r i m  and spoken texts and to get meaning 

across in language production without wors.ing too much about absolute 

correctness. Social interaction iç an important teaching strategy. 

Nonetheless, an experiential approach also has its shortcomings if no 

linguistic aspects are taken into account to deiimit the scope and 

features of such experiences with language. Experiential activities are 

often l i n w c a i i y  demanding, sometimeç too demanding for the 

proficiency level of the c2açs. The conditions for natural ianguage use 

are not easy to meet within the Limits imposed by dassroorn teaching. An 

experiential activity rnust involve participants, but with a diversity of 

inter- of the members of the cïass, this is quite difficult. 

Although the features of the analyîïc and experienw strategis seem 

quite different, it is çometimes difficult to  clearly determine whether a 
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classroorn activity is analytic or experiential. For example, learning the 

social and cultural rules of how to make polite requests seems to favour 

an experiential approach. However, the treatment by the teacher may 

lean more to the analytic rather than experiential. An analytic appmach 

to the topic focuses on a description of the social and cultural rules. An 

experiential approach makes learners put those social and cuiturai rules 

to use in a context of situation for some m e a n ù l g f u l  purpose. 

No matter their individual shortcx)mings, it is believed that both 

appmaches contribute to language 1 e . g  . Shidies have shown that 

specific problems arise connected to  the lack of attention paid to either 

one of the approaches. Besides, as Stern (1990) points out, critics of 

analytic teaching have usualiy fmuàed on the negative qualities of 

analyhc Wching at itç worst. He also points out that it is important to 

tnake a distinction between the principles of analytic teaching and an 

analytic style of teadring as it achmüy occurs. The same wouid be true 

about exmential learning . COLT studieç that lwked for experiential 

teaching in core French programs found little. Studies that lwked for 

analytic teaching in immersion programs çimilarly found liffle they iiked. 

It seems that due to the type of program , each disregarded one aspect, 

thus limiting the apparent success of either of the approaches. 

It seems clear that both analytic and experiential learning have a 

place in second/foreign language learning . The foreign language 

ciassrnom has been dominated by the analysis and pra&ce of linguistic 

i t e m s  of the 'code'. A better balance between analytic and experien- 

strategies in the foreign language context would require an increase in 



the use of experientiai learning. Our pilrpose is to integrate 

culture w i t h  communication and language, as part of a unity. The 

problems faced by the use of analytic and expexiential approaches to 

linguistic content and communication wi l l  be taken into conçidera+inn in 

the selection of Iearning approaches to our conceptuaïization of Language. 

The inclusion of culture w i l i  be approached not on purely analytic terms. 

It is important that culture and therefore the mity  should be approached 

w i t h  the best that the analytical and experientiai appmaches have to 

offer. It is therefore proposed that both approaches will play a 

significant role. But how much analytic learning or experientiai leamhg 

should take place in the second/foreign language c l a s s r m m  ? What 

features of each should be retained ? 

The particular contexts where the target language is learnt will 

œrtainly affect the strategic balance of experientiai and analytic 

instruction. In the foreign language clasçroom, the mix of analytic and 

experienu approaches used may have to be different £rom the second 

language context. It is not my intent to discuss the second lariguage 

context in depth, but some aspects are evident. in the second language 

context the learners are bound to engage in experiential learning when 

dealing w i t h  everyday experiences in the second language environment 

outside of the clasçroom. The contexts of situation where language is 

used can be analyzed in the rlacrcroom and then authentieally experienced 

in the real contexts outside the classroom. The real cuntexts of situation 

are there to be analyzed and the students have points of reference in 

the& amal experiences. in the case of immersion classes a çirrular 

situation seems to occur. The contexts of situation belonging to the 
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target language are present for the lemer in the culture that surrounds 

him/her in the schd setting. In the foreign language context, the lack 

of direct wntexts and experiences has most  likely led to an exaggerated 

use of the analytic approach. A preponderanœ of an analytic approach 

seems inevitable, since the leamers have v e q  little or no comection w i t h  

the antexts of situation where the target Language thrives as the central 

means of cornunication. They have limited experience w i t h  the language 

itself, and Little or no awareness of differences in d t u r e  that affect 

communication, The learner may have heard only a few words of the 

target language used by non-native friends and is unlikely to have 

experienced the çonorïty of the language in the expression of Cl 

thoughts and emotions. He may know the lexia value of 'bumitos' but 

have a diçtorted phonetic rendering in / buritous /. H e  may not have a 

C2 sense of its meaning either, assumulg that it is a staple of the 

Spanish speaking diet. 

For the foreign language context, we believe that several analytic 

features should be retained . The students wiY focus on specific 

language features that have been sequenced within a semantic-grammatid 

system. The learner w i i l  have the opportunity to corne to grips w i t h  a 

speafic feature through pracbice. But in the pursuit of specific language 

features we must guard against the tendency to decontextualize language 

for analytic purposes. Although Stern mentions that an analytic approach 

then remntextualizes the linguistic items, it is important to paint out the 

recontextuaîization happens in the C2 context. It S not an idealïzed C2 

context nor a C l  wntext. The learner needs to analyse language within a 

real C2 context, which wiU facilitate his emerging grasp of the target 
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culture. It m u s t  be acknowledged that the authentiaty of a wntext is 

çomewhat problematic. W e  rnust take into account the emergent 

interpretive ability of the learner when  choosing such contexts in order 

to facilitate 1-g. Yet, Halliday's view of the interdependence between 

language and the contexts of situation (culture) need to be made visible 

to students- The main problem of the analytic approach in language 

teaching has been to look at language and study it as an entity separate 

from the contextç in which its meaning is embedded. 

There are aIso some features of the experiential approach that are 

importarit for our CLC approach in the foreign language claççroom. The 

learners wlu carry out acîivities that WU engage t .  in some purposeful 

enterprise such as problem solving and opinion- gap activities. They will 

participate in activities that require r d  language use and true 

conversation. They will focuç on getling meaning across in language 

production more than on absolute coLTeciness. Yet , the experientiai 

approach, like the analytic one, has not defined the contexts in which 

the l m e r s  would interact and cary  out purpose£ul communication. The 

NCFS 'Cornrnunicative/experientialI amVities have focused on developing 

the use of language for meaningful purposes but less attention is paid to 

specific CS featureç of the contexts of situation where communication 

takes place. U Linguistic experiences are not complet@ if they do not 

occur w i t h i n  the C2 frame of reference, and i f  the C2 learner is not 

reagnk~d as an interpretive participant in the wntext. 

It seems clear that both approaches to language learning, experiential 

and analytic, a u i d  be improved if they took into account the contexts of 
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situation where experiences and analyses take place. The analys& of C2 

content mected in the CS context of situation and experiential learning 

wi th in  a real C2 context are the key that make the whole foreign 

language le-q process meaningful. The next challenge is how to 

approach the learning of such CS content. How will learners 

access the C2 content ? 

The qrounded theory approach to culture leaming 

For a language learner, CS and L2 interpretation are a process of 

discovery, and grounded theory, as a method of i nvega t ion ,  focuses on 

the process of 'discovery'. It is not a 'facts' approach to cultural 

knowledge but rather an interpretive approach to understanding. 

Considering the strong influence of Cl in interpreting C2, an 

understanding of the target culture may only occur through repeated 

intera&ons or experiences with the target culture. Culture itself does 

not constitute an end product, a knowledge product that w e  can m e a s m e .  

Far  from that, it is acquired through a process which never ends, since 

culture and individuah never stop evolving. Furthmore, the 

phenomenon of interlanguage , evident in the Linguistic analysis of the 

language uçed in communication is probably matched by a simiLar 

interculture phenomenon, which affects the receptive/interpretive side of 

the communicative act. 

The theoretical problems of the reçearcher in intercultural and cross- 

cultural matters and their implications can provide ches as to the 

manner in which the individual culture learner should proceed and 
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therefore the m e a n s  by which teachers might facilitate the processes of 

cuiture learning in the claççroom. Glaser and Strauss's (1967) grounded 

theory calls for the development of theory in the field and in practice, 

hypothesk generation and testing. The culture learner, as the reSBarcher 

(a term that could equally be viewed as 'conscious investigator'), begins 

to identify concepts and to make connections between them. H e  or she is 

'no longer a passive receiver of impressions but is drawn naturally into 

actively generating and verïfying his hypotheses through çompariçon' 

(Glaser and Strauss, 1967 ) . Grounded theory rnethodology offers a means  

that can be applied by lay culture leamers. The methods of grounded 

theory involve the gathering of data about what is new and different and 

the formulation of hypotheses about th& significance, which paralleis the 

processes of aU learning . In adopting this approach the foc=us in the 

~ o o m  shifts from learning about culture to the processes of culture 

learning, The generaï goais of ai l  cultural txaining programs should be to 

facilitate this process and as Damen (1986) points out 'this process may 

be marked on a path leadulg from ethnocentrism and their visibility in 

another culture, which finds only value, right and logic in one's own 

cultural patterns, to varying stages of awareness, understanding and 

acceptance, with a variety of outcornes'. The process is best seen as a 

continuum rather than set stages- It is assumed that the protected 

leamhg context of the classroom can serve as a haven in which to test 

cultural hypotheses concerning appropriate behaviour without riçking 

severe reprisalç for errors. The teacher iç not supposed to know 

'everything' about the target culture -an almost impossible situation in 

the case of Hispanic culture( or any culture for that matter), considering 

the numerous included cultures. 



This grounded theory approach to culture learning can be made to 

correspond w i t h  the stages in cuiture leaniing stated by Kzeinjans. The 

stages on the path to culturai understandùlg which include cognitive, 

affective and behavioral aspects seem to provide a g w d  guideline for the 

attainment of cognitive, affective, behaviourai objectives of culture 

learning. The grounded theory approach makes the attainment of such 

objectives a proceçs of diçcovery where the stages are not considered 

fixed and invariant. Consequently, the objectives for cultural 

understanding WU not be attained in a strict pre-ordained order as is 

sometimes suggested of linguistic and communicative objectives. Nor will 

they be achieved in the way mat maçtery leaming achieves its 

objectives. Rather it is a process of deveiopment in which initial 

conclusions change reguiarly as new ideas are introduced and new 

hypotheses are advanced to  make sense of t h e m .  

Traditional A ~ ~ r o a c h  to Teachincr C u i t u r e  

Cultural 
Facts O TRANSMISSION Lear ner 
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INTERPRETATION / CULTURAL 
UNDERSTANbIN6 

Content 

Having proposed an approach to learning cultural content in a C2 

context of situation, it follows such content n e d s  to be specified. But 

before engaging in the discussion of 'cultural content' it is important to 

know what 'content1 has meant in the foreign language profession in 

recent decades and çtill means in some foreign language cïassrooms. 



Up until the 80's the 'content' of foreign ianguage courses w a s  

generaUy limited to grammar and v d u l a r y  iists and the skiUs the 

students had to develop : speaking, readùig, writhzg and listening. 

Topics, such as the home, halidays and school activities w e r e  used as 

background to practise linguistic skills. W i t h  the communicative approach, 

lists of language functions used in real life situations became part of 

such content. Culture was included in varying degrees even before the 

appearance of the Communicative approach but mainly in the form of 

vignettes of life in a speafic foreign context. More recently, textbooks 

have açsigned a greater role to culture. But how much attention iç paid 

to culture ? 1s it stiU 'hidden' ? More often than not, thematic and 

m i t u a l  considerations have been overridden by the Linguistic content, in 

the belief that a purely language based shidy provided the most effective 

means of developïng communicative cornpetence. It also provided the 

pursuit of language teachllig/leazRing w l t h  the best evidence of its statuç 

as an academic discipline. 

Dubin 6 Olshtain (1986) point out that content in second/foreign 

language courses has been determined by a particular theoretical view of 

the nature of ianguage. For example. in the audialingual approach, which 

drew f rom both s t r u c t u r a i k m  in Lin-cs and behaviourism in 

psychdogy, emphasis was placed on carefui sequencing of grammatical 

structures and strict con-01 of the presentation of vocabulary. As a 

result, the situational and the thematic content were  dictated by the 

strvcturek and vocabulary items intzoduced in each lesson. The 

theoretical conception of language supported by SOQolinguisbcs and 
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dimensions of culture. Secondïy , the vaiue of the cultural content for the 

learners wiLl m o s t  probably determine the success of the integration of 

culture. Thildly, the scope of such content in terms of the variety of 

counMes where the target language is spoken wiil also have to be 

considered. Final iy ,  the authenttoty of the cultural texts selected is also 

a pedaqogical requkite. 

When zddreç9ng the selection of culturaL content, Damen (1986) has 

expressed a concern about 'heavy cultural loadst ; those that carry gteat 

emotional and evaluative impact. She ako points to the hidden 

assumptions, ccivert givens and affective evaluations of specific content 

or perspectives. The concepts of explicit and implicit cuLture can provide 

some Light as to the 'heavy Iwds '  of culturai content. Ln bis Analysis of 

the Cross-Culturai Context in 'Teaching Cultural Concepts in Spanish 

Ciasses '  (1972) Seelye talks about two categorieç of dtural items 1) items 

that are visible and açsociated with the ab* to function in a society, 

and 2 )  items based on abstract patterns of which the native is not aware 

(impiidt patterns), patterns for which there is not wide concordance in 

the target culture. There are also differences that run across social 

c ias ,  gender, age and education. Seelye points out  that the first 

category includes cultural patterns that have shown to differentiate 

e m p i r i d y  the cultural stranger and the target native (discrimination at 

the .O1 level) . CS cultutal content that is explicit and ernpixically proven 

to be Werent f r o m  Cl content appearç to be appropriate to &art 

addressing cultural content especially at intmductory levlç. 



Handling of cultural 'load' should 

guidelines. The approach to cuiture 

objectives proposed here can provide 
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be manageable with the appropriate 

learning and the goah and 

the guideLines ta address such 

'lcadl. FirstLy, the mairi goal states that culture and language wi î l  be 

dealt w i t h  together ;e language presented with the culture will limit the 

sape of the CU1tural content. Seconâïy, the approach to learning culture 

is process oriented and discovery driven. Learners wlu not be given 

heavy loads of cultural content to understand. As they reflect on the& 

Cl and the CS features, understanding w i i l  emerge and transform liffle 

by little , Thiriily , the cognitive, affective and behavioural objectives 

stated to match K1einjansfs stages of culture learnùig, wiU alço deLimit 

what is required of learners in their understanding of the 'cultural load'. 

In Kleinjans's matrix, leamers are not required to 'understand' the full 

load of cultural content from the start. Their learning progresses from a 

stage of 'awarenesst to 'understanding'. Teachers are not expected to 

'give' fuU cultural meanings, nor should they expect their students to be 

able to do so, from a single instance . 

The value of the cultural content for the leamer is a significant factor 

in selecting d t u r a l  texts. The argument is often made that it is very 

important to elicit the interest of the students, which is sornetims 

considered even more important than the educational dimension a school 

should provide, The authors of the Communicative Syllabus of the NCFS 

have based their &&on, regarding value for the students, on their 

experiential approach to language learning. Since this approach includes 

the students' personal involvement in the subject matter through 

experience, they decided to define content in terms of fields of 
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experience. By field of experience they underçtand that aspect of reaiity 

on which the individual has already developed certain knowledge, 

patterns of behaviour and attitudes. In order to choose the fields of 

experience they began by idenMyhg the different dimensions of an 

individual's relationship w i t h  the environment. The following dimensions 

were identified : the physical dimension, the social dimension, the civic 

dimension. the dimension of leisure and the intellectual dimension. 

The concept of 'fieids of experience' already known to the students is 

closely connected with the familiaLity and similarr 
. . 'ty factors. Besides the 

fields of experiene mentioned above, the foreign environment or d t u r e  

should be presented through C2 content the student c m  have some 

familiarie with .  Ln each program and environment teachers will have to 

dedde on the nearest or most known contexts of the target language- For 

example, if students are familiar w i t h  some kind of m u s i c  that is in 

fashion f r o m  the target cuiture, some çongs and their lyrics, or some 

words may be ideal to bring the C2 meaning into the ciassroom. The 

students can 'experiencel the laquage and cuîture through the song that 

they may hear on the radio or at discos. There may be some new 

fashionable dish or famous actor, which provide excellent examples for 

cuïturai exploration and discwsion. These çongs, etc. . have been used 

quite extensiveiy but the cultural values and meanings expressed have 

not been addresçed either individually or in relation to other social 

issues. Many textbooks have attempted this, but what was  the case 

is that 'well-known C2 people' for one foreign Ianguage dassroorn were 

not realiy well-known and the purpose was missed entirely. 
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Selecting cultural content by taking into acmunt &dents' fields of 

experience addresses the question of the perceived value of such 

content- Besides ,  the leamers' fields of experience are closely linked to 

th& age and the mntext (location-classroorn) where 1earning accurs. 

However, although the fields of experience of the studentç wi l ï  guide the 

selection. this does not mean that the manifestations of both fields of 

experience should be identical. fresenting C2 fields of experience as 

identical to Cl will disregard the differenœs that require understanding. 

Those fields of experience where there are differences between the Cl 

and C2 should be explored, and thatls where the cultural content w i l l  be 

present for exploration and awareness. Even though the U may be 

practiçed in Cl contexts for communicative purposes, the leamers have 

to encounter the C2 context. 

Fields of experience that exist  in both contexts w i l l  facilitate the 

access to the C2 context . Time for m e a k  iç a &Che topic that can 

illustrate the point. N o r t h  Americans are astonished at the fact that 

they cannot have dinner at a restaurant in Hispanic couniries before 8 

p .m. Having mealç is a fieid of experience that punctuates the reality of 

aU cultures, but the redizations of such an acovity show clifferences. It 

is more important to understand how the time differences are linked to 

the cadence of other daily aCavities in the target culture than to mere ly  

focus on the actual times. Teacherç should not tiansmit these differences 

as only f a m .  Explmations should be sought, linking this fact, for 

example, w i t h  work schedules or leisure activities. in Hispanic countries 

people generally work late. tiu 6 pm . They eat 'tapas' in Spain, 'onces' in 

Chile and 'picadas' in Argentina to mention a few of the names given to 
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the smaU dishes people can have in bars or cafes a t  amund that iime. 

They have dinner after 9, a time when a l l  the family is home to share the 

dinner or a time when business people are aU free to get tagether for 

diriner. There are expectations in the routines, the scripts and the 

schemas, and the purposes of the sequence of daily activities. The  

weather is m o ç t  probably a factor too since it is very common for people 

to be out in the streets until 11 pm. The topic of meals must sound a 

'ciichét to the reader, because it iç presented in a i i  textbooks. It is 

presented as a curiosity and not as a rhythm of life. The 'Cultural 

content' being presented may not be perceived as relevant by the 

students if it is not addressed in a manner that weaves it into a iarger 

CuitUral content is assumed to carry culturally embedded values. The 

content and the values rnay weU appear in related contexts and in the 

different types and registers of text. So, for example the content of 

dialogue among friends may also be echoed in short news reports, simple 

storieç, songs, etc. By focusing on these recurrent cultural values, 

students can becorne aware of the 'whys' of these cultural features and 

the c o n n e o n s  among different aspects of Me. Students can be guided 

to attempt to make sense of them, which will pave the way for 'cultural 

understanding'. 

It is worth noting here that a 'facts approacht to the minutia of 

cultural detail is as rnuch a risk in small-c cultural approaches as in 

Big- C ones. However, the introduction of an inquiry approach can bring 

a more ethnographie approach to daiïy culture. That is to say that 
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cuiture, just like language, is fuii of choices, decisions, evaluations, 

sequences, p ~ d p l e s ,  descriptions and categorizations . B y seeking to 

explain the meaning through the hypothesis of aççoQations like chaice, 

decision, etc.. students can begin to build connections to other cultural 

practices and beliefs. This type of approach contextualizes s d - c  

culture in a way that is much l e s  open to the artefactual approach to 

culture. 

In the foreign language context, there is another difficuity associated 

w i t h  the scope of cultural content to be presented. It must be decided 

which of the cultures where the target language iç spoken will be 

explored. The Spanish language, for example, is spoken in 20 countries 

w i t h  their own cultural characteriçtics. It is diffialt to decide whether to 

teach Spanish as a 'world language' (as çome textbooks claim), or to 

focus on one particuiar country or region. This selection will greatly 

depend on the classrmm context and the objectïvs of the course. The 

choice may not be difficuit for a d a s s r o o m  context in the United States, 

since the target language is spoken in the south of the country, with its 

own cuiturai features. In other cases, especiaiiy at beginner levelç, it 

may be better to focus on one or two countries or regions. if the 

teachers are native speakers of the target language, it may be a good 

idea to focus on the countries where they are front. Th& cultural 

experiences are a valuable resource. 'Covering' all counees  is not the 

objective since our approach does not require learners to lem a 

product, aii the 'facts' about a culture. Learners are supposed to engage 

in a proi=eçs of diçcovery of a cultural reality- The understanding 

derived from such a process is more valuable than the accumulation of 
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facts. Studying aU the countcïes at a superfiaal level wi l l  not give 

students any in depth of cultural understanàing. Besides, w i t h  so many 

variations, students may get confused, or think that everybody who 

speaks Spanish eats 'tacos', watches bdlfights, wears sombreros, but 

otherwise leads a M e  of Cl Uke m e d i d t y  portrayed in the 'sanit%edT 

texts constructed for Language teaching. 

In addition, the value of the content highly depends on its 

'authenticity'. The term 'authentic' has b e n  used as a reamon against 

the prefabricated artificial language of textbooks and instructional 

dialogues. Authentiaty refers to the way ianguage is used in non- 

pedagogic, namal communication. As Littie & Singleton ( 1993) point out, 

'an authentic text îs a text that was created to fulfiLl some social purpose 

in the language corn- in which it was produced'. It goes without 

saying that, as Widdowçon (1984) rernarks, 'uncritical acoeptance of the 

need to present karners w i t h  'authentic' data can lead to an avoidance of 

pedagogic responsibility (ibid : 171 ) ' . Again, a s  wi th  'heavy load' cultural 

content, the seiection wi l l  be made following the main goal, objectives and 

approach for integration already stated. Since the lingustic and cultural 

content are presented as a unity, the linguistic items will define whether 

an 'authentic' text is suitable for the particular group of leamers. 

Likewise, this text has to be suitable for the studentç based on their 

fields of experience. Just as the word 'authenticity' can be appïied to  

texts, so it can also be applied to 'contexts' . In the authentic language 

iearning context there wiU always be parts of the 'text' that are not 

understood. Producing a text which is en&ely wi th in  the decoding 

cornpetence of a learner is in itseif a form of Mciatity. So for that 
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matter is the presentation of contexts that appear to be identical to Cl 

The issue of authenticity is also important in refl.ecting the very 

nature of the sociocultural context. As N m a n d  (1974) says, the leamex 

should encounter the culture's ground of meaning. Students should 

interact w i t h  content that is addreçsed to an L1 audience so that they 

make sense of it, Content w r i t t e n  from a Cl perspective of the mget  

culture. explaining C2 to a Cl ïeamer may resuit in the learning of 

Tacts'. There is no reflection on such content on the part of the 

student, and no involvement, which keeps the C2 at arm's length. Under 

such conditions there is no pedagogicai demand to make links between 

what appears to be extraneous bits of information and language choices. 

In this rather lengthy -on we have attempted to demonstrate how 

our main goal, objectives and approach to culture learning help define 

the variables involved in the selection of cultural content. But the intent 

of this paper is the integration of culture content to foreign language 

programs. Consequentiy, w e  need to diçcuss how tfüs integration wiU 

. - matenahze. In m e n t  programs. 'content' includes Linguistic content 

( grammr and lm), communication (notions and funciions) and a 

thematic aomponent. The Latter is regarded in most of the Literature on 

foreign language teaching as the background in which communication 

takes place. Any theme, whether from Cl or C2 is suitable as long as 

'communicative' exchanges occur in such contexts. 'Culture content' 

appeaxs as a separate theme or topic. The three components : language, 

communication and CUIture are akeady present in many textbcmks and 
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clasçrooms many teachers may say. in most current introductory 

textbooks the three components are dealt w i t h  separaMy. The selections 

are made within each wmponent, without talcing irko accourit the other 

two. SeLecti0n.s are not made in termç of the real co~ecf ions  among the 

components, but rather are based on the purely structural order of the 

language inventory. Frequency of iinguistic items in communicative 

exchanges is of lesser importance in the seleciion of Linguistic items than 

the çtructi1-d order. Culture content is seldom wnsidered in relation to 

iinguistic items, since culture is perceived as a separate and additional 

entity £mm language. 

Our conceptuakation of the unity : language, communication and 

culture, will definitely affect the seledion of 'content' in f o r e i g n  language 

programs, Integration attempts to give culture a role that is coherent 

wi th  the mles of the linguistic and communicative content. How will the 

three components be selected ? Even &ter reaching a certain number of 

ciear principles for the integration of language and culture, the procesç 

is far f r o m  an easy one, but it is possible to provide sorne direction to 

the process of putting theory into pracîice. Firçt ly ,  for pedagogical 

reaçons, a sequene of simple to complex/concrete to abstract wiU be 

maintained, Secondly , language wiii be seiected - not only considering a 

traditional structural order- but taking into account the other two 

aspects : communication and culture. The three aspects wiU have an 

equaï mie and not one of the three could be disregarded when making 

the seledion. Each one wiU delimit the scope of the other two. 

Communicdtive content will be selected on the basis of language and 
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culture. Culture  content wiU. be defined by hnguage and cornmunication. 

By making sure that the three components play a role in the sekction of 

content, 'language' will be presented in the c l a s s r w m  in a way that 

better refkcts the reality of its use. 



Chapter Vï : TRANSLATING A CURRICULUM ORIENTATION I N T O  

INSTRUCTION 

Needs Analysis 

An important component of language curriculum development proceses 

is needs analyçis, which provides a mechaniçm for obtaining a wider 

range of input into the content, design and implementation of a language 

program. It includeg information about the context of the language 

program, the learners, teacfiers and the administrators. It also aims at 

identifying general or specific language needs so as to determine the type 

of language skills and level of language proficiency the program should 

aim to deliver. 

Aïthough the impact of needs analysiç has been greatest in the area of 

special purposes program design, it is also fundamental to the planning 

of general language courses. Our context, the post-secondary 

introductory foreign language context, falls h t o  the latter category since 

students who take these language courses later specialize in a great 

variety of fields. A very srcd percentage do majors in foreign 

languages . 

Accordhg to Bridley , G. (1989) there are several views of needs : 

the 'language profiaency' view, the psychological-humanistic' and the 

'specific purpoçes' view. Advocates of the first view tend to çtress the 

importance of language profidency ( traditional view of the term- my 

comment) as a criterion for grouping learners. The 'psychoiogical 
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h- perspective does not deny the importance of language &ted 

me& but views confidence and positive attitudes, motivation or 

awareness as a vital prerequisite to the ac-tion of language 1e-g 

SMUS- The third view can be summarized in the 'goal oriented' definition 

proposed by Widdowson (1981) 'what the learner needs to do with the 

language once he has learned it'. Hîs view focuses  on the necessity to 

align course content with the leamers' occupational or academic goals. 

Given our context, our perspective on 'needs' is a combination of the 

three categories stated by Brindley. The in-oductory foreign language 

courses we  are adàressing are part of formai post-çecondary programs 

leading to degrees or diplornas in a great rnany fields. It is argued that a 

wider perspective should be adopted than in Language course that only 

focus  on the language being studied. W e  consider it important that in 

th& context, as Johnson puts it, the learning content of a course is not 

identified w i t h  the language( linguistic i t e m s )  as content solely . The 

latter seems to reflect the position of the proponents of the 'language 

proficiency view', It is our  belief that this view, although it plays a role 

in o u  approach, is limited for our contexte 

Widdowçon's view may help us determine only in general terms what 

the students wiU 'do' wi th  the language Snce they al1 take different 

routes. We believe we c m  adapt Widdowson's 'goal orientation' to meet 

our purposes of foreign language learning in our times. As we mentioned 

in Chapter 1, foreign languages are used in the global village not for 

literaxy or scholarly purposeç but for social and instrumental objectives. 



It is in this sense and for the purposes stated that we adopt the 'goal 

oriented view'. 

The third view is wnsidered highly valuable as weil. W e  believe it is 

importarit to take into account and to build the learners' motivation and 

positive attitudes to the learning of the foreïgn language. The 

interpretation of target culture values can credte an awareness of the 

language's culture, which can lead to the development of a sensibility to 

such culture. Z t  is our belief that a humanistic approach that involves 

the learner not only cognitively but a£fectively in the learning process 

shail faditate  the achievement of the traditional 'language proficiency' 

view of needs and the 'goal oriented' view for our times as specified 

above. 

The view of learning content ne@& espoused by teachers and learners 

w i l l  certainly shape the way the foreign language program is delivered. 

The potential conflict of ideas is great. if Leamers and teachers do not 

share their perception of one another's expectations about the learning 

process, the results cannot be positive. It is of crucial importance that 

teachers' and leamers' expectations be shared and acomrnodated. As 

Johnçon(l989) puts it, a consensus about a way to proceed and things to 

do has to be established. The coherence of (3UTTiculums shouid Lie in 

shared assumptions. He cites Martha Penington, who argues that the 

'heart of every educational enterprise, the force driving the whole 

enterprise towardç itç educational aims is the teaching fadty ' .  Teachers' 

approaches to needs' wiJi be heavily influenced by their practicai 
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experience as weli  as by th& personal philosophy and conception of 

their role. I t  is thesefore wmmon for teachers to talk at cross purposes 

when dkmssing needç anaiyçiç, since they espouse different views as 

categorized by Brindley. Johnson also points out that the communicative 

approach to language teaching provides many insights, but no paradigm. 

There is no consensus as to what to do. W e  believe the same is true as 

to the rde of culture in a foreign language context. This can only be 

reached by active consultation of faculty. It is our intention, as Johnson 

says, to create a coherent language curriculum that recondes what is 

desirable ( policy ) with what is acceptable and possible ( pragmatics) . 

It is w i t h  this awareness that we shaU attempt to translate into 

instruction our approach to language learning and teaching described in 

Chapter V. W e  have discussed in detail our curriculum orientation in 

terms of goals, objectives, learning approaches and content. O n  the basis 

of th&, w e  shaü defhe  the basic features that we believe need to be 

present in the foreign language context in order to facilitate the 

achievement of our curriculum main goal : the CLC unity and cultural 

understanding. Some of these features may already sporadically and 

randomly appear in some ciassrooms. By bringing them to light in a 

cohesive manner and in support of our curriculum orientation we intend 

to strengthen the potential for achieving the stated goals. It is our belief 

that the operationalization of such approach in the classroom is critical if 

w e  are to make up for the deficiencies and Limitations of foreign langwge 

teaching in p-t contexts. 



Characteriration of Educational Expectations around the Four Cornmonplaces 

Schwab (1978) -tes that defensible educational thought and practice 

m u s t  take account of four commonphces: the leamer, the teacher, the 

subject matter and the milieu or classrmm iR order to translate new 

values and conoernç into the curriculum. It iç important then to 

characterize the expectations that a CLC oriented approach creates for 

teachers, learners and the ciassmorn context. 

A CLC approach expects the teacher to view the target language as 

enwrnpassing not onLy the linguistic code but the target culture's 

communication context, and m o s t  importantly, as the meanings expressed 

by the native speakers of the language. These meanings are culturaily 

derived and instruction should not make them equal to the learner's 

culture. It is of essence that the teacher does not Limit the lemers' 

educdtional expertence w i t h  the subject matter to the target linguistic 

code. 

There is no question that to faalitate the learning process, the 

teacher will separateiy addresç linguistic, communicative and cultural 

objectives. She will make students focus on form ( pronunciation , grammar 

and lexis), notions and functions to achieve communication, and cultural 

content. After an analysis and practice of these separate parts,  they are 

then recontextuaiked in order to addreçs the meanings expressed by the 
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m i t y  as a whole. The teacher wLLl then facilitate the c o n n ~ o n s  arnong 

language, mmmunication and culture by gohg beyond the surfa- of the 

linguistic code. She w i i l  guide learners to explore the C2 irame of 

reference where words express their fuU contextual meanings. 

A CLC approach ex- the teacher to view culture Iearning not as 

the knowledge of fixed measurab1e fa- but as a process. This process 

shall be seen as a conUnuum, rather than a set of invariant stages, 

which shall kad the learriers dong varyhg stages of awareness, 

understanding, and a variety of outcornes. The teacher needs to take 

into account and facilitate not only the achievement of cognitive(CU1turl 

facts) obje&ves of culture learning. Affective and behavioural aspects 

are addreççed if learnerç get involved w i t h ,  refiect on and interpret C2 

mntexts. Opportunities to engage in e x m e n t i a l  learning can facilitate 

çommunlcation and wmprehension of the target Language rneanings, 

providing the learner wi th  dimensions of language use beyond the 

ab-acted meanings of the code. 

In introductory courses, the teacher wiU ask the learner to ad- 

language, communication and culture w i t h  the natural Limitations of his 

level. She shali not expect the essence of the integration of hnguage, 

communication and culture to corne across in few isoiated ciasses. These 

limitations shaZl not diminhh the importance of deaiing w i t h  the CLC unity 

and attempmg Mme cuitural understanding. A CLC integration approach 

wiJi underlie the learning activities in the r i r m m .  
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A CLC approach expects the leamer to be an explorer and interpreter 

of the CS and not a passive recipient of 'facts' to be memorized. K e  shaiï 

not keep the C2 at arm's length but rather will have to get involved w i t h  

the C2 cultural content at hand in order to interpret it. The CLC 

appruach requires leamers to reflect 'on the other' cuiture and interad 

with C2 contexts of situation. These contexts shaii correspond to fields 

of experience familiar to the students to facilitate an understanding of 

the cuitmai 'load' . 

With a C LC appmach, the learner will expect the teacher to faditate 

more than just his learning of the Linguistic code. H e  wiU need input 

and direction as to the appropriateness of his expression in the target 

language. H e  will need guidance in the discovery of the cultural meanings 

expressed by the code and in how to organize and comect his 

hypotheses about the target cuiture. The learner w i i l  expect the CLC 

approach to offer him a well structured and coherent view of the three 

elements : language, communication and culture. This approach shaii 

provide the leamer w i t h  meaningfui educational experiences leading to 

leaniùig that can be furthes developed in the future. 

T h e  CLC approach requires target language materials presented to be 

'authentic'. They shall refïect ïanguage, communication and culture 

content. The authenticity of the materiais W .  faciLitate makuig the 

com-ons between the three components of CLC . The meanings derived 

from the unity can then be accesçed. Linguistic content, communicative 

content and cultural content shaU not be dealt w i t h  as separate entities 

with their own grading seiection. The difficuity in seiecting 'Content', be 



it linguistic, communicative or culturaï is simplified if the graded 

seledion contains the three aspects as a reflecîïon of real Me use of the 

target language, The Cuztural content of our approach shaU not be only 

an appendage co ri9stuig of tours of beautifui places. It shaU be present 

in the language chaices that native speakers make when communicating in 

different contezrts of situation. 

The CLC approach expecrts the c l a s ç m o m  to be a place for a 

community of ïeamerç to engage in communicating in the target ianguage. 

The target language shaU not be considered only a 'subject' to be 

analysed and studied. There shall be interaction arnong members,  teacher 

and students to facïütate the process of interpreting the target ianguage 

and cutture. 

A CLC approach shaU attempt a better balance between the learners' 

own culture and the target culture. In order to facilitate learning , the 

target language and d t u r e  have been adapted too rnuch to the learner's 

miLieu and culture. A greater presence and visibility of the target 

culture's milieu is favored. It is nevertheles acknowledged that some 

graduig and adaptation is needed to facilitate access of the target 

culture. 

Finaily, the CLC approach makes some demands on the programs as  

well .  The CLC approach is humaniçtic and can't sacrifice the learner's 

involvement in and interpretation of the subject matter, and focus on 

quanîifiabie textbook-bound content in order to produce good 'examination 

results' and to 'cover' examination syllabuses. Tests at the right time, 
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in the right proporoons have a valuable contribution to make in 

leamers' progress, but they should not invade essential teaching space. 

A CLC approach considers that other skills begdes accuracy in wriag- 

which. is mer to mark in termç of adrmnistra 
. - tion- should be valued and 

tested , 

Guidelines for the Design of CLC oriented instruction 

Severai elements have mntributed to the development of our CLÇ 

approach to foreign language teaching, among them the ideas of different 

authors in related fields to language Uistrriction and our own practical 

teaching experience. We believe that our approach or 'atWxdet to the 

subject matter being taught underlis a l l  our instructional decisions, 

therefore, it shall guide us in the design and implementation of classroom 

activities and techniques. The amvities and techniques can always be 

improved, made more interestïng, more fun, more engaging to our 

speafic gmup of leamers as long as it is clear for teacherç 'what' it is 

about language they intend to achieve w i t h  such activities. Our  

orientation as to the 'whatt and 'how' is invdved in language teaching 

shail provide the foundations of our journey. 

The next stage is to provide the seguenœ of steps to design specific 

instruction in the dassroorn . Nunan's (1990) mode1 for the design and 

development of communicative ïanguage learning tasks is a very simple 

and flexible framework that can be adapted t o  suit our goak and 
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orientation. As Nunan says, the majority of learning tasks have three 

components : goals, input and activities. Goals relate to a range of 

general outcornes, which in our case are linguiçtic, communicative and 

cultural. In some cases a task invdving a range of activities might be 

simuïtaneoudy moving lemers towardç several goals. Input refers to 

the data that form the point of departure for the tasks. Activities specify 

what Leamers will actuaUy do w i t h  the input. With this overall 

framework in mind we wiU describe our CLC oriented instruction. 

Input 

A Eield of experience is chosen that is the same in Cl and C2 ( with 

the probable differences in the rPali7iitions of those experiences). The 

field of exmence provides the grounding framework for the learner and 

it corresponds with his inteUectua1, social and affective deveïopment, The 

'content and context' of that field of experience iç the C2 context, in the 

form of authenlic texts, as a slice of life in the target culture. Seïection 

of such C2 content iç delirnited by linguistic comp1exity and communicative 

complexity. The focus is turned from a purely functionalmmmunicative 

one to a linguistic-communication-CULture focus. 

The C2 contexts of situation shall be seiected ço that connections can 

be made between CS spedfic aspects of each context. The traditional 

'topics' need to be ïinked in terms of underlying CS cuïtural 

characteristics. Example in the Spanish context : mes for meals/  mes 

for work and Sesta and the weather. There is a relationship to be 

explored between hte lunches, late dinners, working trime, ( in 
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Goals 

The main goal of a task WU be the staied main goal that is two fold : 

a ) the integration of culture-language-amununication and cultural 

understanding. Firçtly , Linguistic, structured communication and cultural 

content objectives are derived frorn the C2 context. These objectives 

focus firçt on the building linguistic skilis, self expression and some 

communication. At this stage the learner's complete attention is focused 

on the linguistic aspects and th& usage in controiied communicative 

situations, both in Cl and C2 contexts. Secondly, the CLC components 

are recontextualized. The second aspect of our main goal is addressed : 

cultural understanding. This  understanding wiU be approximated and 

accessed by engaging in aclivities that focus on the refiedion and 

discovery of the CS context of situation. 

Especially in beginner levels, a lot of time and practice needs to be 

devoted to building linguistic and wntroiied communicative skilis. 

Thesefore, aclivities which focus on building these sid is  are of great 

value. Teachers can use a great variety of activities that have been 

developed by the Communicative Approach, such as roleplayç, problem 

solving , information gap , iistening for information, etc. . . 
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Nunan three general ways of characteriPng adiVitit2S : 

rehearsal for the real world, skillç use and fluency/accuracy. in these 

three categories the features of the C2 context of situation underlie the 

'rehearsal for the reai world' but the C2 features are not specifidy 

brought to light , W e  believe the CS underlies aü the types pmpoçed 

since it is the underlying frame of refefence in which the 'ïanguage 

practiael of such activities occur. A fourth kind of adivity, which wlu 

focus on the co~ect tor~s  between language and cultural context, is 

needed. Activities of thiç kind wiU reflect our conceptuaikation of 

language and WU lead the students to a realization that a target language 

involves much more than the pradice of a linguistic code and 

communicative exchanges within the learners' Cl schemata. The aciivities 

shall be based on a process of discovexy approach to culture learning 

and understanding. 

The foilowing featureç need to be present for a beginner level ( or 

for other leveis as wei i ) .  It was pointed out in our discussion about 

Content [Chapter V )  that visible and conmete C2 features WU be used 

at th& level since irnplicit, hidden or abstracted cultural meanùigs would 

create too much of a cultural 'load'. Activities should : 

a)  focus  on a specific manifestation of a C2 feature that is different 

£rom a Cl feature w i t h i n  a field of experience known to the learner. 

b) bring to light the Cl and C2 features 

c )  focus and promote analysis of the L2 linguistic choices made in the 

C2 context of situation. 

d) Explore linguiçtic choiceç, compare words, explore meanings 

expreçsed by such words in specific contexts of situation . 
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e) engage students in the reflection and interpretation of both Cl and 

C2 features. 

f )  Once several activities for speafic C2 wntexts are explored, engage 

students in reflection on the relationships among these C2 features. 

Activities developed by the Communicative Approach can very well  

lend themseives to our CLC and cultural understanding goals. The 

purpose of the Communicative Approach is to involve leamers in oral 

interaction, but does not define the cultural contextç in which these 

interactions happen. Such interaction and the wmmunicative goals can be 

combined wi th  C2 conte- of situation to achieve our goals. Nunan iists 

Communicative activity types proposed by Prabhu ( Bangalore Project), 

and Clark (1987) : 

- information gap activity : involves a tramfer of aven information from 

one person to another or the s e l e o n  of relevant information. 

- reaçoning-gap activity ; involves deriving some new information from 

given information through procesçeç of inference, deduction , practical 

reasons. 

. opinion gap activity : invalves identïfying and articulating a personal 

preference, feeling or attitude in response to a given situation. The 

acîivïty rnay involve using fadual information and fomulating arguments 

to justify one's opinion - 
. search for specific information for some aven purpose, process it and 

use it in s o m e  way. 

. give information in spoken or written fom on the basis of personal 

experience. 



Gradins, sesuencinq, intedatins of activities and testins. 

A key question to the success of activities for language learnuig is 

the way they are graded, sequenced and integrated. There are many 

factors involved in grading language tasks, but again Nunan offers a 

simple guideline. Activities can be graded according to the cognitive and 

performance demands made upon the learner. The learner i s  required to 

undertake activities which make progressively more demands upon th-, 

moving from comprehension based activities to controiled production 

a&vities, and finally ones which require the learner to engage in real 

communicative interaction. In tfiis sequence, task continuity is built , 

where skilis acquired or p r a e d  in one step are then utilized and 

extended in sumeeding steps.. As Nunan very weU puts it : 'Activities 

are sequenced, not only according to their complexity as  determined by 

input, learner ahvi ty  factors, but alço by the logic of themes and 

learning pathways. Developing interlinked sets of activitieç in which 

succeeding steps are dependent on those which corne before ( either in 

terms of content or skills), wiU ensure -ter coherence and consistency 

for a language program'. 

It seems feasible, therefore, to design instructional activities to serve 

our CLC and cultural understanding goals which utilize previously 

practised linguistic and communicative skills in a sequence of interlinked 

skilis. These activitieç will also airn at the integration of usually 

disconnected linguistic, communicative and cultural components . Most 
importantly, they w i l i  provide the learners w i t h  opportunities ta discover 
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and reflect on the meanings expresseà, and by getting invdved in the 

process, it is believed language learning shaU be more effective. 

The integration of language, culture and communication will be recognized 

and valued in the assessrnent process. By daing so, culture shail not be 

relegated to an interest item, to be included if time permits. The Link 

between culture and language and cultural awareness can be tested in 

exercises or tasks that aim at testing grammaticaï accuracy and th& ask 

the learner to think about the rneaning of situations in texts. The tasks 

shaU be quite controïïed in introductory courses so that the students can 

express themseïveç with the lirnited linguistic knowledge they have. One 

single task can test both grammatical accuracy and cultural meaning and 

haif the mark can be assigned to each aspect. The students will know 

from the activities done in class that th& test score wiU reflect th& 

knowledge of grammar as weil as the expression of meaning. In the next 

chapter we shail illustrate the CLC integration proposed in a sequence of 

interlinked çkiYs and activities. 



Chapter VII : CLC INTEGRATION 

The present post-secondary introductory foreign language classroom- 

Foreign language teaching researchers have pointed out the need to 

address culture in a variety of learning contexts and for different 

ianguages. Our experience in the fomign language c l a s s r o o m  includes the 

teaching of English in a Spanish speaking context and the teaching of 

Spanish in an E n g M  speaking context. In our view, both foreign 

language ciassrooms share Smilar Limitations and disregard for the 

cultural component of language, We shaiï mustrate our approach for an 

introductory Spanish foreign language claççroorn at a post-çecondary 

inçtitution ( Mount Royal Coilege, Calgary) since it is the context we 

have been working with for the last six years. Before doing so, we 

consider it helpful to briefly diçcuss the present wntext of the 

introductory Spanish foreign language classroom at post-second- 

inçtitutions . 

In the case of Spanish, introductory courses indude two leveis, a 

£irst semester ( 2201 ) and a second semester (2203 ) . The textbooks that 

have ben created for these two levels cover the basics (although quite 

an extensive content) of the grammar and vocabulary. The grammatical 

and 1exia.l content, over the decades, has remained central in course 

planning and in the organization of beginner textbookç and courses. 

Textbooks have delivered what courses expected them to and courses, in 

turn, have been based on such textkmks. W i t h  the Communicative 

Approach, more real life communication and aciivities as well as cultural 
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vignettes have been added in textbooks, but the grammatical and lexical 

content have retained a high priority mie among a l l  other aspects. 

In view of this, introductory course objectives seem obvious. For 

inçtance, these o b m v e s  as stated in a course bmchure are as follows ' 

At lower levels m o s t  weight is aven to the acquisition of basic 

grammatical skills, to elixninating systematic -ors in pronunciation and 

spelling and ta developing a core vocabulary which can be understood in 

listening, speaking, readuig and wri-g situations' (University of 

Calgw,  Department of French, Italian and Spanish information leaflet for 

students ) . Evaluation in introducbry courses sizictly f ollows these 

objectives and teaching mnsequently has to do so too. It is clear that 

communbition or cultural understanding are not specifirrilly included in 

the introductory objectives. The objectives of an introductory course do 

not appear to go beyond language as 'code'. Language is not connected 

to its cultural meaning or context- 

'Culture' appearç at very high levels as follows : ' In addition to 

their linguiçtic development, students at upper leveis are also responsible 

for a broader range of academic material related to language and 

fiterature, and study of the history and cuiture of the relevant 

smieties'. Every day communication and small c- cuiture are not 

specified. The real life use of the language in the 'outside' world ( 

'inside' being the academic world) is not rnentioned. Or possibly, the 

stated objectives assume that 'communication' and kultural understanding' 

of smaU-k culture will develop naturally irom the leaming of linguistic 

items and big C culture. Particularly in the foreign language dassrwm, 
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this cannot be taken for granted. 'Communication' and cultural 

understanding cannot develop 'natwcaliyt if they axe not addressed. The 

leamers are not even exposeci to communication and d t u r e  outside the 

ciiram. So how can w e  assume that the learners wiU develop those 

abilities on their own ? 

On the other hand, many introductory level textbooks have changed 

due to advances in the theoretical conception of language and 

communicative methods. They provide a f ew  interesting communicative 

activities and rich 'cultural capsulest. These are taught incidentally and 

oniy dealt with if the teacher ço wishes. The teaching iç very tentative. 

The teacher generally expiains what she knows about the cultural 

content, B u t  she does not know how to deal w i t h  the content nor what 

the purpose of dealing w i t h  such content should be. She does not know 

what students should understand, think or do w i t h  such content. M o s t  of 

the tirne, the grammatical content and vocabulary to be covered is very 

extensive, there is no tinte to address culture, and so th& aspect of the 

CLC u n i e  is disregarded . 

Teachers would iike to make changes to how they teach these courses. 

Many think the objectives should be reviewed. But  the objectives remain 

unchanged. Are these objectives really no longer appropriate ? 

Language course objectives should n m y  be mherent with the 

present theoretical conceptuaiization of language, and with  the purposeç 

language is put to use in the global Society of our tintes. A ÇOCio- 

semantic view of the subject matter favors a humanistic/global orientation 
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to language learning, which stresses the need for learners to be 

interpreters of target contexts of situation where learners wiU have to 

interact. These conceptions shouid translate into practicaï language 

instruction and the course o b j d v e s  shouid be in accordance with such 

positions. The objectives cannot be only the acquisition of grammatical 

skillç and v o c a b ~  in terms of the four skillç : Liçtening, speaking, 

reading and writing. The objectives cannot deal w i t h  linguistic items 

'firçtt and culture 'later'. If the three cornponents are inseparable in 

target language contexts of situation there should be a n  attempt to 

Mect such reality in the classroom. 

It has already been acknowledged that the CLC approach sbares many 

objectives wi th  traditional and communicative approaches to foreign 

language teaching. The objectives derived from our main goal, the CLC 

unity, recognize the importance of addressing specific linguistic and 

controiied communication objectives separately first . Without th-, the 

integration of culture, language and communication would not be possible. 

A f t e r  this integration is addresçed, learners can work towards cultural 

understanding objectives. In surnmary , our CLC approach , which 

considers the roles of language, cuiture and comunica~on as 

inseparable, States objectives for the foreign language instruction that 

include the three cornponents from the &art of instruction. 

It foilows that the clasçrrnm activities that pursue the achievement of 

the CLC objeclives and culturaï understanding w i l l  Vary from activities 

students cux-rently engage in. What are some typical activities carried 

out in the beginner foreign language classroom ? The language activities 



in most textboûks currently used fall Lnto one of these kindç : 

a) Interview questions to practise Sb.uctwes and vocabulary. 

e.g situation in L2 : At the beach : Do you swim in the sea ? Do you 

sunbathe ? Do you play basketball ? 

b) A variation of a) expressed in U . 
e. g Ask your classrnate if he swims in the sea, if he plays basketball. 

C )  Same as b) but the instru&ons are expressed in the L1 of the 

strident. He is supposed to express the L1 ideas in U 

d )  Situations. 

e.g Make plans to go to the beach. 1 am going to swim. I am gohg to 

play basketbail. 

e) A photo of an LZ speaker or place and a paragraph. Answer questions 

on the paragraph . 
f) A travel brochure wi th  activities you can do at the beach ( 

scubadiving, sai lhg etc), ads, maps £rom which students m u s t  gather 

information. 

Textbooks state that their communicative activities promote and develop 

oral pmficiency by involving students in r u t i c  mmmunicative 

situations. The adivities, designed for pair or smaU group work are 

supposed to engage students in lively meaningful and practical tasks. 

Taking the three m m p m e n t s  of the unity and analysing what their 

roleç are in the preceding activities w e  can note : 

. Activities a) b) c )  and d )  include language and contralled 

communiation oomponents. What about the C2 ? It 2s not present. The  

context of situation of the activities is the lemers' Cl. It is their Cl 



beach . 
. Activity e) Language and C2 are present. Communication may be 

present depending on the kinds of questions asked. Is the cultural 

content addressed ? Are  the conn&ons among language, culture and 

communication explored ? This depends on the material chosen and 

en-eiy on the teacher. Anyway , 

course. 

. Activity f )  1 generally appears 

linguistic objectives rnainly . 

they are not the objectives of the 

at the end of chapters and is used for 

Activit ies  a) b) c) and d) are the moçt frequently used in classrwrns. 

G r a m m a t i c a l  and lexical objectives are addressed in these activities. Then 

another content is presented and the cyCle repeats itseif. 

An Illustration of a CLC instructional approach 

Since there are no existing modeis that fundamentally address the 

unity of CLC and since the introduction of such an approach at the 

begiruier level is clearly the m o s t  difficult, the following illustration is 

tentatively presented as a context in which issues of how to better 

realize these goals can be pro£itably diçcussed. The illustration to be 

presented is one aimed at post-çecondary introductory courses. It has 

been designed to be put into practice wi th in  existing programs, rather 

than to repiace them. It takes into consideration the short and rather 

comained time irame that exists in such programs and will not require 

from the student extensive preparation outside chss hours to achieve the 
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objectives. It is our intention to show that it is feasible to begin 

addressing culture, Languaqe and communication as a unie £rom the 

beginner stage wi th in  the e x k t h g  program skuctureç. 

Since w e  are dealing w i t h  a beginner levd it seems important to 

s- the Linguistic content that students handle to be aware of the 

Limitations of the actïvities in terms of linguistic ability. 

Some linguistic content of a Spanish 2201 level. 

. ser /est= (verbs to be) 

. hay ( there &/are) 

. Present Indicative of 'a.' and 'er/irE verbs 

. Present indicative of stem changing and irregular verbs : preferir, 

poder, decir, etc 

. tener( to have), 

. ir (to go)/ ir a (future) 

. saber y conocer 

gus- 

. R e f l e x i v e  verbs 

For this illustration the fdiowing context of situation wiii be used : 

At the beach. 

Students are not told where  the photos were taken if in a Cl or C2 

context. 

S t e ~  1 : Students in pairs look at photos and describe the scenes. 

SteP 2 : Each pair of students divides the photos into two groups : Cl 

and C2 contexts. They explain why they think each photo was  taken in 

Cl or C2. 
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Students may see çome differaces but not dl. Teacher can teil them to 

think again about those specific culturai questions that she has included 

as a guide. 

S t e ~  3 : Students will listen to 'correspondent& f r o m  target couritries 

saying what they do at the beach. The listening activity wiU be in the 

format of an interview, friends tallang about a vacation, etc.. The 

students wiü lista and 1) iriciude information they may not have included 

about the pictures 2)  cuituraiiy speQfic vocabiirnry used by the native 

speakers will be analysed and discussed 3) students wiU categorize the 

pictures once again if necessary . 
Step 4 : Students will look at Cl and C2 photos again. The teacher shall 

provide guiding questions so that they can discuss in pairs the specific 

features of the C2 context they have noticed. They will discusç which 

features are shared by Cl and C2 and which features are speQfic to Cl. 

They cari write down their categorization in a chart : 

At the beach 

Cl features  Cl and CS shared features C2 features 

Step 4 + : This  step helps students make a doser connection between 

what they have anaiysed in cïass and r d  Iife. Since in rnany foreign 

language contexts it is difficult to find native speakers to talk to, th& 

step is considered an expansion of step 4.  Students intemiew native 

speakers about the cultural content discussed in class. 

Step 5 : Cultural understanding. mer students have categorized Cl and 

C2 features, or better , after step 4+, the ciass wiU taïk engage in the 
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p m c e s ~  of discovering the target culture. It is obvious that students may 

not have the necessary linguistic knowledge for such a diScusSon. It can 

happen in the LI of the learners. Yet , the teacher should not embark in 

'explainingt . The cultural objective was to create 'an awarenesç' , not an 

dnalysis at this beginnet stage. W h e n  encountering related cultural 

content as they progresç in their learning students wi l l  be able to use 

the awareness  achieved at this stage for attempting a deeper 

understanding. 

Step 6 : Written activity : Students choose a beach they al l  know in 

their Cl. They write a short article to a C2 youth magazine talking about 

activities on the beach they've chosen. 

Example for a Spanish 2203 course. S t e ~  1 : 

C2 photo : A beach in Perri 

(pictue 1 ) ( from Lmpacto 

A more recent photo 

would be ideal. 
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possible description : Los chicos estan en la playa. H a c e  calor y soi. Las 

chicas toman sol. Los chicos m a n  y miran a las chicas. Las chicas son 

bonitas y tienen bikinis pequeilas. Los chicos son morenos y delgados. 

Tienen 20 O 25 ailos. Un grupo de c h i a  converçan/hablan. 

Cl photo : A beach on the Okanaqan Lake (picture 2 )  : 

possible description :Los chicos juegan al frisbee. Las chicas toman sol y 

leen libros. Loç Iiiiios juegan en el agua. Unos chicos se bailan en el 

m a r .  Un sefior corne un pemito caliente. 

Stea 2 : 

En la foto 1 los chicos miran a las chicas. En la foto los chicos no 

miran a las chicas. 

Teacher's guiding queçtions : ~ P o r  qué el chic0 mira a la chicd ? 

~ Q u é  le dice el chic0 a la chia ? 

; Contesta la chica ? 

; De qué hablan los chicos en el grupo ? 

Possible &dentst answers : El chico mira a la chicd porque le 

gusta la chica. 

El chic0 no le dice nada a la chica. 

El chic0 mira a la chica porque es bonita. 

La chica no contesta 

Los chias hablan del partido de voLibal. 
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Step 3 : The native speakers1 taLk on the activities at the beach can 

have the format of an interview or  a conversation among friends about 

their activities on the beach. (This  input should be aïways up to date as 

in the case of the photos). 

Reported Live on a youth radio program : 

Locutor : Hola, te habla GurUermo de tu onda amiga. Hoy es un dia 

magni.fico y hay mucha gente joven en la playa. Hablamos ahora con 

Pablo , . . L vienes mucho a la playa, Pablo ? 

Pablo : Si, m e  gusta venir a la playa en la tarde. Con m i s  amigos 

jugamos al volibal, También cdminamos y nos encontramos con otros 

amigos. 

Locutor : ~y qué dicen de las chicas ? 

Pablo : Siempre hay m u c h a s  chicas bonitas que toman sol y pasean por la 

playa. Mi amigo Juan siempre les dice cosas lindas cuando pasan. Cuando 

ve a una chica sola le dice piropos como '  ado onde vas paloma, tan 

solita ? O ' me gustas que el dace de leche'. La chicas siempre se 

sonrien , muy pocaç veces contestan. 

Locutor : Vamos a hablax con una chica que ahora pasa por aqui. A ver, 

~vienes todas laç tardes a la playa ? 

Speaker 2 (young girl) : Mis amigaç y yo siempre venimos a la playa en 

las tardes y los fines de semana. Tomarnos sol y jugarnos al valibal. 

Paseamos por la playa. A veces conocemos a chicos divertidos. 

. Comprehension questions or other activities c m  ensure that the 

students have understood the liçtening piece. 
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Then, students add information on the C2 pictures. : Los  cbicos 

dicen piropos a las chicas. Las chicas pasean por la playa. 

This  is a good opporhinity to connect 'ianguage' w i t h  culture. 'Pasear' 

and 'piropos' are two culturalïy speQfic linguistic items. The verb 

'gustar' whose  çtructure is quite different from English can be analysed 

in a C2 amtext of situation that is dose to the students' field of 

experience. The verb 'conocer' which is difficdt to grasp for an Engliçh 

speaker is also used in a context of situation close to the studentst field 

of expe&mce. 

Step 4 : Students categorize into C l  and C2 contexts the a&vities on 

the beach . 
En la playa del Okanagan En una playa de Per-ti En ambas playas 

Los chicos juegan al 

volibol 

los chicos no dicen Los chicos dicen cosas 

nada a las chicas bonitas a las chicas 

Step 4+ : Students interview native speakers about 'piropos' . They ask 

Spanish speakuig men what 'piropos' they would say and have said in the 

context seen in ciass and in other contextç. Women can alço be 

intemiewed and they can say what 'piropos' they have heard. These 

'piropos' will be analysed in class. 

Stea 5 : Cultural underçtandinq : Several activities can be desîgned ta 

explore the target culture's feature of why the young men say 'piropoç' 

to the girk, what are possible choices of response w i t h i n  the cultural 
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expecbtions , what would be considered good . b o M g  . inappropnate, 

etc.. 

These activities can be : 

a) Information gap ( The hacher can provide guiding puestions for 

-dents to focus on information provided in the Iistening acîivity) . 
e. g .L Los chicos conocen a las chicas ? 

& Por qué Juan le dice 'piropos' a las chicas ? 

possible answers : Porque le gustan las chicas. Porque mere hablar con 

ias chicas. 

b)Reasoning/opinion gap activity ( The teacher provides questions to 

guide the discussion ) 

LA las chicas les gustan los piropos ? ~ P o r  qué ? 

c) Opinion gap 

to boys in the c l a s m m  

;Es divertido de& piropos a las chicas ? 

L T ~  gusta dedr piropos ? 

to girls 

L T ~  gustan los pimpoç ? 

to aU the class :c Qué piensan de los piropos ? 

Step 6 : Wriang . Students ch- a picture of a beach in theif Cl 

context and write a short arUcle to aocompany it. The article is intended 
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to C2 readers for them to b o w  what Cl young people do at the beach. 

They can aeate their own title such as : 

Ven a laç playas de Kelowna 

Aquï haœ mucho calor en verano. El agua del lago no es M a .  Mis 

amigas y yo tomamos sol y también paseamos por la playa. Hay canchas 

de volibal y botes. 

Si quieres divertirte, ; ven el proximo verano ! 

OBJECTIVES ADDRESSED IN THE TASK: 

Linguistic objective( grammar , vocabulary , pronunciation ) : Students use 

the grammar and vocabulary they know in a real context of situation. 

Accuracy is addressed in oral and written form- 

Communicative objective : Students practice the linguistic items learned in 

a meaningful marner  and for a purpose ( listening and findirig out 

specific features of Cl and C2) 

Cul tura i  objective : Students focus on s e c  C2 features (piropos, 

P-) 

CLC integration objective : Students use the linguistic i tems known in a 

CS context of situation where they occur. They describe pictures taken 

in C2 contexts and listen to speakers taik about the CS context. 

Specific Linguisbc i t e m s  related t o  C2 are used ( pasear , decir piropos) . 
Students may have encountered the word 'pasear' in connection w i t h  

weekend activities in other contexts. in this ta& they can use the 

linguistic i t em in a C2 where  it is actualiy used. 'Pasear' is a 

liriguistically Wficult verb to teach because there is no equivalent in 

EngLish and it encompasses a wide field of reiated meanings. Pasear is 
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used to express varied activities such as strolluig in a park, going for a 

ride in a car, by bus, to walk, to visit placeç just for enjoyment. There  

are no fixed destinations or plans when engaging in 

'pasear'. It is a highly frequently used verb and only by using it in the 

appropriate C2 contexts wiU students be able to use it appropriately. The 

word 'piropo' has no equivalent in the lemers' Cl either. It rd- to 

nice phrases, never g r o s ,  that men say to women as compliments and to 

please them. These phrases generaiiy show creativity and are said when 

women pass by men or vice versa. Although the concept may be strange 

to the students, its realization is very visible ( in the photo, in the 

words said, and consequently rnay be easier to grasp at a beginner 

level. Both Linguistic items are examples of language that is intimately 

connected with the target culture. The verb 'gustar' is also difficult to 

use. Students tend to foilow the English structure and say 'Me gusto' 

instead of Me gusta (1 me). The analysis of why the young man says : 

'me gustas'( 1 Like you) can help internalize this difficult construction. 

C u l t u r e ,  language and communication are not dealt with separately. The 

linguistic items and cultural content are expressed through the 

communicative exchange in the radio program. Students use linguistic 

items for a meaningfui purpose when they find out about adivities ai the 

beach in Cl and C2 and when they interview native speakers. The three 

components of the unity are used in an intercomected rnanner. 

Cultural undexstanding : students themseives explore and discover 

differences. They make cornparisons and interpretations. They becorne 

aware of visible differences in behaviour between people their own age in 
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a CS context and their Cl context. They do not read an explanatory text 

that tells them what they should think. Their interpretations w u  depend 

on their own experiences and what they see in the pictures. The more 

they know the more they will be able to perceive and analyse. In 

Kleinjans' matrix of cuïture learning which was adopted as a general 

guideluie for the process of culture Learning , students have to address 

cognitive, affective and behavioural ob-ves. in this particular 

iilustration students learn the specific cultural content (piropos) 

cognitively. They perceive this content and affecîively react to it. They 

may be amused, inwgued, upçet. R e f i e c b n  on such content wiU lead to 

interpretations, opinions on the cultural content. The fïrst step of 

cultural understanding 'awarenesst is addressed. The students are 

offered the opportunity to gain cultural understanding and the degrees of 

understanding wiLi Vary depending on the students. 

A t  a beginner level it seems inevitable that after expressing some 

limited concepts in the hrget  language, the students wi i l  switch to their 

L1 in the discussion of cultural content. Nevertheles, we beLieve the 

student should be guided to keep as much of the CLC unity as possible, 

and as leaniing progresses, more of the disassion can be done in the 

L2. This is a real Limitation but as we said eariier our goal is not 'fuii 

understanding', nor a Cl view of the CS. Consequently, our cultural 

understanding objective goes in sync with our communicative and 

Linguistic objectives. 

H a v i h g  acknowledged this, it is important to point out how our 

approach differs frorn the ways cuitUral content is presented in 



textbooks. These are : 

1) Some beginner textbooks include the CZ cuiturai content in the L1 of 

the learner in a monologid fashion. In this case the 'unityl, culture- 

language-communicxtion ,& broken, Besides, the explanatory texts do not 

offer the learner the possibility to discover himself what the C2 content 

is nor to interpret it hunçelf from hiç observations. 

2 )  The alternative kind of textbmk presents the cultural content in the 

target language, but again, the explanatory tezrt only transmits 'factsr 

to the leamer. 

Our grounded theory approach is based on the lea-merls self 

diçcovery of the C2. It allows for refiection and for interpretation to 

emerge. It addresses cultural awareness and understanding more iuily 

since it makes students reflect on their own Cl. Activitieç on cultural 

content in current textbooks and materialç do not make learners get 

Uivolved with the content and engage in interpretation. Besides, they do 

not bring to consciousnesç the learner's Cl for him to focus on the 

differences, 

The steps deçcribed for the activities rehted to the context 'At the 

beachr can W y  be applied to other C2 contexts which carry th& 

speQfic cultural content/values. The activities themselves included in the 

illustration preserited are meant to be only examples of activities for 

students to focus on the C2 and address cultural awareness at a beginner 

level. O t h e r  tasks can certainly be designed with similar principles and 

goals. For the last twenty years, the Communicative Approach has 

produced f r o m  simple information gap exchanges to an immense variety of 
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tasks that cari further their goais. W e  are sure that teachefs who are in 

favor of a CLC orientation to language learning can produce materials and 

tasks that heLp to better approximate our goals. 

Furthmore, w e  M e v e  the culturd understanding activities not 

oniy aim at cultural understanding but also provide a great opportunity 

for teachers to integrate linguistic content in true contexts of situation, 

which otherwise remain quite unconnected for the learner. The goal of 

bringing together Linguistic items, communication and culture in these 

acîivities reflect our view of a target language as a sociosemantic uni- 

in the target language contexts of situation. Moreover, it is our strong 

b&ef that the exploration of language in the cultural contexts where it 

happens provides the leamer w i t h  a view of language that reflects more 

aspects of reaïity than previous approaches have aimed at- 



Condusion 

It is now time to think again about the questions we posed ourseives 

at the start and the directions we have taken in response to those 

questions. Ln short, what has this investigation on btegrating culture in 

the curriculum of inmductory foseign language courses left us w i t h  ? 

The purpose of foreign language teaching in our mes and the role of 

culture pmposed in our approach seem closely W e d  to the aimç 

universitty education is presently m g .  These were  expressed in a 

recent article in the Calgary Herald on June 2znd, 1997, which  stated the 

changes in the cunicula and facuities at the University of Calgary 

expected to be introduced by the fall of 1998. Among the changes 

mentioned, we read that 1. . . Students w i l l  be expected to . . connect 

wi th  the outside community through practicums, . . . . or study abroad 

before they graduate, . . . .Students with  U of C degrees wiU be expected 

to be able to operate in different cuituresa . 

In iight of the stated aimç, we are urged to seconsider the educational 

experiences that we offer students in iritroductory foreign Language 

programs at post-secondary institutions. The choices of educational 

content must  be de£ined so that leamers can be expected to be able to 

operate in different cultures . 

We believe that foreign language courses are in a unique position to 

take up this challenge. The CLC UNty approach proposed is an attempt 
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to facilitate the achievement of the sbted aims. However, putting it into 

practice will mean challenging some weU estabLished practices. Our CLC 

approach does not support the position that target language and culture 

are two different contents and should be taught separately. Besides, it 

challenges the academic stance that knowledge of the arts and Literature 

iç 'the' meanç to provide an understanding of the current target culture. 

It refuses to restrict the learning of every day target culture to 'ex-- 

curricuiar projects' dealing with food and folklore. Our approach values 

the exploration and interpretafion of CS meanirigs through the U to 

reach an understanding of such culture. We believe the encornter w i t h  

people in every day foreign culture cuntexts is 'an intense relationship' 

( Clarke, 1976) which we as foreign language teachers cannot leave to 

chance. 

The CLC approach seeks to overcome the view that introductory 

courses' only purpose is teaching and learning the linguistic code. A 

greater awareness iç needed in the profession of what constitutes the 

content and objectives of inbmductory courses. Textbook driven teaching 

which mainly aims at decoding and enmding abstracted meanings of 

language offers a very Limited expsience of the target language. 

htroductory courses need to be valued by teachers, students and 

program designers for the meaningful educationai experiences they can 

offer and not only as a preliminary step to the more intellechml work of 

readulg fiterature. A greater professional engagement is needed for the 

design and development of such couses. 



O u r  CLC approach attempts to provide the Iearners with a closer 

encounter with the m e n t  feality of a foreign language. Its aim is not 

'ta include' cultural content in the programs, to require students to Iearn 

detajls of the CS. It is to engage them in the diçcovery of trnednings' of 

the C2 expreçsed by the U. It iç to have them use their interpretive 

capabilities, which wiîl prepare them to i n t e r e t  other d t u r a l  

encounters they may have, Our intent is not to teach leamers to  

idedlislidy feel empathy for others. It is to provide them w i t h  the 

opportunities to get Uivalved w i t h  a target dture and react to it. There 

is no question that these experiences wiU be limited in introductory 

courses. But the aim is to 'introduce' learners to the fact that a target 

language is 'about something' ( Halliday , pp. 113 ) . The  aim is to get 

studentç to ask themseives questions about the target culture and to 

facilitate a cultural awareness that can be more fuliy devdoped in the 

future. The role of cuiture in language teaching today is to blend our 

unicultural way of understanding the world wi th  other d t u r a l  ways, by 

introducing students to the process of making m e a n h g  in the generic 

situations of another culture. 

Furthennoore, the illustration of my CLC unity perspective is not 

intended to be an ideal or perfect application. It has been an attempt to 

take the prinaples of my approach and put them together in a way that 

can fit existing educational progams. It has taken the contents of 

(g rammr ,  structures, vocabulary, topic) as they appear in curent 

programs. The elernents that are prized in these programs such as 

a m a c y ,  grammar usage, parts of speech, the speakïng, writing , 
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Listening and reading 'skills' are present in our example, It includes the 

same chaices of grammatical and vocabulary items. With the same elements 

1 have tried to bring out 'CS meanings' that hold those elements 

together. It is to show that culture is present in language no matter how 

limited the Enguistic i t ems  presented, that leamers should not wait until 

after they know a i l  their basic grammar and vocabuhry to be engaged 

w i t h  cultural meaning. It is to show that a different direction can be 

tried within the systern and then teachers can explore methods and 

techniques to achïeve CLC aims more fully. The power of CLC at this 

point may appear limited, but change is expected to be incrernentai. 

If we are to heip our  students 'be able to operate in different 

cultures' we can no longer as Hall says 'take C2 m e a n i n g s  and patterns 

for granted' and focus only on an abstracted linguistic code. If foreign 

language teachers provide opportunities in the ciassrmm for leamers to 

enmunter and get involved w i t h  the CS meanings they will be preparing 

learners tn face the 'big leapt of functioning in a different culture. 
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